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1.0.0 Summary

1.1.0 Purpose and Overview.

The purpose of this report is to describe the Army's experience in

the disposal of chemical agent/munitions and how this experience led to the

choice of incineration for the disposal of the ohemioal stockpile. This

report discusses the historical background of disposal, the scientific reviews

that led to the use of chemical neutralization for nerve agent, and the

problems encountered with neutralization that led to adoption of the

alternative of Incineration for nerve agent. Thio report also discusses the

Army's experience with incineration, the incineration and pollution abatement

.3ystems to be used in the proposed chemical stockpile disposal program, and

the test program being conducted by the Army to verify performance and

environmental compliance.

1.2.0 Historical Background.

a. between World War I and 1969, methods of chemical agent/munitions

disposal included open pit, burning, atmospheric dilution, burial, and ocean

dumping, Such methods of chemical disposal were also commonly practiced by

industry also before public concerns with environmental, health, and safety

issues became critloally important, The last4 chemioal munition ocean dump

occurred with Operation CHASE in August, 1970. In response to such public

concerns, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) was requested by the

Department of Defense to perform a scientific review of chemical

agent/munitions disposal. The NAS in June, 1969 recommended abandoning ocean

dumping as a method of disposal. As alternatives, two different disposal

methods were suggested based on the Army's experience at that time: chemical

neutralization of nerve agent GB and incineration of blister agents H and HD,

b. In 1972, a Senior Advisory Panel report (also known as the Gross

Report) confirmed the original recommendation of the NAS for the dual method
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approach to disposal and added that the Army should continue to test

incineration for disposal of GB and VX. In the early 1970's, incineration of

hazardous wastes was a relatively new technology, BY 1970, the Army had had

experience in incinerating mustard (3,000 tons at Rocky Mountain Arsenal) and
in neutralizing GB in limited field operations.

1.3.0 Neutralization.

1.3.1 Introduction,

a. In the next major chemical munitions disposal after

Operation CHASE, the Army was charged with getting rid of excess stocks of

mustard and OS munitions at Rooky Mountain Arsenal (RMA). In executing its

charge, the Army followed the 1969 recommendations of the NAS, by incinerating

the mustard and neutralizing the GD. Let us temporarily put incineration

aside and focus on why neutralization was generally considered before

incineration, what is neutralization, what was the Army's experience with

neutralization (GB only on the Industrial-scale), how the processes were

executed at RMA and Chemical. Agent Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS), and what

were the problems encountered.

b. Neutralization was attempted before incineration because of

the Army's familiarity with neutralization in field disposal and
decontamination .peratioris, Neutralization is used in the generic sense of a

chemical reaction of the toxic chemical agent with another compound to render

a less toxic product. In some cases, the reaction is literally a true

chemical neutralization where the chemical agent which acts as an acid

undergoes reaction with a base to form an organic salt.

c. Mustard agent can be neutralized by hydrolysis or reacting

with an excess of monoethanolamine. However, the homogeneous liquid organic

waste that is produced must be disposed of. In addition, the high amounts of

impurities in the mustard, particularly the "Levinstein" version rendered

neutralization difficult. Because the organic waste was best disposed of by

incineration, it was thought best that mustard itself should be incinerated in
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the first place eliminating the need for neutralization. Thus, no industrial-

scale neutralization was carried out for mustard.

d. Chemical agent VX can be neutralized by acid

ohlorinolysis. However, neutralization of VX was never demonstrated at the

industrial-scale.

e, The only chemical agent with which the Army has had

industrial-scale neutralization experience is OB. OB was neutralized with

caustic sodilum hydroxide. The caustic neutralization reaction Js sensitive to

concentration, pH, and temperature. It is alto reversible, albeit marginally,

and reformation of GB is possible under fairly restrictive conditions,

Approximately 8.4 million lb of OB have been neutralized on an industrial

scale at the RMA and CAMDS (see Table 1-1).

1.3,2 ocky Mountain Arsenal (RMA).

a. The neutralization operations at RMA occurred under two different

projects: Project Eagle - Phase II and Project Eagle - Phase II (Expanded).

(Project Eagle - Phase rconsisted of the incineration of ton containers of

mustard between July, 1972 and March 197q and is covered later, in Section

1.4.2). Project Eagle - Phase II consisted of the disposal of 21,114 M34

Cluster Bombs between October 1973 and November, 1976, Project Eagle - Phase

II (Expanded) consisted of three disposal sub-operations: (1) GB agent in

five underground storage tanks (i1) 2,422 ton oontainers, and (i11) 106

Honest John M190 warheads (each containing 368 M139 bomblets), 1222 fused M139

Bomblets, and 39,632 unfused M139 bomblets. Project Eagle - Phase II

(Expanded) took place between September, 19711 and November, 1976 (refer to

Table 1-1 for the dates and amounts of OB neutralized for each sub-operation).

b. The process of disposing the munitions consisted of disassembling

or stripping the explosives or fuses and rendering them from functioning,

incinerating the explosives or fuses (if present), draining and storing the

liquid GB, chemically decontaminating the empty munition or container,

shearing the burster (if present), and thermally decontaminating metal parts.

1-3
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o. No processing was required for disposal of the GB held in

underground storage tanks other than that of in-line filtering to remove any

solids. The OB was directly pumped from these tanks to neutralization

reactors.

d, During all disposal operations at RMA, the same process was used

for neutralizing 08. The GB that was drained was pumped to a holding tank.

From the latter, it was mixed with caustic. The mixture of GB and caustic

flowed to a reactor, The brine resulting from the reaction mixture was

continuously agitated and recirculated. Heat generated from the reaction was

removed. When the neutralization was determined to be complete by sampling

and testing, the brine was reduced to salt by evaporating the water. The

water 'apor was scrubbed befor atmospheric discharge and the salt paoked in

drums for disposal. Waste water from the scrubbing process and periodic wash

down of the reactors was transferred to an industrial sump or lagoon,

e, The neutralization process at RMA was for the most part

successful in achieving its mission. However, there was one environmental

concern that would not have been considered as a concern at the time of

neutralization: although the waste water contributed to contamination of the
underground water, it was then common industrial practice to dispose waste

water by allowing it to evaporate from a lagoon. The solid waste included

decontaminated metal parts, furnace ash, and the spray dried salt. The

decontaminated metal parts were sold as scrap. Furnace ash was not disposed

of until 1986, and thus became subject to the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA) that required placement in a hazardous waste landfill

because of the presence of heavy metals that was not required in the 1970's

when the ash was generated, The 21.5 million lb of spray-dried salt that wern

generated in the 19g0's also became subject to RCRA. The salt was placed in

an approved industrial hazardous waste landfill in 1986. The only problem

that would have been an environmental problem at that time was the reformation

of miniscule amount. of GB In the spray dryer gas stream. The problem was

solved but it required tedious studiec that resulted in a combination of

adjusting the pH and brine flow rate, reducing operating tem~perature, and/or

changing the fuel,
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1.3,3 Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS).

a, Following the completion of the RMA neutralization programs,
effort was initiated at CAMDS (Table 1-1) to dispose of the M55 rockets and

155mm/105mm projectiles.

b. Between September, 1979 and April, 1981, 13,951 M55 rockets were

demilitarized at CAMDS. The process consisted of drainin% the liquid GB,

cutting the rocket into pieces with a Rocket Demil Machine, incinerating the

explosive/propellant and thermally decontaminating the metal parts in the
Deaotivation Furnace System (DFS), and storing the GB for neutralization.

c. Between July, 1981 and July 1982, 12,673 nonburstered 155mm and

105mm projectiles wiere disposed of. The process consisted of extracting the

nose closure, pulling the burster welt, and draining the liquid OB with the

Projectile Pull and Drain Machine; thermal decontamination of the empty

projectiles in the Metal Parts Furnace (MPF); and storage of the OB for

neutralization.

d. The GB was neutralized at CAMDS using the Agent Destruction

System (ADS). The ADS was modeled after the existing facilities at RMA with

certain modified equipment configurations. In the ADS design, the caustic and

GB are blended in the reactor rather than in a mixing tee, as done at RMA.
Also, the heat of reaction is removed by a reactor reciroulation system and

cooling Jacket in tile ADS rather than a heat exchanger downstream of the
mixing tee, as done at RMA. These modifications were done to uliminate

foaming and line plugging problems experienced at RMA and to improve process
operations in general. Also, these changes were necessary to accommodate

caustic neutralization of the VX acid urine in the second step of the VX
neutralization process.

e. The other significant difference was the changeover from the use

of spray dryers at RMA to drum dryers at CAMDS for evaporating the water and
reducing the brines trom neutralization to salts. The main reason for the

changeover was to avoid the conditions present in spray drying that were found

to be conducive to GB reformation; these conditions were the high operating
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temperature and exposure to aoidio combustion gasea. Furthermore, the drum

dryers involved much less air volume because air was used not for heat

transfer but only as an effluent to carry away water vapor; thus, a smaller

volume of air had to be dealt with in the event of GB emission. The operation
of the drum dryers was also more cost-effective than the spray dryers,

f. Significant problems were encountered with the UB neutralization
process at CAMDS. The neutralization process did not follow the expected

course and presented two major problems, (1) minute quantities of GB were
found in the brines and (2) the process took significantly longer than

expeoted. A significant portion of the problems CAMDS was experiencing can be

explained by the change in the standard for certifying that the brine was
agent-free. At RMA, the standard that was imposed was the mere presence of 5%
excess caustic in the brine. However, after RMA faced problems with GB

emission in the spray dryer, the Department of Health and Human Services
adopted a more strirgent stanidard requiring testing of the brine. This

standard was converted into the certifriation target level of no more than 2ng
of GB per ml of brine. Thus, faced with a much stricter 6tandard, CAMDS had

more difficulty. The Army spent over $7 million in attempts to determine the
cause of the prejenoe of minute quantities of GB in the brine after

neutralization. Four predominant theorles were proposed but riot confirmed.

reversal of the reaction under equilib. ium conditions, occlusion or

encapsulation with solids, introduetion as an artifact under- the analytical
Pr.!'diedures used to detect GB, and false positives resulting from the complex

saerile matrix. In efforts 1,o achieve the certification target level, the
prouess took much longer than the expected four hours. Some neutraiization

reactions took as long as forty days while most were 10 to 20 days. Excess
caustic was added to accelerate the neutralization reaction and this resulted
in significantly high salt production. Other problems had to do with residual

water left in the storage tank before filling with GB.- Apparently, the water

reacted with the GB in a hydrolysis that resulted in a very low pH solution
that consumed more caustic than expected and formed a hard to pump sledge that

occasionally led to pipe-ologging. On other occasions, although GB was added
to the reactor in a oontrolled manner to reduce heat build-up, the use of a
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cooling system resulted in too low temperatures that caused precipitation to

clog pipes from the reactor vessels.

g. The problems encountered with industrial-scale neutralization of
GB led the Army to abandon neutralization for disposal of ohemical munitions
regardless of the type of chemical agent present. As previously mentioned,

the NAS 1969 report had recommended incinerating mustard, VX, which was next
to be neutralized, was not neutralized on an industrial-soale because of the
problems experienoed with OB neutralization. The rationale for abandoning
neutralization was based on a number of factors: (i) the sheer complexity of

the process (as compared to incineration which was the emerging industrial
technology for disposal of organic substances) and the sensitivity of the

process to numerous parameters that would slow the reaction or even promote
hydrolysis reversal ref'orming 0B, (2) the quantity and nature of the waste

that was produced, and (3) the high capital costs (for the complex of
equipment required) and operating costs. On March 9, 1982 at a Configuration
Policy Board meeting, the Army of!'ioially decided to abandon neutralization
and adopt incineration for disposal of chemical agent/munitions.

1.4.O Incineration.

1.4.1 Introduction,.

a. As a viable alternative, incineration was seriously

considered for a number of compelling reasons, It has always been the Army's

preferred method for disposal of mustard agent and it is the only approved

method for ensuring that an item that has come in contact with chemical agent
is oumpletely decontaminated. Incineration is fairly simple, straightforward,

and avoids the problems experiences with GB neutralization. The products of
combustion do not allow reformation of the reactants such as GB. Incineration

does not produce as much waste as neutralization and furthermore, the waste is
generally inorganic. The capital and operating costs of incineration are much

less than those of neutralization. Last, but not least important is the fact
that one incineratnr was required to augment neutralization in disposal of
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chemical munitions. Because neutralization applies only to the agent, an

incinerator had to be used to dispose of explosive/propellant components and

thermally decontaminate munition cavities and metal parts. Because

incineration would be required anyway, there was little reason to not use it

for complete instead of partial destruction and eliminate neutralization,

Inoineration Is the thermal decomposition of organic compounds into simpler

inorganic, innocuous compounds, mainly water and carbon dioxide. In addition

to these two compounds, acid gases such as hydrogen fluoride (from GB),

phosphorus pentoxide (from CA, OB, and VX), nitrogen dioxide (from GA and VX),

and hydrogen chloride (from mustard) arise from combustion of chemical

agent. These acid gases are easily removed by scrubbing.

b. The National Research Council (NRC) restudied the question

of the most safe, effective, and economical means for ohemioal agent/munitions

disposal at the request of the Army in 1982. After reviewing the advances in

technology since the 1969 NAS report, the NRC concluded that thermal

destruction was the best means for disposal.

o. Incineration is a safe and environmentally sound method of

destroying toxic organic compounds, where toxicity is a function of the entire

compound (as with chemioal agent), and is used commercially for disposal of

polyohlorinated biphenyls, pesticides, herbicides, and hazardous organic waste

products.

d. The Army's experience in incineration of chemioal agent

includes dl.oposal of over 6.26 million lb of agent (over 60,000 munitions and

containers) at RMA and CAMDS together as shown in Table 1-1,

1.4.2 Rocky Mountain Arsenal (RMA).

a. Two major disposal operations using incineration have been

accomplished at RMA, The first, designated as Project Sagle - Phase I

occurred between August, 1972 and February, 1974 and disposed of 6.14 million

lb of mustard agent (H and HD) in ton containers. The second operation
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involved disposal of over 21,000 Chemical Agent Identification Sets (CAIS)

whioh contained about 36,7000 lb of various ohemical agents (see Table 1-1).

b. Project Eagle - Phase I was intended to dispose of excess

stocks of mustard agent stored at RMA since the 1940's, They were scheduled

for ocean dumping until the NAS recommended incineration. The disposal

process consisted oft (1) preheatlng the ton container, '(2) draining of the

mustard agent, (3) incineration of the agent, (4) thermal decontamination of

the container, and (5) furnace emission control.

(1) The primary incinerator for disposal of the drained

mustard agent was the modified hydrazine furnace. A torn-oontainer furnaoe was

used to inoinerate the agent residue left in the ton Oontatners. The

Pollution Abatement System (PAS) for the furnaces included a oaustic quenoh, a

scrubber system, an electrostatic precipitator and stack. The four-stage

electrostatic precipitator was added to ensure par, ticulate emission and stack

opacity limits were met because rust (tron oxide) from inside the ton

containers posed potential emissions problems. All waste water and scrubber

brines generated by the PAS were dried into salt using a spray dryer.

(2) During incineration, the stack and work area were
monitored for mustard. In addition, the perimeter was monitored for nitrogen

dioxide, sulfur dioxide, ozone, suspended particulate, and for HCI with

sequential samples on a six-hour cycle monitoi,. Although particulate emission

standards were occasionally exceeded, Project Eagle - Phase I had no

significant impact on ambient air quality.

(3) A total of 14 million lb or' spray driud salt wan

produced during Project Eagle - Phase I. While the majority of samples of the

salt did not show them to be RCRA hazardous waste, minute quantities of
arsenic and lead in some sampleB and sample variability forced a decision to

plaje all of the salt in a RCRA hazardous waote landt'ill. The decontaminated

ton containers were sold as metal scrap. The ash and electrostatic

precipitator residue were disposed of' by land dilution.

o. The second major incineration operation at was the disposal

of CAIS stored at RMA. CAIS were used for Identification of various chemical
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agents during training but were declared obsolete in 1971. There were 18

different set configurations with each set containing from one to five

different agents, Although normally only one chemical agent at a time is

processed during disposal, the agents could not be easily separated and henne

they were incinerated simultaneously. This circumstance made the CAIS

disposal operation uliique,

(1) The CAIS were first incinerated in the RMA

Deactivation Furnace followed by the RMA Decontamination Furnace. The same

Deactivation Furnace used in the disposal of the Honest John warheads was used

for the CAIS disposal except that it was modified by addition of an

afterburner to accommodate glass ampules and bottles. The same

Decontamination Furnace used in the disposal of the Honest John warheads was

used for CAIS disposal also except that it was modified by installation of a

new high-temperature refractory, pedestals to support the CAIS shipping

containers, and reconfiguration of the burners to ensure uniform heating. An

electrostatic precipitator was added to the PAS to remove arsenic oxide and

other particulates in the furnace exhaust. The PAS, in addition, had a quench

and dual packed column sozubbers to remove acid gases, All waste water,

quenoh, and PAS scrubber brines were dried into salt with a spray dryer.

(2) The work areas and stack emissions were monitored for

the presence of' any of nine chemicial agents. The spray-dried salt was drummed

and disposed of in 1985 In a hazardous waste landfill, The electrostatic

precipitator residue, found to contain excessive arsenic, lead and zinc, was

drummed and placed into a hazardous waste landfill, The furnace residue, in

spite of its acceptability for disposal in a sanitary landfill, was also

placed in a hazardous waste landrill. The lead from the gaskets in the CAIS

shipping containers was sold as scrap metal while the CAIS shipping

containNr, themselves, were retp.ined after thermal decontamination for use as

overpacks,for leadking ohemical munitions.

1.4.3 .- Agent Munitions Dipjep~alSys~tem (CAMD.._S.).

.1. .1.....



a. The primary purpose of CANJS la to test and evaluate equipment

and processes to be used in chemical agent/munitions disposal plants. While

CAMDS is authorized to dispose of some chemical agents/munitions, this

disposal usually accompanies the primary purpose of data collection and test

and evaluation of process equipment. CAMLS experience with incineration of

chemical agent (shown in Table 1-1) consists of disposing 75,000 lb of OB and

86000 lb of VX (i.e., 38,000 munitions). Three furnaces have been used at

CAMMSI Deactivation Furnace System (DFS), MPF, and Liquid Incinerator

(LIC). The CAMDS DFS is similar to the RMA DFS (a rotary kiln) used during

Froject Eagle - Phase II (Expanded) except that the CAMDS DFS also performs

thermally decontamination simultaneously eliminating the need for a

decontamination furnace. The CAMDS MPF is similar in function to the ton

container furnace and decontamination furnace, both used at RMA except that

the CAMDS MPF has the additional capability of incinerating bulk liquid

agent. The CAMDS LIC was determined to be necessary when it was found to be

more efficient to drain chemical agent from a munition or bulk container and

then to incinerate or thermally decontaminate each separately in a LIC and

MPF, respectively. The CAMDS LIC is analogous to the hydrazine furnace used

at RMA for incinerating drained liquid mustard.

b. The purpose of the CAMDS DFS is to incinerate remidual chemical

agent and deactivate explosives/propellant The DFS has experienced the

incineration of 18,300 projectiles.. The DFS consists of a feed chute with

double tipping blast valves, rotary kiln furnace protected and isolated by a

reinforced concrete enclosure (to shield a potential detonation), heated

discharge conveyor, scrap conveyor, cyclone separator, slagging afterburner,

and PAS. Segmented rocket pieces, munition bodies and cavities with or

without residual agent and all other charge for the DFS are fed from the

Explosive Containment Cubicle (ECC).

o. The purpose of the DFS PAS is to remove acid gases and

particulate from the furnace exhaust before atmospheric release. The PAS

consists of a quench tower, variable throat venturi scrubber, packed bed wet

scrubber tower, demister, induced draft fan and exhaust stack, The DFS

exhaust is monitored for oxygen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur
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dicxide, nitrogen dic'xide, and the pre~onoe of chemical agents. A system of

eight perimeter monitoring stations is used to check ambient air quality.

(1) To date, four incineration tests have been completed on the

DFS (See Table 1-2): (1) GB Challenge Test, (2) Undrained M55 Rocket

Incineration Test, (3) Poly-ohlorinated Biphenyl Incineration Test, (4)

Drained M55 Rocket Incineration Test, and (5) Ocean Dumping Permit Application

Analysis of DFS Scrubber Brines:.

d. The primary purpose of the CAMDS MPF is to thermally

decontaminate munition bodies, ton containers, projectiles, and other metal

parts with residual nhemical agent, in the absence of explosive/ propellant.

In addition, the CAMDS MPF can be used to incinerate bulk agent (GB and VX).

The MPF has experienced incineration of 32,000 lb of GB, 8,000 lb of VX, and

18,897 projectiles, TIhe MPF system consists of a charge car, a roller hearth

furnace (containing three chambers: punch, volatilization, and burnout), a

primary t'ume burner, an auxiliary fume burner, and a PAS. Moreover, the MPF

system includos scrap handling and (ooling equipment, Items are fed from the

multipurpose demilitarization machine or bulk drain station to tile HPF by the

pcwe,, driven charge oar. 'The MPF PAS is identical to thle IFS PAS except that

the liquid flow rates (water and caustic) are higher because of thle larger MPF

exhaust gas flow rate.

(1) Six types of incineration tests have been conducted with

the MP1F (see Table 1-3): (1) evaluation of the PAS, 012) G3 agent injection

Incineration, (3) thermal rtocontaintnation of drained 1(15mm projectiles, (4) in

situ incineration, (5) development of design data for the Johnston Atoll

Chemical Agent Disponal System (JACADS) MPF and LIC, and (6) VX agent,

incincration tests.

e. The purpose of the CAMDS LIC is to burn ohe.mical tagernt drained

from munitions or bulk containers and organic matter in waste liquids such as

spent decontamination oc(lution. The CAMDS LIC has experienced operation for

over one year and has incinerated 37,930 lb of GB. The LIC has a primary

burner and secondary burnor and it Is designed to take advantage of the high

heat of combustion of the chemical agent. The CAMDS LIC is one-third the
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capacity of the LIC to be used at JACADS and the proposed ohornicial. :3tokpi.1.n

disposal plants. The CAMDS LIC also differs in that It doesi not hove i.t~s own

PAS, but Is hooked up to the CAMDS MPF PAS. However, only either the TIC or

MPF can be operated at one time.

(1) Between December, 1985 and February, 1986 a •mi, Ies or tet

was oonducted to obtain emissions data on the MAC and the MPIV' 'AS (wIth the

LIC only operating) and effluent data on the [1C sump brines, PAS norubber'

brines, and salts formed from drying the brines. Both the parV'i-Jolate and

hydrogen fluoride emissions data were considered inconr luoiVy. No M.iin~t floant

emissions or volatile or 3emi-volatile prodtot5 of i.ncomrInpleto combustion were

identified. The 1IC 0 ump brines, PAS scrubber br inea-* ai1d i.. t'ilmi ['lalld

drying the brines were all found to be non-RCRA hazardous.

(W Testa were conducted in Juiie, 1986 to, obt:ain tlu

composition of and concentrat ion of pollutants In t1i, ,cc'iiublier Tie whm. The

LIC scribber brines did not exhibit any motliO.r. oxcudkling tiioý IC.',IBA I i 1t,,

Large post-burn lnareasaes in phosphate and fCluor ide (nOflh.owl 1". Iteli ,lu" •'I lrnIOWi

(due to GB innineration). No organic priority poulL 4t,oit , iu[l vlan ti:l or'

semi-volatile were deteated in significant amonnt:t,

1.5.0 LUioaal Process Descrition.

1 1 .1.nt oduCtion.

a. The method of disposal proposed for' thi ,h-•tl.1kllI St.,k . i.e

Diapoi ii I- Pr'ogram (CSOP) ii tnn inerat ionn. 'lh ohetmiiaol agunt,ti U ait. t 1i.1 bth

disposed ot" are primarily mustard, GB, and VX with A .li. ql. alt it, i l.•i• i'

lewieIto and GA. The in,inerator8 wil.1 be bas-ed on JAC ADi)S do.lwgn, ,i I''•-, g

only In fuel used and capacity because of invcJltory Val'lAitllO rli ,' in tO

site. Foiur incinerators are addressed Jj% th ia report: (1) Mi)',, (' ) I. , (3)

MP', and (4) Dunnage Incinerator (DUN). Each £rnolnor;itor Will. Ih,'iv, [ I,3 (W11

PAS and will also be addressed.
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1.5,2 Incinerators.

a. The CSD? DFS will consist of four separate sections: (1)

r)tary retort, (2) blast load attenuation duct, (3) cyclone, and (0)

afterburner, In addition to its originally designed purpose of destroyi'ng

residual agent and deactivaCting exploqiven /propellants, the DF.S will. b, unan.

to thermally decontaminate spent filters, such as charooal filters, high

efficiency particulate air filters, and prefiltors. At any given time, the

DFS will process components from only one runitton type and c.ri agenrt,

b. The rotary retort, of the DFS oonslsts of two feed ohutos,

each with two blast gates in series, a charge end ,tbaLnjnbty, a tumrmna',.

retort drive mechanism, a discharge end subassembly, and a heated disrharge

conveyor. The feed chutes connect with the 1,xpioui:.ve Corntailnment; H00111, 1110

blast load A attenuation duct conducts the flue gases from the retort to the

cyclone which separates solid particulates traon tho gal .tea,,r .a I'.

afterburner combusts any organic vapor not combusted in tre off is•,' loavtng

the cyclone. The gases from the afterburner fl.ow to the quiench t:)wo, in 11h10

DFS PAS.

a, The CSDP LIC Is a two-atm ge rofraoo.ory Lined Irulmn7rtdo

designed to combust drained liquid chemical agent and or, arli [ oa LLeti Write
liquor such as spent decontamination solution. The I,[U coneirst: off ;p ltrtmar, y

combustion chamber and afterburnier, Drained ohemical agunt htori iih

Toxic Tank is pumped through duplex strainers tu toh e ptm'uavy uomfivitlo)n

chamber where It is air-atomized and burned, The aftei'burner ensuraes UoImpLete

combustion of the chemical. agent, if any to stilL procolit., in the ga,'e

leaving the primary combustion chamber, Spent deconta.mination ,3oiutloii n.a

atomized to the str'ea4m of gaseu entering the aftuzrburner from the pr'imary

combustion chamber and is incinerated inI the afturbu-ner, Th i neruultaitnt f.Lut-
gas from the afterburner flows to the LIC PAS.

d, The CSDP MPF is designed to thermally dooontaminato dra H.d,

defused and nonburstered projectiles, bulk items JUch -I1 tn 00.ttnlIM•N NM•rol

bombs, equipment, and contaminatea combustible dunnage. The MPF Lut- uf.'
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(1) a horitontal, three-chamber, roller hearth unit and (it) an

afterburner. The heatrth unit's first chamber is an inlet airlock that

receives items for feed. The hearth's second chamber is a refractory-lined

burnout chamber split into three individually controlled temperature zones.

The hearth's third chamber is an egress airlock. Gases from all three

chambers are vented to the afterburner, a horizontal refraotory-lined

cylindrical vessel, to ensure complete oombustiun. Exhaust from the

afterburner flows to the MPF PAS. Handling of molten aluminum in special feed

oars is accommodated for processing spray tanks and M116 weteye bombs.

e. The CSDP DUN is designed to incinerate agent-oontaminated

(as well as unroontaminatod) dunnage. Dunnage includes scrap wood, pallets,

shipping boxes, laboratory solid wastes, work garments, and miscellaneous

waste. Metal mine drumns with small amounts of combustible packing will also

be disposed of in the DUN. The DUN consists of two separate chambers: the

primary combustion chainber and an afterburner. Solid wastes are charged into

the primary chamber via an airlock, elevator, and ram feeder. The flue gases

from the primary cumbuotton chamber are ducted to an afterburner, to ensure

complete combustion. Exhaust from the afterburner is vented to the PAS.

1 .5,.3 Pollution Abatement Systems (PAS).

a. Each CSOP incinerator (DFS, bIC, and MPF) will have its own

PAS. The PAS for each incinerator is identical in configuration but difforoj

in equipment size. The PAS consists of the quench tower, venturl surubber,
paZed bed scrubber tower, demiater vessel, induced-draft fan, and a common

stack, The quench tower cools with caustic, in countercurrent flow, the hot
gases entering from the afterburner, until the adiabatic saturation

temperature Is roached. The cooled gases from the quench tower enter the

venturi scrubbers which are variablo-plug throat scrubbers with a normal

operating pressure drop across the throat. Scrub solution is sprayed into the

gas stream to remove particulates. The scrubber tower separates the two-phase

flow from the venturi scrubbers. The separated gas phase enters the dumister

vessel in which water is sprayed to capture soluble particulate. The Induced-
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draft fan provi.des the motive for-ce for' the exhaust gases throughout the

.I.n'incrator and PAS. The common stack provides atmospheric discharge of' the

scrubbed flue gases from the PAS for all three incinerators. Sampling ports

are furnished in the stack for monitoring.

b. The DUN PAS differs from the PAS for the abov, three

incineratora. It oonsiats of a quench tower, baghouse, induced-draft fan, and

a stack, AVl of the DUN FAS components function identirally to those

d(soussed previously except for the baghouse. The baghouse is utilized to

remove partioulat4s from the gas stream by forcing the stream through a

fabric. Dislodged solids are collected in a hopper beneath the bags and

packed into drums.

1.6.0 Incineration and Pollution Abatement Systems (PAS) Test Program.

a. A comprehensive test program is underway at CAMPS to verify

the per'formance of the munition disassembly machines, incineration, and PAS

which will be used in JACADS and the proposed CSDP. Three typos of data will

be obtained during incineration system testing and evaluation: (1)

performance - Including h,•pt and material balances, temperature profi'les,

furnace stability, etc., (2; environmental compliance - including composition

of exhauot gases and solid residaes from, the incineratorn and PAS, and (3)

environmental concerns - ,nver~iing the same items as in (2) but analyzing for

constituents not currently required but which might be required in the future,

e.g., lse of Toxicity Characterisic Leaching Procedure for RCRA

characterization of hazardous waste. A comprehensive report on performance

and operational characteristics will be prepared at the end of each agent test

window. Test reports involving environmental compliance and environmental

concerns data will be obtained by conducting special test burns, with the aid

of a contractor because of the special sampling and analysis procedures.

b. Environmental compliance data will be obtained with re,9pect

to standards established oy the Clean Air Act (as administered by all 8 states

where chemical agent munitions .tockpiles are located). RCRA complianre data

will be obtained with respect to incineration emission standards.

i-i19



Incineration emission standards cover the chemical agent, principal organic

h1zardous constituent (POHC), HCl, particulate, SO2, and opacity. - CRA

compliance data will be obtained for solid waste residue to determine if it ie

a characteristic waste; this applies only in states where chemical agents are

olassified as characteristic waste. In states where the agents are "listed",

this data could be used for "delisting" petitions. Environmental compliance

data will also be obtained for the Marine Protection, Research, and

Sanctuaries Act (ocean dumping).

o. Environmental concerns dat. will be obtained on (1) produnts

of incomplete combustion, (2) heavy metal emissions from the furnaces, an6 (3)

Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Prouedurw as applied to solid waste

residues.

d. Each test burn in the test program will consist of at least

one baseline or background trial plus three trials in which the chemical

agents/muritions are processed. With the exception of chemical agent sampling

and analysis, and the brine and nitroglycerine analytical procedures, all of

which are Army procedures, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved

sampling and analysis procedures will be used.
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2.0.0. INTRODUCTION.

2,1.0. Purpose.

a. This repcrt has been prepared in support of the U.S. Army's Chemical

Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP) Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

(PEIS). As stated in the CSDP Draft PEIS(1), The Army has selected

incineration as the beat technology for destroying chemical agents and

munitions. The use of incineration for chemical agent and munition disposal

was endorsed by the National Research Council in 1984(2), and reflects the

wide spread acceptance of incineration as an effective, safe, and

environmentally sound method of disposal of hazardous materials. The purpose

of this report is to document the Army's chemical agent/munition disposal

experience and to explain how this experience has led to, the incineration

processes which will be used in the proposed CSDP disposal plants, Appendix B
contains a complete description of the chemical agents and munitions which will

be disposed of in the CSDP.

Four major topics will be covered in this report:

(1) The Army's chemical agent neutralization experience;

(2) 'Tle Army's chemical agent and munition incineration experience;

(3) The incineration and pollution abatement systems which will be

used in the proposed CSDP disposal plants; and

(4) The test program which tho Army is conducting to verify the

performance of the proposed 'inninoration and pollution abatement systems and to
ensure compliance with current and proposed environmental regulationo.
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2.2,0, Background,

2.2.1. Field Disposal Methods.

a. Disposal of chemical agents and munitions is not a new problem. Since

the first modern use of chemical weapons in 1915, during World War I, the

disposal of obsolete, deteriorated, or surplus chemical weapons has been a
problem which the United States, and many of the world's countries have had to

deal with, Early methods of chemical weapons disposal included open pit
burning (Figure 2-1), venting to the atmosphere (applicable only to gaseous

compounds such as chlorine) (Figure 2-2), field neutralization (Figure 2-3),

ocean dumping (Figures 2-4 and 2-5), and land burial (Figure 2-6).

2.2.2. 1969 National Academy of-Science Review(3)

a. The transition from field chemical agent and munition disposal

procedures to industrial type procf'dures, characteristic of those which will be
used in t.e proposed CSDP disposal plants, began In May 1969 when the
Department of Defense suspended plans to dispose of approximately 27,000 tons
of chemical weiapon- by ocean dumping in a program known as Operation CHASE

("Cut Holes And Sink Em"). This was done in response to public concerns over

the transportation of these items, as well as the potential environmertal

impact on marine life at the dump site. CHASE involved the rail transport of

conventional or chemical weapons to the Navy Ammunition Depot Earle, located

near Elizabeth, New Jersey. The munitions or chemical agents were then loaded
on exceso cargo hulks which were then towed out to the disposal area (centered

at 390 38' N; 710 0' W) and sunk in approximately 1200 fathoms (7,200 feet)
of. water. Prior to the suspension of Operation CHASE, 12 disposal operations

were accomplished, three of which involved chemical agents or munitions.
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b. In response to the public concerns described above, the Department of

Defense requested the National Academy of Science (NAB) perform an "assessment

of the hazards involved in the execution of Operation CHASE (and alternative

plans) for disposal of surplus chemical warfare stocks of the U.S. Army"...)

In response to this request, the NAS convened an Ad Hoc Committec comprised of

12 experts from leading industrial, educational, and research institutions.

The Committee was chaired by Dr. G. B. Kistiakowsky, Professor of Chemistry at

Harvard University.

c. The Committee report, which was submitted to the Department of Defense

in June 1969, made the following recommendations on chemical agent and munition

disposal:

(1) Adopt basically the samn approach to chemical agents and munitions

that the Atomic Energy Commission has adopted toward radioactive waste products

from nuclear reactions.

(2) Assume that all chemical agentN and munitions will require

eventual disposel.

(3) Occan dumping should be avoided,

(4) Conduct a study of optimal disposal methods at appropriate

military Installations which involve no hazards to the general population or

pollution of the ervironment.

(5) Large scale disposal facilities should be required as a

counterpart to exisiting stocks and planned manufacturing operations.

2.2,3. Agent Destruction - Chemical Neutralization or Incineration?

a. In the NAS Ad Hoc Committee Report, two different methods for chemical.

agent destruction were recommended - chemical neutralization for nerve agent GB

2-9
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(Sarin) and incineration for blisLer agent mustard (I1/11D). These recommondn-

tions were based on the Army's experience at that time, Approximately 3,000

tons of mustard had been incinerated in a special furnace located at Rocky

Mountain Arsenal, however, the Army did not have comparable GB Incineration

experience. Instead, chemical neutralization of GB had been used successfully

during limited field disposal operations.

b, In 1972 a Senior Advisory Panel was established at the direction of the

U.S. Army Material Command to review the Army's chemical demilitarization

program.(4) The Panel was chaired by Dr. Paul Gross of Duke University and

was comprised of eight experts from industry, and educational and research

institutions, With respect to agent destruction, the committee concluded that

the dual method approach, originally recommended by the NAS, was still the beat

course to follow because of the limited laboratory data available on nerve

agent incineration. However, because of the idvantages of having a single

disposal process applicable to all chemical agents, the panel recommended that

the Army continue to conduct laboratory and pilot incineration tests with nerve

agnnts GB and VX.

2.3.0. Industrial Scale Disposal Experience.

Since the 1969 NAS Ad Hoc Committee Report, Rocky Mountain Arsenal (RMA),

Colorado, and the Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System (CANIDS) located in

Tooele Army Depot (TEAD), Utah, have been the "proving grounds" for chemical

agent and munition disposal technology for use in "industrial-scale" disposal

plants. The data and experience obtained from the disposal programs and tests

conducted at these installations (Figure 2-7), in addition to the laboratory

dnta from Edgewood Arsenal (now called Edgewood Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Maryland), are the foundation for the disposal methods which will be used in

the proposed CSDP disposal facilities, To date, about 15 million pounds of

chemical agents have been destroyed either by neutralization or incineration,

2-I0
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2,3.1. Rocky Mountain Arsenal.

a. RMA consists of approximately 25 square miles of land located directly

northeast of metropolitan Denver, Colorado (Figure 2-8). Land surrounding the

Arsenal is diverse and include Stapleton International Airport, a light

industrial complex, and residential areas directly to the south; residential

areas to the west and northwest; agricultural land to north aad east. Two
major chemical agent/munition disposal programs have been conducted at RMA:

Project Eagle and the Chemical Agent Identification Set (CAIS) Disposal

Program. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 list the type, method, ard quantity of agents

disposed at RNA,

b. Project Eagle, In response to the recommendation of the NAS Ad Hoc

Committee, the Department of Defense completely abandoned the proposed ocean

dumping of mustard filled ton containers and M34 Cluster Bombs stored at RMA.

Instead, Project Eagle was established in Atugust 1969 to dispose of these items

in accordance with the recommendations of the NAS Ad loc Committee. The

project was divided into two phases:

(1) Phase I - Condicted from August 1972 through February 1974 and

disposed of the mustard filled ton containers,(5) Disposal operations were

conducted in the Mtstard Plants Area near the center of the Arsenal (Figure

2-0),

(2) Phase II (Expanded) - Conducted from October 19/3 through October

1976. Initially, Phase I1 dealt only with the M34 Cluster Bombs scheduled for

disposal in Operation CHASE; however in October 1973, three additional disposal

projects were added: (a) disposal of the bulk GB stored in underground storage

tanks; (b) disposal of GB ton containers; and (c) disposal of the floneit John

warheads containing M139 GB filled bomblets.( 6 ' 7 ' 8' 9 )" All disposal

operations were conducted in the GB Complex located in the north central part

of the Arsenal (Figure 2-9). Chemical neutralization was used to destroy the
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TABLU 2-1. Chviical Agent Munitions Disposed of in Project Eagle

QUANTITY.

PHASE AGENT MUNITION/CONTAINER METHOD (POMMDS)

Levinstein Mustard (H) Ton Containers Incineration 4,428,000
Distilled Mustard (HD) 1,714,000

II GB M34 Cluster Bombs/ Neutralization* 4,129,600

M125 Bomblets

GB Undergr, .id Storage Neutralization 378,000

Tanks

GB Toi, Containers Neutralization* 3,604,500

GB tIonest John Warheads/ Neutralization* 76,500

M139 comblets

*Incineration Used to Destroy .Explosive Components Mnd/Or Decontaninate Metal Parts

2-,1 4



TABLE 2-2. Chemical Agents Incinerated in CAIS Disposal Program

QUANTITY

AGENT 
(POUNS)

Phosgene (CG) 17,698

Chloropicrin (PS) 10,196

Mustard (H/HD) 6,542

Lewisite (L) 1,385

Cyanogen Chloride (CK) 433

Nitrogen Mustard (HN-I/HN-3) 394

Satin (GB) 46

'TOTAL 36,694
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GB; incineration was used to thermally decontaminate all metal parts (except

the underground st,,ra8e tauka) and to burn the explosive components of the

bomblets.

c. CAIS Disposal - Conducted May 1981 through December 1982,(10) The
Honest John disposal facility located in the GB Complex was modified for this

project (Figure 2-10), Incineration was used to destroy the agents contained

in the sets, and to thermally decontaminate all metal parts.

2.3.2, Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal•S•stem.

a. CAMDS is located in the South Area of TEAD, approximately 44 miles
south-southwest of Salt Lake City, Utah (Figure 2-11). CAMDS is the Army's

test facility for verifying the processes and equipment to be used in the
Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS) and the proposed CSDP

disposal facilities. In addition to this mission, CAMDS is authorized to

dispose of chemical agents or munitions, located at TEAD, which have been

declared unserviceable or obsolete and have been identified for

disposal. (11,12,13)

b. Although CAMDS is used to vwrify the processes and equipment for the

JACADS and proposed CSDP disposal facilities, it has a completely different

facility layout, This is because initially (kMDS was intended to be a mobile

disposal plant which could be transported to different chemical munition

storage locations, thus precluding the necessity to move chemical munitions to

a central disposal plant or to construct duplicate disposal plants at each

storage location.(14) The Transportable Disposal System (TDS) (Figure 2-12),
as it was called originally, was to be accomplished by dividing the

demilitarization process into subsystems which were further divided into

modules capable of being transported by rail. However in October 1972, the
primary mission/purpose of the TDS was changed from a mobile disposal plant to
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a process evaluation and pilot plant, In addition, the name was changed from
TDS to CAMDS to better reflect this change in mission. Elements of the CAMPS
design which are a hold over from the TDS and which differ from the JACADS and
proposed CSDP plant designs include:

(1) Modular Construction. CAMDS, shown in Figure 2-13, has retained
the modular appearance of the TDS and has several different and discrete
process areas. This modular layout greatly enhances the Army's ability to test

and evaluate several different processes concurrently. Both the JACADS and

proposed CSDP disposal plants have consolidated all disposal operations into a

single building referred to as the Munitions Demilitarization Building,

(2) Explosive Containment Cubicles (ECCs). CAMDS has two ECCs which

are 2 1/2 inch thick steel cylinders with an inside dimension of 10 feat in
diameter by 24 1/2 feet long. They are used to house all operations which have

the potential to cause an explosive incident. The purpose of the ECCs is to

contain the blast and fragments which would result from an accidental
detonation. In the new disposal facilities, the ECCs have been replaced with
Explosive Containment Rooms (ECRs) of concrete grid steel construction.

(3) Bucket Conveyor. This conveyor is used to transfer the
explosive components from the ECC to the deactivation furnace system (DFS) feed
chute, This is necessary at CAMDS since the entrance to the DFS feed chute ii
located about 10 feet above the ECC, The JACADS and CSDP facilities have
eliminated the requirement for this conveyor by elevating the ECR above the DPS

and using gravity to feed the explosive components to the DFS.

c. As shown in Tables 2-3 and 2-4, CAMDS has destroyed over 265,000 pounds

of nerve agents GB and VX as a result of tests and limited disposal

projects. Approximately half of the GB destroyed was using neutralization

during M55 rocket and 105mm/155mm projectile disposal testing from September

1979 through July 1982, During incineration tests conducted at CAMS from

December 1979 through August 1986 approximately 75,000 pounds of GB and 8,000
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TABLE 2-3. CAMDS Chemical Agent Neutralization Experience

QUYANTITY

AGENT (POUNDS) SOURCE

GB 127,950 Drained M55 Rockets

GB 54,000 Drained Projectiles
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TABLE 2-4. CAMDS Chemical Agent/Munition Incineration Experience

QUANTITY
r ,PoMj,)IONlCONT N.3R

2,331 Drained M55 Rockets 18,308
5,357 Drained 155mn Projectiles 9,157
1,140 Drained 105mm Projectiles 7,771

17,570 Undrained 6i55m Projectilee 2,703
37,930 Bulk (Ft=m Drained I•ockets, N/A

Projectiles and Ton Containers)

7,866 Bulk (Ton Containers) N/A
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pounds of VX have been incinerated, In addition to the agent destroyed, CAMDS

has incinerated/thermallY decontaminated approximately 38,000 Munitions.
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3.0.0 Neutralization Experience.

3.1,0 Introduction.

a. As discussed in Section 2.0, the Army abandoned ocean dumping in

response to public concerns and the recommendations of the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) and instead the Army considered in the 1970's chemical

neutralization, in general, as the method for industrial-scale disposal of

nerve agent. Neutralization was attempted before incineration because of the

Army's familiarity with the use of neutralization in field disposal and

decontamination operations. Incineration was adopted for mustard only because

of the oonsJderable experience that the Army had at Rocky Mountain Ar'senal

(RMA).

b. With respect to chemical agent disposal, neutralization is a

reaction with one or more other chemicals to form less toxic compounds. In

many cases, the reaction is literally a true chemical neutralization where the

chemical agent which acts as an acid undergoes reaction with a base, sucn as

calcium hypochlorite, to form an organic salt. Unfortunately, because

neutralization is a chemical reaction, it is possible toi (1) form

intermediate reaction products that are toxic and (2) reform minute amounts of

original toxic chemical agent from the products by reversal of the reaction

under the appropriate conditions. The simplest example of a neutralization

reaction is a hydrolysis, which is the breakdown of chemical agent by water.

As with all chemical reactions, neutralization is sensitive to temperature,

concentration, and acidity conditions.

o, The choice of a good neutralizing chemical, the criteria of which

were given by Yurow and Davis (1) was based on as follows, (a) maximum ratio

of chemical agent to be neutralized to neutralizing chemical consumed, (b)

well-defined products of known toxicity, (o) ease of control, (d) acceptable

(not too slow) rate of reaction, and (e) safety.

d. After selecting candidate neutralization chemicals, attempts were

first made to determine the feasibility of the reactions first on a hatch
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laboratory ,sale and then on a pilot-plant scale before proceeding to an

industrial-scale. Neutralization was studied and determained feasible for the

nerve agents, VX and Q6, However, neutralization was never demonstrated on an

industrial-scale for VX and mustard.

3,1.1 Neutralization Reactions,

a. Neutralization of GB.

(i) The most widely used 'ind well known method for

neutralization of GB involves alkaline hydrolysis with sodium hydroxide. The

use of sodium hydroxide to neutralize OB, in small or bulk quantities is most

effective. The sodium nydroxide ohemloally reacts with the GB to form a

sodium organic salt, sodium fluoride and water, whioh are nontoxic reaotion

products, as per Fi gure 3-1. The reaotion rate is fairly quick and the

reaction gives off heat (heat of reaction is -0i.4 Keel/mole). The half life

for OB in water at different temperatures and pH levels was determined by
Epstein(2,3) and is presented in Table 3-1. It can be seen that GB decomposes

faster as pH and/or temperature Increases, (At pH levels greater than 10, the

decomposition of GB is practically instantaneous).

(2) PIlot-scale neutralization studies were also conducted by

Thomas (4) to determine the time required for complete deatruotion of the agent

and it was concluded the reaction was very fast and that only very low

oonoentratione, of GB remain in solution (<0,037 ug GB/ml solution) after

reaction times of only five minutes. For these reasons industrial-scale

neutralizatAon by sodium hydroxide was supported and started.

(3) Reagents -ther than sodium hydroxide, in general, are not
sufficiently studied to develop full oriteria for their 'uefulness in bulk

neutralization. The most notable reagent other than sodium hydroxide that has
received attention is the hypochlorite ion (present in bleach)l it possesses a

fast reaction rate for reacting with GB at room temperature. Its advantage is

lost, however, for, bulk neutralization because of the n9red for lirge amounts

of buffer or neutralizing bases. The chemical agent GB oan be neutralized by

3-2
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TABLE 3-1.

Half' Life of GB in Hours as a Funotion of pH and Temperature

Temperature . pH

Go 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0

0 8300 2650 830 265 26.5

10 1870 591 187 59 6.o

1 461 14 6 151.

25 W3 75 ý47.5 0,.8

30 125 39 12.5 4 o.•4
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a hydrolysis reaction (Figure 3-2). A series of laboratory-scale studies were

used to determine the most effective method for hydrolyzing GB. Primary
amines catalyze the hydrolysis of GB. However, the decomposition products are

complicated by the presence of amines and therefore primary amine catalysis

was not used on a large-scale operation. Metal ions such as copper,
manganese, and magnesium have been found to catalytically accelerate the

hydrolysis of CB, However, the drawback of this alternative is the disposal

of metal ions incorporated in the salt product, Acid hydrolysis of 0B is a

difficult process to control; continuous generation of acidic products results

in the possibility of side reactions and in gaseous by-products. Ion exchange

resin,9, both cationio and anionic exchanges, have been used as hydrolytic

catalysts; while this method is efficient, the exchange resins are quite

expensive and therefore, were not considered for industrial-soale process,

(4) Unaided hydrolysis, i.e., breakdown o0' GB by water only, is not

the most effective method for neutralizing GB. However, the reader should

bear in mind the above equation (Figure 3-2) for unaided hydrolysis because

the reverse reaction is important in reformation of GB, a problem with the

products of 05 neutralization that will be discussed later.

(5) Treatment of the brine rosulting from the alkaline hydrolysis of

GB is described in a paper by Srinivasan(5) that presents five options:

chomfix of the brine, addition of hydrated lime, salt separation, isopropyl-

methyl phosphonic acid recovery, and photochemical oxidation. The most cost-
effective and simplest treatment of the brine turned out to be none of these

options; in.tead it was to evaporate the water and reduce the brine to salt.

b. Neutralization of VX,

(1) The acid ohlorinolysis reaction, i.e. chlorination in an
aqueous acidic media, provides the best overall VX neutralization reaction,

offering destruction efficiencies in the laboratory of 99.99999%. The acid

chlorinolysts reaction is a two. 3tep reaction consisting of acid chlorination

followed by caustic neutralization. As neat VX may burn on contact with

3-5
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chlorine gas, the VX is first dissolved in hydrochlorlo acid. The acid

chlorination forms non-toxic reaction products as per Figure 3-3.

(2) To initiate the neutralization process, the sequence of

chemical addition is critically controlled to prevent the hypergolio reaction

of VX and chlorine. The reaction is quite exothermic (60 Kilooalories per

gram mole of 012) with reaction temperature peaking out at approximately

2200F, A stabilizer must be kept in solution during the course of the

reaction to insure complete neutralization. To accomplish this, external heat

is applied for a thirty minute period after the reaction temperature has

peaked. Approximately three hours of reaction time is required to assure that

all VX has been completely reacted, The high corrosiveness of the mixture to

metals is a major disadvantage.

(3) rhe acidic solution from the chlorination step, i.e., first

step is neutralized with caustic to make a brine (salt solution) that can be

handled by commercial drying equipment. This necessitates adding either 18

percent or 50 percent caustic (NaOH) to raise the ph from 1-2 to 9-11, thereby

converting the acid reaction products to the sodium organic salts and rodium

chloride which are non-toxic end products as per Figure 3-3. The reaction

that takes place between the caustic and acid solution is somewhat

exothermic. The composition of the VX neutralization salts (Figure 3-3) is as

follows: NaEMP - 18%, NaDPT -. 30%, NaCI - 115%, NaOQI - 7%, and VX - 2 ppb.

(4) Another method of neutr'alizing VX is hydrolysis and was

studied by Jody et al (6). Because VX is net water soluble, ethanolamine is

added to solubilize the VX. The disadvantagos uf this reaction were the high

temperature (1500C) and high pr'easure (150 psig) required to carry out the

re•ct ion.

(5) The neutralizatint of VX with sodium dichloroisocyanurate

("Fiohlor") was studied by Hovanea et al(7). Reaction products varied and

definite kinetics could not be established because of the sequential nature of

the reactions.

(6) Two independent studies( 8 ' 9 ) confirmed that bulk

destruction by reaction with sodium hydroxide is possible but required 6 to 8

3-6
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hours because of the low solubility of VX in water. Additional problems were

the unreliability of the method due to the solubilization of VX, critical

control of mixing, and the presence of the "bis impurity" which results in a

highly toxic waste product,

(7) One approach considered the neutralization of VX by calcium

hypoohlorite in a basic aqueous media by chlorine in an acidic aqueous

media, Neutralization of VX using calcium hypoohlorite is theoretically rapid

but actually it occurs slowly. Other disadvantages of this reaction were as

follows: the possibility of forming an intermediate compound of high toxicity

and an exLremely high ratio of hypoohiorite to VX was required. it wan

considered for use at Tooele Army Depot (TEAD) (rff Epstein (10)) until the

acid chlorinolysia was found to offer more effective neutralization.

o. Neutralization of Mustard Agent.

(1) Only with monoethanolamine (MEA), has mustard agent been

neutralized on a pilot-plant scale, The reaction results in a homogenous non-

toxic organic liquid waste. The general equation to describe the main

reaction is given in Figure 3-4, In carrying out the reaction, sufficient MEA

is provided to assure the reaction goes to completion.

(2) Aqueous sodium hydroxide solution for neutralizing mustard

has been used but kinetically there is little basis for effectiveness at or

near ambient temperatures. The use of calcium hypochlorite slurry or aqueous

bleach to neutralize mustard, although they were previously applied to field

deoontamination, are no longer used because there is uncertainty as to

completeness of the reaction. The reactions are heterogeneous in nature and

the actual products may contain poorly identified materials whose toxicities

have not been assessed.

(3) Mustard in ton containers neutralized by the reaction

described above (in Figure 3-4) was planned in 1975 to occur at Fort

McClellan( 1 1 ). The resultant reaction waste product was also planned to bt

shipped to RMA for incineration. However, these plans were not carried out in
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view of tlA decision to drop neutralization in favor of incineration (aee

Section 3.4.0.a.).

3.1.2 Army'a Neutralization Experience.

a. As shown in Table 3-2, approximately 8,4 ir.,lllon pounds of' GB
have been dutroyed using the neutralization prooess at industrial-Soale

facilities located at RMA and at Chemical Agent Munitiorns Disposal System
(CAMDS). The neutralization operatic~na at RMA oocurred under Project Eagle -

Phase 1I (Expanded). (P),oject Eagle - Phase I oonsisted of incineration of
ton containers of mustard bctween July, 19721 and Maroh, 1974 and is oewvered

later in eotion 4.0.). Projeot Eagir. - Phase I1 (Expanded) conzsisted of the

naut'slihation cf 4.13 million lb of 4gei;t GB between Oct'ber, 1973 and

November, 1976 and the neutralization of 4.O7 million lb of agent G0B tetween

3eptember, 1974 and Nuvwmbar, 1976. Thus, a total of •.2 million lb of' OB

were neutralized at RMA.

b. The principal neutralization operations at CAMS ouourred urndr

two projectsi M55 Rocket Disposal and 155mm/IU5mm Projectile Disposal, The
M55 Rocket Disposal Invulved the neutralization of 127,950 lb of GB while the

155mm/105mm Projectile Disposal involved the neutralization of' 511,000 lbs of
OB. Thus, a total of ;81.950 ib of GB were neuitralized at CAMDS, Each of

these neutralization operations will be disoussed ir moie dotail in Seotions

3, and 3.3,

3-10 ..



TABLE 3-2. GB Neutralization Experience

Operatiwks Number Apprcximate Pounds
Sourae Period of Munitions of Agent

For RMA

Und.erground Tanks 197 L! 4 Tanks 378,000

GB Tan Containers 1975 2,422 3,604,500

M139 Bomblots 1976 59,996 76,500
(Honest V,)hn W;-,rhea.d)

M34 Cluster Bombs 1973-76 21,114 4,1?9,60

SUBTOTAL 8,188,600

Far CAMDS

M55 RooketW 1979-81 13,951 127,950

15mm./105mir Projectiles 1981- 82 12,673 .5L, 00

SUBTOTAL 181 ,950

TOTAL QUANTITY OF' NE•IVE AGENT GB NEUT•ALIZED 8,370,550



3.2.0 Rocky Mountain Arsenal Neutralization Programs.

3.2.1 Introduution.

a. Background.

(1) Between October 1979 and November 1976, four chemical agent

disposal projects were oonducted at RMA. The major project was the M34

Cluster Bomb Projeot( 1 2, 13) (summarized in Table 3-3) where 4,129,600 pounds

of agent GD were reutralized between October 1973 through September 1976.

(2) The purpose (f Project Eagle was to dispose of the excess

stocks of' chemical munitions which had been stored at RMA since the early

1940s. Included originally under Project Eagle - Phase II were 21,114 US Air

Force M31 ncrve agent (3-filled Cluster Bombo (giee Appendix C for description)

stored at RMA(14), The NAS had recommended during June 1969 that the M34I

clusters be disassembled and the OB be destroyed chemically either with acid

or alkaline hydrolysis. In October 1973, the Department of Defense anrinounced

that the portion of the national stocl,,ptle of bulk 013 agent and munitions at

RMA would be destroyed at that site (in addition to the M34 Cluster Bomb

disposal operation under Project Eagle - Phase II). These additional disposal

operations caused Project Eagle - Phase 11 to be changed to Project Eagle -

Phase I1 (Expanded), Four items wer,.) deitgnated for disposal under, Projoet

[,agl - Phaae II (Expainded); (a) disposal of bulk G3 lun underground storaguj

tanks; (0) disposal of GB In ton containers (see Appendix B for

desocrlption); (o) disposal of the Navy's Woteye LDomb(15); and (d) disposal

of the Army's Honest John Warhead and M1.39 bombleto (sec Appendix C for'

deroription),

(3) The disposal,of OB in five underground storage tanks was

performed between September' and November 1974. The draining of GB from 2,422

ton containerts was completed between March and November 1975 and the agunt was

latr neutralized in the GB neutralization facility in conjunction with tho

M34 Cluster Bomb operation. The Weteye Bomb Project was deferred at the

request of' the Navy to permit oonsiduration of retaining tLh Wotuye in the
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active inventory. The Honest John Warhead (arid M1 39 bomblet ) d isposal

operation commenced in April 19716 and was completed in November 1976.

b. Facility Layout. Figure 3-5 is a pictorial of the facility

layout at RHA.

(1) The M34 Cluster Bomb disposal procpss consisted of'

transporting the cluster bombs from the storage area by truck to Building '1606

where thiy were dlisassembled in explosilon coats ltncenn cubices(:,. Th e 7 6

bomblets containeod in each cluster bomb wo!re removed, fuzes were rendered

meehani cal ly nonfunotitoning, and bomblets we-re dralined of 00 in Bu ilding

1()06. The draining operation was donei in an explosive containment rooml us-ing,

robot-like equipiment. This equipment rendered the bombiet fuze safe, then

pane bed and (Irainud the bornblet of 01L3. The GB removed from the borelhll oh

flowed into a storage tank, referred to as the GB1 day tank, and was

periocdi cally puampoed to [Buil.ding 11501 tir oiigh don bl c-w,.a~lld pipi ng who r the (lit

w-oo~ neutral I lved, Afteor, neutralization, the remnaining salt s3olutltori C brine)

wao, pumped to Bui lding 170,3 whore the water was, vprudirtl ýi upr`Ay dr'yIr' atil(

the oa~l to remto vued and( dri'umed . ['he" olus te' bomb11 000 em 1. ing b.)rQIfl: 1)let ) 1(

¶ ~~wvoe removed by cc nyc yt' thr ougli a vent iiated( cocr'ridot' iLo a duo e tlv atior

furnace where the oxpiosives wetra inicinerinted and the ea ports were

thermally deco ntarn inated . The me tal par'tsa ext t rg the V urna ce wer'e sold azur

c r ~ p f ý ! ,ýI . ( : I' ) 'I h e u r i d e r 'g r 'o a d t a in k u t Lo r a g e ( ' ;a o l I i .1 .t y I n 1 0u [ L l r ip 1 1 5 0 0 .J

cons,.isted of tont undergtrournd tanks (fi've of which oontal ned G13 and flI e of'

which w. we empty) ariid the associateýd piping, to -V [it, ripty , anid Lr'annfcrl the1

(113 bt~otweo th-em. TWO of thle tanks that contained a.gent; wo~re equipped1 'ii th

stbirnc'rge1pmpr JWý!-And wu-t'e used to tr',,An'mffer, Ul troukkI dorlrll o-w1ti1 Il -! 1 pro. to

the neutral i at ion fe Iilit y in Build inrg 1 501 . Int he r'uctiraIn Irg tht 'cc tank!3n

t~h' 61i wasj tr'an11f'erred to non of' the two purnp tairko for' pump Inrg t.(C) 3u 11.1 rd[II

( T [ho ton 0011tat notert road illg 0ertonwe'to cciii p1 [fOWl] I il

ou i 'huiig 1601 A of thore11 COompteox. After thu ton ejontaii-tror' Ltr'rIiud at

il ii[ig W1A f'rom trii toxj,- yard, they were dira nod of anYerii CAB. Bra t, r I tj.
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was a~comrpl ihod LbY eViCIA~t ring an uldor'groufld 3u oratgo tanik In, Buil lU rg 1 506

arid ;11lowilnii the tarrik to pill 1i I vfice urn im tho toil container, draw ing tlIie GBr

('rom the ton contat rio to the underground tank, The 313 stored In theG

unlderlgral-ndt tank win- then IlUinped throeughi doubi~e-wai.Ued p1 pu to the

euutri':11 Diltnt Ce acil.ltty .1 n BuildidIng 1501. After' thu neutral i:ý;at1.on reactioan

wa3 complete, tho Ial..t 3o lit ioni, ;:W tin the M3ii CL riote-r Boamb procoso i, waa

pjlpýIto Buti~d ing 1713'3 taor spray ,iyIn~g. The eýmpty ton containors were

the rm ii ycmntami1riot e In rto1 containler V urnac on' in Put1.1ding 538 31in the Sonuth

1,Ianltei Ireac of RM A ive P I gure 12-9)

11( Il) IC I i njoJ h 1 `1iii 1 '10 and',~l~. I'll 31) Bomb*Iot a ('368

hollb]l.liAo per aha)wr dI. p02111 ill B11,Aiiii; 101i 1 'l- Th . Ld i lng hou:orld
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ptrot joig area inIddtUmWrh uItld druim I*oI (.)..d r Ig area, the 013 8tor'ago und

tcan ~ ~ Ul U(r ica, ic iL2'ct IV;A LollWIItO.1'2 Itlil [loccntarnI nh1ation uiio

Tll,11..2 c(ullti')IatiC.3l'1t l lcil WOelO Lociitod ic:1j2iulit to) iic,

2 222 ill 11 11I tIwu IýVcl :.i :111(l wolce o11ij iip d WH l Wticldowlc no th-at the Inatel

1,1 lci~lt. [,III:! 00c11d h'! I'll, ij'pYc. 11 l.cil. G13 dralliird 1lictlll the tmtlrihlritoý
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1oo ri it. ng thonioL iit ion i n r'ito nt 1; .1 neut ea' i . tion had beenn

uonfi rmeid , thoh .'rrtr ini tho :,icnt Ion ta Krlrr 170_ (Fitguro i .)',r

S pray Ar'y inrg'

(2) Count I uL-ThrgO an;n Doli w'y. The onmii ue11o U re Ir the

ninutioal I at' Ioan proc ouu wau n 1ir8 por'oun too luotIn a!' nomd iur hydra x idc- ( Nabit

!a3tor'ni I n th' oe 10C, D0 ga .1 on tLanka- tin So he o 'a r F )I1ut i dng 1 50" n. mno

tanlkm Wore N'lied at. ýA rAte at' 100 k~pm From the caunt io tank Mmrn by a 10 hph~

I)UNII). 'rhO 0auntIIAC wan:3 :.riupiled by gravtty to a ventur'l3.ike miixinig ta-.o lld

t,-iueo~tor wltrer' it, wart ml xod wl-th thire igirrit (111.

C~~~ ~ 1 I (~ocntu~ the CII :'a itlirei al-r. room

C~trrl~'Otil'2.1v a, 10,u)01 &WIallo .nto'rtwo tank Ina tire banetnrurt, of' Di. ldItlgr

1 'M0. The tanlk wa ari V .. ed Owl re lu ldtrig 16(06,b The G13 w no- purnpt-ot ftrom tit.!

10,00 ) galticn 0!;na gm aIrs= In to a 11500 gal...on day tank1 and Nrom t~he day Lank

to tho irdirotor whoere it, Wa1: r1tX Wi-twth 2ia

li)ii. irtor' bItiNout;11r'aIt 'i; a anld EllpL Y lag. 'Phý i'lr Inn

;Il or. Inn l'ri.- trar oil Vo i d Vt 11IIi X ra1g to hO 1 GiW1,1 'ith c. trn I a! 1. -tt the C R edu to a t at

terrlre';r (.)rI'r tf ppr'iilfI mate y 201. H'at gctnor'atod by the ohbelirldo roPa ci.son

hiutwmiri tlir edoL :lilt! CiM Wa:3 par l~iil l.y Vtrror~loyo al oa(t, OxlrrWrbrwn

thor liuautioniCoe The br'ine, nl alieno then V.Iowed to ono o-f' two turilii

''ne ir. 'he 3jihO( gal; .1 r~ ntoewore Nrlst F!.HI. led WIth 50 gaillorl of,

ai to 01:31-11"0iitr ar plan) Prior to r'rre vi ng ap pr'ixi xl rnto Iy ..2800 uaIloat

hr j ri~ nC. a.11p,' hrltat' raclltin:in wan euratl rroualry agitate'ud by ml xer'a wht Ii

iiri','ieI 'iai1.;11r triii0dli r'iairr' unrC I' tb'r'rrrh atiah'"~~~ want

cevrn~ip -)ote , fiCol Ing water' wan! eW10 S 'a'~tltruh tir reactor' wAAe' Jarkuluo 0)

;rr ntC; In rcrrr)v rilg UtQirehat goer 'telIr'ig kr iantr pi La Iar Cani t lg

::1 ".aItIlaoa :IWrt.!r' pr ' lint Cur te t ri ari ver'e t VtIIIl , , y LrIg tI v., th.0 '1 W3l hilrd ir

ri'rii';rI Izit b'o'r'' .C it, r :,rC Iu C I~rt la'm tr'rrr Colur tii thew 'ýý.ray diry r In

h ili.' ari l 170irir A rom ''rrr~ wil~ro.Crrl'~ p,1111' ni'.rt urn(V A trt.)~r~:n U rrrut IrirdlIaj, uil

I ~ ~ ~ ývt Irr 'ý.; air; iniLriyl''ij r Intl I' litilt! , 'lwI't: ' ) r''Jr t'rt' rrriQ t,[rl r Li

'~.'. ~)~ a . 1 ii 'ii I'r'w..:~lr ' Tll: .rwirt'w:lnaa. tni rirrl)iowrr , ari tu Utin



PrceaSee UDb1er' Vent Sýya ter tVon r ainoving , Ž0 odena Irg , and 0 i i i ao'i

generated I n the pr')ceoa atr neu1.tral iz ing the C9.

Di) W.ritt,-)r . Waento watr from tim procorna seruboor and fromn

period Ia washdown of the r'oaoor'5 was tea nfenrrard thr'ough a sewer to anl 80,000

galltori In ridsti :ria wasA-. La iump. Th La wnato W,,tl Leo ciod ard on u I Cod agent-free?

before periodic emptying arid prlooesa i3n g throughi DrlIno dry!ing (ricu Do tow I wiurer

it Was ir I ed nod the renl ual malt I waS drummed * ThQ rectr 10 ang w at en w ::3

ruio I rita nd ait. 'I po'MOr I Lie o' ivilil'o n n ;rly loea kag'' that Iin Ighl, have o' inda

thin irrtcr't'auir worild fiovo '~oriulter ini wNe't ow Dart(k into the i'e;wltor'

( 1) liir t  r i.Alter' vloilt: ni.1k2:11.i Wr U10 the nerve r.Irm

tile tgr'1l(ý ..liru ~ tr inn Wrrrý tr.irir t'' -ti *..i o ,riy dryer or i %c I. i.t-,y at!i .rhown I in P1 gI '' Ar

9. 'the npi'y dryer' niit e xi:i t il Or i ie rioI ler iw w Ith tIrnated a.ir .1,1n a W th g'-nipcr.

rviopray trot tiht' Lie:1 i (r~ li'r11 ': Li 'ito :.', prh. h11i n 'Ži it, L e r to lA: Ill''r

evarmirappt '' Li r4.rtor', )Ii tLI , water' Vid r ui' ro h ýt.!d ,ii l'W:r tem

Iisht:: .:tir y ii tr'r1r: weetl ;ilt. wLi WL part, [:1-1 Lor ut'1tiiA:u

Lie ih 'i'i 'iio o' ia:t"arii , w'' O glut~cl~l nit i 'kl ijii Ii i''itoliL:1 iaitt ly

Ultvx iiiý Will Io ý,w trd'''tilidi:rumir

nlm it :.it l. MA' -mii 1.N 1,-,n 1t ri.,:r' 1 in ,iiii v! 11 .: 1 9 , W li-i rt i..nxt 1 '.t ,1i'.rt i~ir , fi l

r f, ri -' l; e - ý l f "1 1 I i 1 0 , !w ~ i l .ý X ( j l ~ , f i
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(a) P' lgue 3-1 0 1i1)]U states' the-. M.] Custer dis8posal.

process at RMA. Major, prooess steps consisted of: removal of' the M125

bomblets from the) MK01 at ester, bomb easing, render'ing the feuies safe in the

boniblets-, drainting the 1 iqutdi GB agent from the bomblets, incinar'atlng a M3,

bur~ster charge from the bomblets, thermally oeoontaminatling the cluster casing

and inert parts, thermally decontaminating the M1215 bomblets, neutral Izing the

drained liquid (113 agent, spray drying of the brine solution Liarsl the

neut.ral izat ion, and pd;<ioring and storing of' the dried salts.,Oontr-l) led

vent 1, :nt ionl For the entire proccess. and icruL sing of' the e xhaes t wore Provided

to prevent. releasre of ragent, vapor'. 3cbb'Ž no 4ec roe vapon mad) I n ai spray

drory and thes 1 ,ýtn ronrovedi. Thle water vapor was sore bbod to remove par' (,LtoaIC

before release to the atmosphere.

(h) Punchi ng and Wet ghi rig

'l.The M1 25 boirbi etc- were( r elovedl from the t;34 Cl01 eter

by a pro (I'a ln d11 111a I I 1. [1u I. I tI r wdcU r)( a vor,' sat oran . '[he y w or' them pl.1 io 1d i. arc
!stal< trigT sand olno. t.o. render. I-Ahe fue ciC. 'tr the, :staki rig, machi~ne, the
born bliet.- aweO' tro a .Port (, c on ar punlch c-ni 0 wet gjn (non c yet' to: the1( punch a ttr

". oe iii.Vh punich 3 tt 1!) ire two Irydiall. 01(iylilltdor3 to operate

~~iil1O10 ii ead ,ThupuCh es WOWO 5 pace'd 0o that they p1 urcoed hot h t~op and bot tom1
of' t he b)orn >1 .s enrd avcc dOd ci te MA31i burs ter eha-r'g 1 neat ed I n the, her's Ver welli
atý the cenorter of the bomblet . After the ponicho-s wor'e r'it~r'i-tted , thew bomble t
r emalIned in the pumnt stat [orl Pror ever'al seconds9 entV I the C131 dra"Ineid C rom

telowerlie tol in to a dr'a in lii te ende r' -he punich at. at ion . '[he punlch sitatmlai

was, providedJ with inte.rlocks Which pi' evlnt(od eur th(et'l bomb coýnveyance iF tire.
te IL pu~nch and retract oper'ation was niot Completed.

2 Ioibiot.:: thenr moved dtown the pen oh and weg

Conveyo.r, to( the weigh etatlion . 'ii Jeru'te'n was cii C,1 bru-ted( so th,)At. whenlt in1

excessive amounit of' Gli remain ned in- Lie, bombiet, would stUt'p the ,on~veý.yor'. i

suchi ;A 00 (itto lar xited, th,, obot, resinainerto :ilow For Let' ther
ul'iria e lic eelo tri p''rctI was then repented net rag mannal controls

3i--; 1
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which were oii the control panel. The punch and weigh conveyor would not

operate as long as the bomblet was overweight.

(a) Caustic Dipping and Burster Shearing, After the weigh

station the bomblet was transported by conveyor to a dip tank containing a

caustic solution where the bomblet was immersed to neutralize any residual

OB. The bomblet was conveyed from the dip tank to the trster shear !-tation

where the burster of each bomblet was out. The out was made prior to feeding

the bomblet to the Deactivation Furnace, so that the possibility of the

burster exploding in the furnace was greatly reduced.

(d) Deactivation Furnace,

I Figure 3-12 depicts the Deactivation Furnace

Room. The furnace was located in a blast-resistant concrete structure,
designed to withstand the full blast effect of an unconfined M125 bomblet

explosion lobated in the center of the room.

2 The Deactivation Furnace consisted of a rotating

retort built to withstand simultaneous detonation of seven bomblets. The

drained bomblets were retained in the furnace retort for approximately 10 to

12 minutes to ensure the bursters ignited near the center of the retort and

were completely burned. The retort had stationary enclosures at both ends;

the feed end of the enclosure contained the metal feed chute and exhauist
duct, The discharge end of the enclosure contained the burner assembly and

the exit chute. After processing through the retort, the bomblet fell through

the discharge chute onto the disonarge conveyor which transferred the bomblet

to the Decontamination Furnace, The furnace was gas fired and operated at a

temperature of 12500F. The flame propagation and air flow were opposite to

the direction of the bomblet movement through the furnace system, so that the

bomblets were conveyed into the higher temperature. Combustion gases exited

from the feed end of the furnace, flowed into an expansion plenum through four

blast-attenuator, ducts, and into the feed end of the bomblet Decontamination

Furnace. There, the combustion gases from both furnace systems mixed and
flowed into the furnace scrubber system (see paragraph (h) below). The melted

aluminum from the bomblet fuzes dropped through a separator at the discharge
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end of the retort onto a recovery conveyor which deposited the lumps into

containers.

(e) Decontamination Furnace and Inert Parts Furnace.

1 The bomblet Decontamination Furnace was ati enolosed

steel structure lined with refractory briok as shown in Figure 3-13. An

endless woven steel conveyor belt transported the bomblets through the

furnace. The furnace operated on natural gas and was thermostatically

controlled to supply heat up to 1 ,5001F. The purpose of this furnace was to

ensure complete destruction of any residual GB agent contamination. The

residence time in the furnace was approximately 15 minutes. The combustion

gases from the bomblet Decontamination Furnace flowed into the furnace

scrubber system (see paragraph (h) be]ow).

2 A second Deoontamination Furnaue (also called Inert

Parts Furn&oe) which was identical in operation and construction to the
ýomblet Decontamination Furnace as described In the preceding subparagraph was

used for, inert parts, except the residence time was approximately 25

minutes. The oombustion gases from the second furnace were then processed.

through the GB Complex Scrubber (see below) before release into the

atmosphere.

(f) GB Comlex Scrubber. The OB Complex Scrubber

removed 135,000 ofm of air and gases from the cubicles in Building 1606, the
Deactivation Furnace room (not the furnace gases), the OB pump room of

Building 1606, combustion gases from the Inert Parts Furnace, and ventilating

air from the equipment bays of Buildings 1501, 1506, and 1703. The scrubber

system consisted of 5 undergrouad chambers each containing a bank of 92
venturis (see Figure 3-14). Each venturi was preoeeded by a high-velocity
caustic spray nozzle. The gases were washed with caustic and then drawn

through the venturis by the three 200 hp exhaust fans that discharged into a

200 foot stack. The ventilating gases from Building 1606, the Deactivation
Furnace room, the OB pump rooms and the Inert Parts Furnace were drawn through
a series arrangement of Chamber 1, 2, and 3 (three scrubbing operations)

before discharge to the atmosphere. The ventilating air from Building 1501
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and 1703 were drawn through either, Chatirbor 1ior 5 bofore discharge to the

atmosphere.

(g) Ventilation Gases. Ventilation gases from Buildings

1506 and 1601A were passed through a new scr'ubbing tower Located in Building
1602 an shown in F~igure 3-15. Trhe scrubber was a vertical columtn fabrioated

from 1/2 inch thick carbon steel plates and( wago packed with 1-11/2 Inch

diameter polypropylene pall rings, Caustic wa!- opr'ayod over the packed bed,
counter to the airflow. The air, passed through a mint, ellminator' before being

released to the atmosphere from the oem.hausl¶; ni;raiI<. Tlhito new vorubber provided

additional capability to the ext at log GM1 Coinpiox Sorobbor urood concurrently

for the M34 di-ýpcial operations.

(h) Furnace scruber, sym~trinm Thfir c nobuivttonl gases from

both the Deacti vation and Denontamination Wur'naco;r wor'o ml. xod anld flowed. into

a furnace scrubber system as snhown In Figure 3-10. ill thý) norubber 5ystem,

the gases entered a quench chamber' whort.2 tlh'iy woir' (.ioolt od by oarrnitic spray

from a series of spray nozzles.* Thu c-oolod woo1:.i w l,'r'awn through a vanturi

In the scrubber chamber where they were waollud with1 hi~gh velocity caustio

spray, The cauLstiO Was then 1`0410OOe Vr om t-hv vmniw by piati irrg them through a

demi ster and miset eliminator heA'fore ci '.1wrorI iog P hein to thn a tmorphoer through

an 100 foot stuck.

b. Udrgound 'ran~ks. ( 6)

(1) Thepoeou'~ n ~ pm 'Orto'rorV IWHI ziriLg GB conta ined

in the underground tanks wan eruf tl l y rrrohw iod f'rom thorIc 1ttili zed for

disposal of GB from M3~4 Cluster Bombs. Pihe (II) wan neutralized in Building

1501 using the procedures that, were doooýir'llbd f'or tho M311 Cluster Dombs. The

primary modification was thie ndd~ttiO1 ot' ;A duLV1, i'l Item' hank within Building

1 501 to remove any 0011 dn in th(e' CIt bLBhtri primpodlIi tho under ground tanks.

(2) The oheminta]. agent GB in It~ho Mj~ rl~ C ntee 13am bs wa8

stabilized with tiributylamine ('rBP) * 'Pi'ro flA Vor tho inoott part remained inert
during the neutral ization reqntinn itn, wati hwmrooil. with the GB neutralization

reaction products in the oal. C(Ito d to"11 WI o hi'io W1,1 e i race aine unts of
tri but yl quaternar y ammonlr i icii s Ito. T1'IA maeiijtl r J % of' the' 3 1ja.Ats with the
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exact composition dependent upon the initial quantity added for

stabilization, On the other hand, the GB in the underground tanks was

stabilized with dii~opropyl2arbodiiinide (DICDI). This resulted in some very

minor differencees in the reaction mix. The chemical reactions that DICDI

undergoes when the agent is neutralized w;th caustio are shown below:

(CH3 )2CHN(CNCK(CH 3 ) 2  + H20 - (CH 3 ) 2 CHNHCONHCH(CH 3) 2

DIIsopropylarbodiimide + water diteopropylurea

(CH3 ) 2CHNCNCH(CH 3 ) 2  + HF • (CH3 ) 2 CHNHCFNCH(CH3) 2

Giisopropylcarbodilmide + hydrogen fluoro(isopropylamino)
fluoride methylene-isopropylamine

(CH3 ) 2 CHNCNCH(CH3 )2 + 2CH 3 PO3 HC3 H7 - (CH3 ) 2 CHNHCONHCH(CH 3 )? + (8H 2 OP205

Dlisopropylcarbodiimode + Isopropylmethyl dtisopropylurea + bi,(i,,oproupvl-
phosphonic acid methylphosphonice

anhydr ide

(3) Waste Treatment.

(a) The treatment of' waste waa basically the '':.e an for" th,

M311 Cluster Bomb.

(b) Brine Drying. The process was the same as was doescribed

Cor the M34 Cluster Bomb project. However, since the complete chemical

characterization of spray-dried salts was necessary prior to their ultimate

diUpo3al., DICDI-ut-biilzed GB was ijegregated from TBA-stabtli£.ed GB and

process8ed independently, Thi. wa. acermplL[shed by fili•ng the G>i day tanek

with mnly ore typo of stabtlzed GB at any given time.
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o, Ton containero.(!snar)

( ) Overvi•;w ,

(a) The disposal. )f bulk GB in I., ciontainrers (see Appendix C

for d~esdript~on) oon'stituted th, third task :Lnder ProJect Eagle .- Phase 1:1

(Expanded), Thie destruction of the 3,604,500 pounds of Gil stored in 2,422 ton

containers in the Toxin Yard at, RMA was ordered in Outobgr 1973. The Final

Environmental Impaot Statement for the destruction of this tnat eMLPl was

approved in August 1974.

(b) Both TBA and D[CDI were iised as stabil .[era with the GB in

thc ton coP taliers

(2) Proee4iDesrori t ion,

"(a) 'IThu dl1spor.n 01 'tth ton con t [ i or' ti, of ..,-

following 3t, teps i0 shown in Figure 3-17.

1 '[Ir'onnorting thu ton corntaillnur [.'tl the

loxLc Xar'd to Uhe un.lo'idJnig fa t[iity 1. n

lt l(aing 1601A.

2 P•ra:ining tho GM3 from the to0n c, ontai.ners and

transfer of the 013 to temporary storage in the

underground tanka. in But-iAtng 15J00,

, Pumping thai U3t from the storag; tanks to the

nout'o- Llzatii'mn fira(, 1',y in kuildin 1 501,

4 N.utraliz,,in the GP; spray-dryiing (f' the

brinen und storage of thu drried aalts In drums

5, chumicaliy doe2ontaminst, ing the toil

oontat ier's In Ulu I.d ing 1 601 r,,
.6 "['hoz'un;',ly deuorntaiii l,'3t Ir.,• th,-' tan

b) Afti r, arn' I vaI o r the tori aonta inere at tBu t Id ing 1601 A they

were moved by a monor;altl to a holding area as shown in Figure 3-18, Upon

demand, the norila.iners wore movedc to arl unload booth arid Id "'la no fl r to a .t It

and driven into bhu bt)ootl. frhc G13 wa s ira lua t''in tkhu o r orij to I .1 n ,, to the
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ujndergrcurld sto~rag t~mnk in Bul.ding 1 13C6 urnder vacuuIm Whiohl eliniir~atec the

neefd fot, tr~insferr'itg unider preýt3C oire. A ti tttng mocehanlismn on the ca,ýrt rai!Ylod

tihe ton conitainier' to maximize dratinage . The Irh w,1,3 then handled in the manner

daesvibed ror the underground storage tanks.

(c) The anrptted ton oont lnoro, were thenl delivered to a waah

booth . 'I'l ere tile colntailtlr'3 were evacuated -Indi eU-tils a drawn into thenm to

noutrcii 17o Wny rca 1dual G13. Connect ions werle again made through Whe glo)ve;

port, fromj thle conitrol room. Afteur fill .11 ng witht oauýtic , t~ ciontainer~s were

I'otrit.tci U ) oncnrm all Inncr:1or femwor docontamn ¶ nated . Tneu co(ntainler a. we)ret

t i.tj,,C MI d thU1301 C, . I u t'olfovu d m-nd reAt ured by I.r' 1';. 1,Zat 10on t 0 thO (NA IA t i r

1er 1. r :-.It I t0 )I IAY3 It Mil. Th(,- o x.t ýInil. :: uI'r La Cori were t hen tru"At ed .41 wIh

doccritani~nati~oni3LLtn Lhe hloio: pluigged anld the r2t-,ntaIor~rn r~orVj1!' I ''1 y

queM i y ;rr350iranncr pcr'uonnel . At that pa tnt the contaitnern were remnoved from

LIw hnkclbh 1I. I f"e by theo rinotror'a .l and trncI~tdtr the urnace inLI LAIIIII ng

(d ) Two tonl cmltitinor lfur' nuoj in' litl Idititt I38 werer riicd to

I no Litncr;cm the roe, aIdcue hoo c I' it Inr thu tI ac)Inta nit 31 a fter theIy hadA boon

dra L neýd . Tho f'ur tmoI?!,IO hod b~eer (ia coeructeýd £ n 19141 to. thlerminall.y d ockcrotariIinate

- i ~ndrum.o of' muot,0rd * Aftor wc.eighinig the oi-L1 ocrotalimero1' WeI)

punItI edunder01 the punching, atat i~or at the dioor of' eithor orinaow, whoruc two

ho10181 W131' por,1lellrl d tito the ton lonltaioner, ne, ;it eaich end,* The ton con t itnor,

I Id th I, t 111 ,m r' rr' L!d to U I ke s)outh el id 1.f thUe fun' na'eawco r e a r an II r pan gu wato

I rr'r' I~t III erichA punlch holu 1t) I'aiu L. i'latue run i.duu hlrrrnorin . liciIil~l

Io ) Vent I. [ot l1 gLIoon worl) tlrI'LIt~d tht !InIiilUr 10~ tin M3')I ire

1-iih 0)01 epeator (roe Siotiori ... e.1 ~

I . lIkiluit JohIII (Ml 90) Warh'llrd/Mlio .3 Iornh~olrý_

aý ) 11- 00lint ehr 1 9'( .3, the Dopir txner it ul' the Army orocr ud iU ho

II OOi Il100h Ml 91) lonuout John Wrirhue dm (eaul eomntrilni rig 368 M1 39 IlombletS a



1,222 fused, agent-rilled M139 Bomblets, and 39,532 unfused, agent filled M139

Bomblet halves stored in 30-gallon drums at RMA. Refer to Appendix C for'

detailed munitions description of Lhe M190 and M139.

(b) The ohfmlcal agent GB present in the MI 39 Bomblets had been

stabilized with D.ItD, The reaction that D0CD0 undergoes when the agent is

neutralized with oaustic is Identical to that j6iven in Section 3.2.2.b.(2) for

underground tanks.

(2) Process Description,

(a) The disposal of' the Honest John Warheads and M139 Bomblets

was acnomplLshed in Building 1611 (see Figure 2-10) which was specificaLly

iuOi•L•dd NC' UlIs pQrtiOULar task. All areas that involved explosively

oonfigured materials ware designed to at least meet the safety margin for the

maximum eredible oxplol.vye acaIdent o' thr'e slmultsneouE bombblet

d etonations. Air 'locks with monitoring and decontaminating equipment were

provided ['or' all, building enitry and exit. New ventilation and scrubb Lng

syfsteom .. were designed and built . pet-l ically for Bulilding 1611,

Micror.-'esaur coVt reol wao utLIl.zod whorey' r poastb]i(b, The dispoaal process

WI ("arr'ied out. atcoordi.ng r x the 'oilowing scheinn, also shown i.n P1igure 3-19:

I Myov the Mg90 Warhead/M139 bomblets frOITI th1e

storage arrea through the holding area into the

unl ItLonmo handltnk; and disassembly area.

2 Rlemnove the M139 8omblets from the Warhead or
the dr'uns,

3 Place the bumblets on the punch and drafln

machine conveyor.

4 Punch the M139 bomblits and drain the 613 via

a double-wailed pipe to the Building 1501

nouti,.al 1.ation facL.I. ity.

5 Burn the explosives assemblies in the

D)eaotLvat Lon Furnace.

6 Decontaminato the inert parte in the

1)urOtnflina I' on •)ll ' OkLzI"aO3-
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7 Neutralize the GB and spray-dry the

resulting brine.

(b) Stripping and Downloading. The Warhead in its shipping

package was first brought to the stripping room in Building 1611. Here, the

vapor-proof bag covering the Warhead, the Warhead nose cone, the M31 burster

charges, and the Inert parts were removed. The stripped Warhead and removed

parts were then sent to the download room where the bomblets were removed from

the Warhead by hand and loaded onto the punch and drain machine conveyor. The

inert parts were transferred to a ocnveyor to the Decontamination Furnace.

(c) Punch, Drain and Rinse, The bomblets were punched by one

of two parallel punoh and drain machines, The GB was drained into a 250

gallon holditig tank in Building 1611. When the OB in this tank reached a

preset level, it was transferred to one of the underground storage tanks in

Building 1506 via a doubled-walled pipe. The GB was eventually pumped from

storage to the neutralization facility in Building 1501. The bomblets were

rinsed with water to remove any residual agent and sent to the Deactivation

Furnace for disposal of the explosives. The deactivated parts were' then sent

to the Decontamination Furnace.

(d) Deaotivation Furnace. This furnace was similar in design

to that used for the M34 5luster Bomb disposal (refer to Section

3.2.2.a.(1)(d)). The Deactivation Furnace was a U.S. Army APE Model 1236

modi led for the Honest JJohn Demilitarization.

1 Drained bomblets and explosive components (Composition
"B" burster charges) from the Warheads were processed through the Deactivation

Furnace,

2 The Deactivation Furnace was a roller-mounted, electric

motor driven, rotary kin type unit with internal spiral flights that subjected

the drained bomblets and explusive components to a temperature of 5000 to

600OF for a period of time (about 30 minutes), sufficient to deoompose the

explosives and initially decontaminate the bomblet shells,

3 The only material fed to the furnace was at the flue gas

discharge and through two blast attenuating pipe chutes which were fed by the
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punch and drain machines. The feed chutes also supplied secondary air to the

furnace which kept the feed chute system at a positive air pressure relative

to the punch and drain area. The positive pressure prevented heat and

products of combustion from backfiring onto the punch and drain system. The

flue gases were drawn through quench chambers into the furnace scrubber system

before discharge through the stacks to the atmosphere.

(e) Decontamination Furnace. All Warhead parts were eventually

transferred to a Decontamination Furnace for thermal deocontamination, The

warhead parts consisted of plastia, aluminum and ferrous alloys, and the

drained bomblets from the Deactivation Furnace operations.

1 The Decontamination Furnace was a two-compartment oil-

fired forced-draft unit. Normal operating temperature of the melting

compartment was 14001 to 1500OF and of the holding compartment was in excess

of 1200 0 F. The melting point of aluminum is 10800 to 12001F. The plastic and

silicone sealant compounds were pyrolyzed and the aluminum parts were melted

and recast into ingots.

2 Material from the Deactivation Furnace was delivered via

conveyors. Primary combustion air, was supplied through separate openings

above the burners. The temperature was automatically controlled to a manually

preset control point. Exhaust gases were removed by a collector box and stock

arrangement from the holding compartment of the furnace through the quenoh

chamber to the furnace si.rubber system before discharge to the atmosphere.

3 The holding compartment of the Decontamination Furnace

was equipped with a pouring spout, Periodioally the spout was opened and the

molten aluminum was collected in molds, After Qoollng, the full molds were

replaced by empty molds IJn preparation for the next pour. When cooling was

complete, the ingots were removed and transferred to a salvage yard. Also

periodically the pneumatic door on the discharge end of the furnace was opened

and the decontaminated ferrous parts were withdrawn. After cooling the

ferrous parts were transferred to a salvage yard.

(f) Scrubber System. Two new packed tower scrubbers were

installed adjacent to Building 1611 to process the ventilation and exhausts

from the Honest John Warhead disposal.
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3.2.3 Environmental Concerns.

a. Air Emissions/Standards.

(1) General Standards, During the planning phase or Project

Eagle - Phase 1I (Expanded), OB exposure limits for workers and the general

population were establ1shed by the U.S, Department of Health and Human

Servioes, These values were as shown in Table 3-4 along with restr'ictions on

industrial pollutant standards that were imposed by the State of' Colorado,

(2) Monitorin.. Three types of monitoring were conducted to

ensurg compliance with the above standards, in-plant, stack, and perimeter.

(a) The in-plant monitoring consisted of alarms and

bubblers. The M5, E59, and Demilitarization Chemical Agent Concentrator

(DCAC) alarms were used as real-time (response time is within a minute)

monitors whore GB concentrations greater than 0.2 mg/m 3 might occur. (DCAC's

lower' limit of deteotion was 0.0001 mg/m 3 ). Bubblers were used for work areas

where long-term, low-level concentrations of GB might occur. Bubblers

constitute nollection systems that draw air through a sulfuric acid solution

(pH 4.5)1 bubbler samples taken in durations between 30 minutes to 8 hours,

had to be taken to a laboratory to be quantitatively analyzed for OB with an

oolorimetria onzymatla duteotion method. If signif'oant Int.rferences were

observed with the enzymatic method, gas ohromatographin analysis was used as

an alternative. Personnel were required to mask when an alarm was sounded or

a bubbler sample exhibited greater than 0.001 m/,rm3 f'or one hour or longer.

The alarms and bubblers were challenged on a regular schedule to assure proper

funotloning. The response time for bubblers ranges from 2 hrs. at a lower

limit of detection of 0.0001 mg/m 3 to 13 hrs. at that of 0.0000003 mg/m3.

(b) The furnace exhaust stacks and effL uent from the 0b

Complex Scrubber and spray dryers were monitored with M5 alarms and bubblers

as described above. The Army imposed an action limit of 0.0003 mg/m 3 . When

the action limit was attained, the jhitt engineer was notified. When the

shutdown limit (0.000 mg/r 3 ) was attained, shutdown wan activated,
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TABLE 3-4. Process Emission Standards

Substanoe Concenotrationf Duration

GB (unmasked workers)* 0.0001 Mg/r 3  8 hr/day

GB (general population)* 0.0001 mg/m1% r 1 hour avg.
0.000003 mg/Mr 72 hour avg.

GB** 0.003 mg/mr3  maximum

Suspended partlcu>ate matter** 180 ug/m 3  24 hr

55 ug/m 3  annual arithmetic
mean

No1" 100 ug/n 3  annual ar.thmetic
r- mean

Fluorides** 0.005 ppm

Opacity*A 20%

*DHIIS requiremont
**Colorado State requirement
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(c) Nine fixed site-sampling stations were established at

approximately 40 degree intervals around the RMA perimeter (see Figure 4-21)

at the same sites as for Project Eagle - Phase I. Each site-sampling

perimeter station was a trailer oontainingi (1) a Technicon Air Monitor IIA

for oontinuous coiorimetric analysis of nitrogen dioxide, (2) a high volume

sampler for suspended particulate (greater than 0.3 micrometers), (3) mast

ozone meters for measuring total oxidants, (4) anemometer and wind direction

transponder/reoorder, and (5) OB bubblers. The bubblers were scheduled to

take two 12-hour samples every 24-hour period and were analyzed with the

detection methods described above.

b. Scrubber and Stack Emissions.

(1) During the preoperational testing in November and December
1972, it was discovered that the GB Complex Scrubber (see Section

3.2,2.a.(1)(f) and Figure 3-14) was not functioning as expected. Examination

of the surubber showed excessive nozzle blockages by solids. The scrubbur was

modified to eliminate this problem and retested in April 1973. The scrubber

was challenged with GB concentrations ranging from g4.83 /min (normal

operational conditions) to 40.20 g/min (maximum amouno expected to be released

during a major accident). The results of these testa (see 'Table 3-5)

indicated an overall scrubbing effioency of >99.998%(22 . The Army

Environmental Hygiene Agency (AEAA) stated in its final report (23) on the
imipact, of the GB neutral ization operation on ambient air quality that the

sorubbers were effective in preventing GB rulease to the atmosphere and

significantly reduoing GB release during upset conditions. At no point in

time was there documentation by tie perimeter monitorn of' GB emissions above

the general population limit at the ground leral,

(2) The uxhaust gases frrm the M34 disposal operation

Decontamination and Deactivation Furnaces stack were analyzed for particulate

emissions an,. opaoity between 31 August and 22 November 1972. The Colorado

emissions standards were met.

(3) In its final report (23), AEHA conolded that the GB

neutralization operation that took place over three years at RMA had nr.)
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overall detrimental impact on ambient air quality. The AEHA finding on OB

emissions has 4'Iready been discussed above. With respect to suspended

particulate matter, ACHA found that there was a decrease in concentration

during the .period ot operation. On the other hand, AEHA determined that there

was an inor..ase in ozone concentration but that this increase could nQt be

attributable tO the.IGB neutralization operation. With r~espeot.to qitrogen
oxides emissions, AEHA found no change in the ambient level over the period 'bf

operation.

o. Air Emissions From Spray ryer.

(1) Initial testing of the spray dryer 6-10 June. 1973 in~dicated

that the spray dryer did not meet the Colorado opacity limit of 20%.(24) An

intensive effort was undertaken by the maaufacturor to fix the problem. The

dryer was rntrofttted with a venturi scrubber t~o remove particulate matter

from the dryer exhaust. After this retrofit, thb system was retested. While

operating on natural gas, the spray dryer did meet the opacity requirement.

However, the opacity requirement was exoeeded(2 5 ) when-the dryer operated on

fuel oil and t ie br-ine feed rate exceeded 27 gpm at 17% solids (seeTable 3-

'. Natural gas burns more cleanly than fuel oil; the latter fuel contains

,•uhfur and sooty burning aromatic hydrocarbons, Since no other fix was

Possible within budget and time constraints, the Army decided to accept the

dryer and operate it on natural gas or at the reduced brine feed rate while on

operating fuel oil.

(2) Between 24 January and 7 March 1974, AEHA tested the M34

spray dryer to determine particulate, fluoride, phosphorus and OB emissions.

AEHA test data(2 6 ) showed relatively high OB emissions (above the 0.0003 mg/m 3

action limit and at times above the 0.003 mg/m 3 shudown limit). The GB

analyses were performod via the enzymatic detection method. Upon initial

evaluation of the data, it was not certain if the problem was purely

analytical in nature (i.e., interferences from reversible or other

irreversible oholinesterase inhibitors) or if OB was actually being emitted

from the spray dryer.
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TABLE 3-5. Sorubbing Efficiency of GB Complex Scrubber(2 2 )

Test No. 1 2 3 4 5
OB Input

Rate (g/min) 4,83 5,65 5.33 18.85 40.20
Time (min) 120 120 120 60 60

Effioienoy % 99.9975 99.9989 99.9979 99.9988 99.9987

Stack Emtssions 0.00(009 0.00007 0.00010 0.00024 0,00057
(mg/m 3 )

TABLE 3-6. Dryer Acceptance Tests(25)

Gas Fuel Oil
25-26 Jan 74 26-28 Mar 74

Brine Feed Hate, gpm 30.2 - 30.3 27.6 - 31.1
Scrubber rkeoycle Rate, gpm 3.0 3.0
Brine spec. gravity 1.10 - 1.13 1.11 - 1.16
Scrubber sp. gravity 1.05 - 1.06 1.04 - 1.05
Brine, % Solids 25.4 - 28.5 17.0 - 27.3
Stack Emissions, lb/hr 6.06 - 9.35 4.53 - 10.8
Stack Opacity Acceptable

4Staok opacity acceptahle only when dryer feed rate was reduced to 27 gpm and
brine was diluted with water to 17% solids.
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(3) During 1974 and 1975, an intensive effort was undertaken to
determine the cause of the GB in the spray dryer gas stream. This effort
included further investigation into the OB analytio.,l methodology for the
bubbler solution, brine and salts, spiking experiments to try to form GBI and

distillation experiments to determine If GB was formed during the drying
prouess. The consensus of this work was the following(27,i8),

(a) There was no OB in the brine.

(b) OB could be reformed in miniscule quantities when the
brine was extracted for analysis under the acidic conditions (pH 4.5) used in

the analytical procedures.

(o) OB could be reformed in minute amounts from the brine
when the proper pH (less than 6.5) and heat conditions were present.

(d) No OB was formed from the salts when extracted at a pH
of 12-13,

(e) Minute amounts of GB were formed from the salts under
acidic conditions (pH less than 6.5).

(f) No GB was formed in the bubblers.

Although the above theories about the conditions in the spray dryer under
which GB could reform were never positively confirmed, they became the bases

from which to undertake equipment modifications to avoic future OB
emissions. It should be noted that these conditions are relatively
restrictive and the amounts of GB reformed under such conditions are
relatively minute.

(5) Spray dryer GB emissions data(29) in the RMA files showed
only lists of' emission levels. Hence, it is not possible to correlate effects
of brine feed rates, temperatures, and scrubber specific gravity although it
is known that GB emissions is a oomplex function of these parameters.

Inferences between OB emissions and temperature and brine feed rates can bc.
drawn (see Figure >-20). Each data point in Figure 3-20 is an average of ten
or more analyses, It can be seen that GB emissions increase with temperature
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(at a constant brine flow rate and for a particular fuel) at a rate of 2.2

x10" 6 mg/m3/OF. 0B emissions also increase with brine feed rate when the

tegperatur'ei;is constant and for a particular fuel. When the dryer was

operated ýn fuel oil, GB omissions tripled that of natural gas under the same

A oondftlorit . This tripling was due to the relatively large quantities of

aoidic gases formed from fuel combustion due to the presence of sulfur in fuel

oil.

(7) Because of possible reformation of GB in the spray dryer

(reversal of hydrolysis, see first equation given in Figure 3-20) the action

level of 0.0003 mg/m 3 was often exceeded and the shutdown level of 0.003 mg/m 3

was occasionally exceeded. An air sampling study(30) conducted between 20
January and 7 March 1975 showed the limit for general population of 3 x 10-6

mg/m 3 was exceeded in 3 of 30 test samples. In fact, the GB emissions in

these three samples exceeded the action limit of 0,0003 mg/m 3 . However, the

perimeter monitors showed that the emission standard for the general

population was not exceeded and thus, there was no threat to the public at

large. RMA was able to operate the spray dryer at a brine flow rate of 12

Spm(31) at a temperature of 7000 F without GB emissions exceeding the action

limit during most of the neutralization.

d. Water Effluents.

(1) The estimate water usage/disposal for the Project Eagle -

Phase II dispos.al as given in the Environmental Impact Statement(19) is showh

in Table 3-7.

(2) This water was to be released to the atmosphere through the

spray dryer or scrubber exhaust. With changes in process parameters (e.g,,
the increase in the caustic oonoaetration, disposal of washdown water in Basin

F, etc.), these water usage/discharge numbers changed dramatically during

operations. The only available data for actual water usage was from the

disposal of the Honest John Warhead/M139 Bomblets. This water usage was as

followo(21 )I
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TABLE 3-7. Total Waste Stream Flows(19)

Stream Description Total Flow Percent Total Salt
lb. of Salt lb.

Miscellaneous Streams 14,933,000 597,320
Building 1501 Reactor

Diaohargei
M34 18,491,100 34 6,278,880
Underground Tanks 1,617,966 34 549,402
Ton Containers 15,743,000 34 5,345,700
Honest John/M139 337,950 34 114,903

10% Contingency* 5,112,302
TOTALS 56,235,318 12,886,205

*Applies only to liquid flow.
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Process Water
Scrubber Operations 820,000 gal
Plants Area 180,000 gal

TOTAL 1,000,000 gal
(This water was dlscharged to Building 1727's sump and eventually to

Basin F).

Water Vapor
Scrubber Exhaust 1,000,000 gal
Spray Dryer 25 000 gal

SpayDre gal
(This water was discharged to the atmosphere).

(3) These data differ signifioantly from the original

estimates, i.e., the reactor discharge was only 10% of that predicted while

the mlsoellaneous waste streams were larger than predloted,

e. Solid Wastes.

(1) The solid wastes from the Project Eagle - Phase II disposal

process include furnace ash, decontaminated metal parts and the spray dried

salts. Furnace ash was drummed and stored until 1986 when it was sent to a

hazardous waste landfill for final disposal. This was principally due to the

content of heavy metals (cadmium, lead, etc.) in the furnace ash The

decontaminated metal parts were sold as scrap. For, example, during the Honest

John disposal, 36,100 pounds of scrap steel was sold for $5,415,00

($0.1b/lb)(21), Warhead shipping containers were transferred for future use

on the Arsenal(2 1 ),

(2) Project Eagle - Phase I generated 43,000 drums (55 gallon each

weighing 500 lbs.) of salts or about 2.6 lbs of salt for every pound of OB

neutralized. The major components of these salts werg sodium ispropyl

methylphomphonate (SIMP), sodium fluoride, and sodium carbonate. EP Toxicity

tests were performed whiah showed varying concentrations of' heavy metals in

the salts. However, the levels found were below the Resource Conservation

Recovery Act (RCRA) maximum concentration limits for hazardous waste

classification. Based on the RCRA Part B Permit for RMA( 3 2 ), these salts were

listed (Army classifloation X003) and managed as hazardous waste under- Army
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policy, although sample test results did not qualify them as RCRA hazardous

waste, The Army considered the salts hazardous mainly due to their

oorrosivity (high pH levels ranging from 7.0 to 12.3) which is a

oharaoteristic of high sodium fluoride levels. Also, it was believed that a

minute amount of OB remained in the salts even though the spray dryer was

operated above the boiling point of GB. An exant analysis for measuring OB

residue is not possible due to the analytical methods used. Since the Army

considered the salts hazardous, they were disposed of by U.S. Pollution

Control, Inc. in a RCRA approved landfill (Grassy Mountain Site) near Salt

Lake City, Utah in the fall of 1986.
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3.3.0 CAMDS Chemioal Agent GB Neutralization. (33,34)

3,3.1 Introduction.

a. This section describes two major chemical agent disposal

operations at CAMDS using neutralization as the method for chemical agent

destruction.

b. The first neutralization operation was initiated in September,

1979 and completed during April 1981. A total of 13,951 M55 rockets were

processed through a Rocket Demil Machine (RDM) from which 127,950 lb of agent

GB were destroyed by the CAMDS agent neutralization process in the Agent

Destruction System (ADS). The second operation waa the disposal of 155mm

nonburstered projectiles and 105mm cartridges filled with agent GB. A total

of 12,673 munitions was drained of agent and a total of 54,000 lb of agent was

neutralized in the CAMDS ADS. The latter disposal operation commenced during

July 1981 and was completed during July 1982. Table 3-8 lists the amount and

type of each chemical agent neutralized at CAMDS during the two programs.

c. In the M55 Rocket disposal project, the M55 rockets were drained

of agent and cut using the ROM. The rocket pieces were then uonveyed to the

CAMDS Deactivation Furnace System (DFS) where the explosive components of the

rocket and any residual agent were burned in the DFS. In the nonburstered

projectile disposal operation, the projectiles were processed through a

Projectile Pull and Drain Machine (PPD) where the agent was removed from the

projectile and sent to the ADS for neutralization, The empty projectile and

metal parts (burster well and the nose closure) were then sent to a Metal

Parts Furnace (MPF) for decontamination.

3,3.2 Neutralization Process Description.('45 3 6 )

a, The chemical neutralization process at CAMDS was contained in

the ADS. The ADS was modeled after the existing facilities at RMA with

certain modified equipment configurations, In the ADS design, the oaustio and

OB arc blended in the reactor rather than in a mixing tee, as done at HMA.
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TABLE 3-81 CAMDS Chemioal Agent OB Neutralization Programs

Number of Approximate

Project Munitions Agent Abs of Agent

M55 Rookets 13,951 oB 127,950

15.mm Projectiles 7,942 GB

105mm Projeotiles 4,731 G54,000

Total Pounds of Agent Neutralized 181,950
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Also, the heat of reaction is removed b a reactor reciroulation sysem and

cooling jacket in the ADS rather than a heat exchanger downsteam of the mixing
tee, as done at RMA. These jcodifioations were. donie to eliminate roaming and

line plugging problems experienced at RMA and to improve process operations in

general. Also, these changes were necessary to accommodate caustic

neutralization of the VX acid brine in the second step of the VX

neutralization process, Although this system was designed to neutralize both

OB and VX, the VX neutralization program was never implemented (see Section

3,4,0,b. for rationale),

b. The ADS was divided into five major components of operations.

chemical storage and distribution, agent reactors, waste neutralization,
evaporator, and brine drying. The location of' these components t3 laid out

pictorially in Figure 3-21.

(1) Chemical Storage and Dilution. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was

received in a 50 percent solution and diluted to 18 per'cent before use. NaOH
to be used in the ADS was piped from a storage site to a Chemical Distribution

System (CDS) for use as a deoontaminatiý,n solution.

(2) Agent Reactors. In the neutralization process, NaOH

reacted ohemically with GB to form sodium isopropyl methylphofiphonPte, sodium

fluoride, and water. The design of the system involved a batch neutralization

process, in which OB was colleoted until a sufficient amount had accumulated

to m ke up a full batch. This method was employed throughout all of the M55

rocket and most of the projeotile runs.

(a) The addition of 0B to the reactor was undertaken in a

controlled manner to reduce heat buildup from the exothermic reaction. A

cooling water system for the reactors was used as an additional method to

control the heat, but was later eliminated when it was found that cooler

temperatures caused salts to preoipitate out of the brines and to clog pipes.

(b) After sufficient reaction time, the brine was sampled

to ensure that 5 percent excess caustic (NaOH) was present and that the

residual conoentration| of GB3 was 2 nanograms per milliliter or less. The
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brine was then transferred to the brine holding tanks before drying. if the

criteria were not met, additional NaOH was added, and the brine waos reteaLed.

(3) Waste Neutralization. The waste neutralization tanks were

designed to treat spent decontamination solutions from all areas of the CAMDS

facility that might have oontained low levels of agent. All liquid wastes

generated in the ADS toxic cubicle from agent spills, Explosive Containment

Cubicle #1, Rocket Shear Machine (HSM), PPD, and other, areas where

agent/munitions were handled, passed through floor drains to a sump. Wastes

from this sump were periodically pumped into the waste neutralization tanks

for treatment. Spent caustio from the ADS scrubber was also transfarred to

these tanks. roxia shower wator was also routed to the waste tanks for

neutralization.

(4) Evaporator. An evaporator was installed in the brine

holding area to heat the diluted waste waters and decrease the volume of water

going to the drum dryers. The evaporator had a 41.7 mIllion Btu tube bundle

heat exchanger and was rated at a capacity of 250 gallons per hour.

(5) Brine Drying.

(a) Whereas at RMA the neutralization brine was spray-

uried ito a salt, it was drum-dried at CAMDS. The change was based on a study

by Rowan (37) showing the following improvements in obviat':ng oonditLions that

were conducive to GB reformation: (i) Drum dryers operatad at a ]cwer

temperaturo than spray dryers. (ii) Drum dryere rely on steam heit instead

of fuel oil boilersj do not expose CO2 and SO2 to the brinie; and thus do not

promote acidic conditions, unliku the spray dryers. (iii) Drum dryers involve

a much lcwer volume of air than spray dryers. The air' serves only ýo oarry

away effluent aasca in the drum dryer whereas air is used as the heat transfer

medium in tVe spray dryer. Thus, dusting io minimized and if U13 emisrion
occotrs, the lower volume of air is easier to deal with. It was also

determined that drum Crye,,s woere more uost-effeotive thar spray dryers.

(b) Tlhe brine drying area consisted of five brine (45,000

gal. capacity) holding tanks with transfer pumps, two parallel steam-heated

twin-drum dryers with circulating pumps, and a solids handling conveyor system
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for each twin-drum dryer, salt st.oiage bin and salt oompaotor. The brinos

after being certifled as agent-free entered the drying area fromtwo

aouroesa as ) the agent reactor or waste neutralization Lanks ard (2) brines

froth other areas of the 'plant, , scrubber liqudfu from the MPF and DFS,

The concentrated brine 'was pumped fro'. the holding tanks. to twin-drum dryers,

where moisture'was removed by evaporation on the hot surface (approximately

350 0r)"oi' the rotary drum.

(c) The solids from the drum dryers are conveyed to a

s'irge bin equipped with a level indicator. The solids compactor has a meter

to meIsur, the electrical loading on the motor. The solids from the compactor

are fed into pia'tio-lined flber4board storage drums. It shouldb.io noted :ýhat

this past prautice has been changed to the curvent one of colleoting

uncompacted salto in commercially leased dumpsteos that are periodioally

colleoted. (Seo Soction.3.3,.4,c. for disposal,.

(33)3.3.3 Project Doer'iption.

¶ ~N51 M5$[ookets.

(I ) ihe tirnt GB r'eutralizat.,on project at CAMDS involved

.isposal of 13,951 M55 rooketn during the period of September 1979 to April

'1981. Sev IAppondlx B t'or, a description of the M55 rocket.
(2) Proaess Description. Figure 3-22 is the process schematic

.hat was usud at CAMPS in disposing of' these rocketB.

(a) Pall,'ts of i655 ocket9 were delivered to the CAMDS

Munition Holdiing Area (MII/) bI itignunition transport vans with charcoal

filters, Each pallet of M55 roolhets was placed in a Single Pallet Only Rocket

"Transporý (,PORT) container before ir was transport'ed to the MHA, No more

than two SPOR•IS cont•inlng rvckets were perml.tted in the Unpack Area (UPA) at

anly time.

(b) Rockets were then manually fed onto a conveyor which

iLtroducied thu rocket into an Explosive Containment Cubicle (NCC) where the

rocket was drained anid cut into seven pieces by the INUM and the rocket pieces
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conveyed to the CAMD3 DFS. Ths ex;loslve porti±Ons of the -oOketwere burned

in the DF3 and any residual agent was incinerated. Decontaminated metal parts

and Iliberglass from the rocket shipping tube were discharged from the DF$ at a

temperature of 1000 0F. The discharged pleoes were carried on an eleotrically

heated conveyor which inpured retention of the plsoea at I10001Y for the 15

minutes required' for thermal 4estruct ion of. re idiA-2. agent t•ades,

(c) The drained 08 from the M55 rocket was transferred

from a measuring tank in the LECC to the ADS through a double-walled pipe. The

agant was then colleoted in a storage tank inside the ADS and neutralized as

doscrih~d in Section 3.3.2.

(3) Kýe yompon-jrits.

(a) Rooket De-Mfl Mach ine (RDM) . The RDM waý a

multistation maohine. Figure 3-23 Is a cutaway of the RD:1 which was installed

in the ECC and consisted of the following oonveyore and stationes

IECC input 3onveyor which vas used to

mnove 'the rcoket from the UPA into the ECC.

2 RDM irpit conveyor which was used to

move the rocke. into the punch and drain

station In the ECO.

3 Vunch and drain 3tation in the ECC

which punched the rocket ard drained the

as agent.
It Saw s.tation in the ECC which had six

motor-driven radial saws that out the

drained rooket into seven pieces.

SECC discharge and 8egregator conveyor

which was installed in the ECC housing

between the ECC and the Deacwivat ion

Furnace input conveyor. Figure 3-24 is a

1
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schematlo of an M55 Rocket after it had

been processed through the RDM.

(b) Deactivation Furnace System.(DFS). The DFS at CAMDS
was similar in design to the one used at RMA but slightly larger; it was used
for the thermal deactivation of the propellants and explosives as well as the

thermal detoxifloation of the metal parts containing residual agent from
drained M55 GB agent filled rockets. Propellants and explosives from all

chemical munitions, and metal parts containing residual agents from drained
M55 VX rockets and M23 VX mines were also deactivated and/or decontaiminated in

the DFS. A detailed description of the DFS appears in Section 4.3.2. of this

report. The major components of the DFS were an oil-fired iotary retort, a

shrouded electrically heated discharge conveyor and pollution abatement

system.

b. 155mm/105mmProjeotiles.(33)

0 ) The second neutralization projeot at CAMDS was the disposal

of 7,942 GB filled nonburstered 155mm projectiles during the period of July

1981 to February 1982. The third neutralization project at CAMDS was the
disposal of the 105mm, nonburstered, GB filled projectiles between March 1982

and July 1982. (See Appendix B for a description of the 155mm projectile and

105mm projectile.) The agent from 4,731 of the total 7,771 rounds of 105mm

projectiles was destroyed in the ADS. The agent from the remaining 3,040
projectiles was drainied and collected in ton containers.

(2) Process Description. Figure 3-25 is the process schematic
that was used at CAMDS in disposing of these projectiles.

ýa) The pelletized munitions were taken from the storage

igloo to the CAMDS MHA by the ammunition van. The pelletized rounds were then

taken from the MHA to the UPA where the rounds wae.s removed from the pallet

and placed on an ECC by-pass conveyor. The conveyor would carry them to the

Projectile Disassembly Facility to be processed in the PPD. The pallets were

then sent to the Dunnage Incinerator (DUN) for burning and the resulting ash

was sent to disposal.
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(b) In the PPD, the nose closure was removed from the

projectile and the burster well was extracted. The GB agent was then removed

and sent to the ADS for neutralization aL described in Seotion 3.3.2. The

burster well was passed through a decontamination bath. The decontamination

solution was supplied by a CDS, and the spent decontamination solution was

sent to the ADS for neutralization and drying.

(c) The drained projectiles, burster wells and nose

closures were sent to the MPF for decontamination. The sorap metal parts from

the MPF were disposed of by the Property Disposal Office, TEAD.

(d) The drained GB agent was neutralized in the ADS, and

the resulting brine and the brine from the MPF scrubber were also dried in the

ADS using the drum dryer system. The salts produced during tho drying

operations were placed in drums and sent to storage.

(3) Key Components.

(a) EL.eotile Pull and Drain Machine (PPD).

1 Purpose. The function of the PPD was to open

projectile bodies by tapering the burster well so that the projectile could be

further processed and to drain the agent from projectiles as shown in Figure

3-26.

2 Denription Because the PPD was located in a

toxic area, it was contained within a ventilated interior housing (shroud).

An airlock with shower, also ventilated, was attached to the, shroud to allow

access to the toxic area. Ventilation air exhaust was filtered through

activated charcoal beds to remove traces of toxio agent. The PPD consisted nf

the fol lowing stationst

o PPD load station

m Nome ol.osure removal station

o Burster well weld outting station

o Burster well pull station

o Drain station

o PPD unload station
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operlation. Nonburstered projectiles only came

directly from the UPA by way of the ECC by-pass conveyor. Burstered

projectiles had all explosives removed in the ECC prior to transfer to the

PPD. Only one type of projectile was processed through the PPD at any one

time. The machine was capable of bo ing adapted to the various munition

types. A computer program had been developed to insure the proper sequence

for each particular munition. All stations were tied to a control program so

that if a station failed to complete its operation, that operation would

automatically be repoated befo)re the conveyor could advance the project.tle.

Had a station failed to complete its function, the process wo automatically

ntopped until the malfunction wan corrected.

(a) PPD 1,oed Station. Projectiles were receivmd

at the PPD by way of tho input oonveyor and PPD accumulator. The accumulator

provided for inline storage of pr'ojeoiles. This provided a cuhton irn the

projectile line that would allow minor problemo in the FPD to ue sol--d

without interrupting operations in the UPA Lind ECC,

(b) Nose Closure Removal Station, The node

closure removal station used a high torque, pneumatically operated impact

wrench. A alamp devioc consisting of throe "arms," 120 de.res apart, gripped

and unscrewed the nose closure. After the closure had been removed, the

cavity was probed to determine whether a burster was pr'esant. TN• process

would not continue if a burster was detected.

(c) Burster Well Weld Cutting Stattoil. This

station was used on projectiles that contained welded burster wo3ll., They

were not processed with the other' munitiona. Thi5 .station uze, a vertlc&l

boring mill with a hydraulically controlloe feed rtite ane a variable speed.

(d) Burster Well HiJ.ll tation. This apparatus

oonsisted of a nydraulically operated carriage that wab lowared to cau-e a

collar to make contact with the tapered outside surface (ogive) of the

projectile, With the collar in contact with the projeCti-Le, a rMd with al,

expandable collet attached was lowered into tho projectile burster well. The

colled ,ias wxpanded, causing it to pross against the inuide wall of' the
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burster well. The collet was then raised, removing the burster well from the

projectile.

(e) Drain Station,. Agent was removed in this

station using a vacuum to drain the munition. A vacuum tube and probe were

lowered into the projectile. The probe was provided to determine when the

agent had been ramoved.

(f) Unload Station, Transfer of the projectile

to the MPF was accomplished by a powered roller, floor level oonveyor. To

transfer the projectile onto the conveyor, a tapered collet waS used. The

collet was lowered into the projectile cavity and expanded tightly against the

inside projectile wall,

(a) Metal Parts Furnaue (MPF).

1 Analogous to the purpose of the Decontamination and

Inert Parts Furnaces at RMA, the purpose or the MPF during the neutralization

process at CAMDS was to thermally decontaminate the drained O5mmi/155mm

munitioria components, cavities and metal from which explouives had been

removed. A detailed description of the MPF appears in Section 4 .3,3,

3.3,q Environmental Concerns.

d. Emission Standards and Monitoring.

(0) The Department of Health and Human Servioes (DHHS)

standards for 08 emissions during neutralization at CAMDS remained unchanged

frum those given in Table 3-4 and Section 3.2,3 for RMA. The standards for

industrial po:Llutant3 during neutralization at CAMDS were the same as those

diring incineration a. CAMDS. Nonetheless, the emiesicn of industrial

pollutants at CAMDS during neutralization wtw neither a problem nor

environmental uenoern. The reader is referred to Table 4-16 and Seotion

4.3.2.o. for disoussion of standards for industrial pollutants. The rest of

this sectio.n will focus only on OB emissions.
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(2) While the M5, E59 and DCAC alarms and the bubbler were used

at RMA; the M5, M8, modified M8 with concentrator, bubbler, and real-time

monitor (RTM) were used at CAMDS. The M5, E59, and bubbler were previously

described in Section 3,2.3.1 the others will be described here. The M8 alarm

is a portable real-time (response time of one minute) monitor that deteOts

nerve agent electrochemloally with a lower limit of detection of 0.2 mg/m 3 for

C1B, The modified M8 with concentrator differs from the M8 in that it detects

as low as 0,001 mg/m 3 of OB but at a response time of 33 minutes. The RTM

detects as low as 0,0001 mg/m 3 of OB at a response time of ten minutes; it

uses the oolorimetric enzymatio method of detection similar to that described

for the bubblers in Section 3.2.3. and represented a considerable Improvementn

over the MS.

(3) The M8 alarm was placed In all. neutralivatton toxic proceiss

areas to monitor, the presence of agent as well as to indicate process

upsets. Bubblers were placed on the stacks from thu brine dryer's. The

modified M8 with conoentrator, bubblers, ard RTM were placed in all work

areas. The exhaust stacks or furnaces were monitored with bubblers at all

times and with combinationi of M5, M8, or RTM. As with IMA, all CAMDS alarms

and bubolers were periodically challenged to check their operation.

(4) The perimeter monitoring network during neutralization at

CAMDS consisted of eight identical samplLng stations positioned as shown in
Figure 4-23. As with RMA, each station was a uemi-pormanant tratler

containing an ozone monitor, sulfur dioxide monitor, nitrogen dLoxide monitor,

anemometer and wind direotion Indloator, a high-volume sampler for suspended
partioulate, and a GB bubbler,

t. The neutralization process did not follow the expected ncourse and

Oresented two environmental problems: (i) minute quantities of Gb wkr'.e found

In the brine and (ii) the process took signifLoantly longer timo than

expected, required excess caustic (NaOH) thus rusulted In exceXuive salL

production,

(1) Whereas in the RMA neutralization procns the major

environmental concern was Ob emissions in the -.pray drying of the brine, the
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major one in the CAMDS process was the encounter of minute quantities of 0B in

the bir Ine. That this was a problem for CAMDS and not for RMA although CAMD5

followed RMA and took advantage of UMA's experience can be explained. First,

the brines from the neutralization could not and were not analyzed for the

presence of OB at RMAJ 3 8 ) [his practioe was permitted unduer a DHHS Standard

that only requ{i,.red that there be 5% excesa caustic (NaOH) in the brines

because it 'was faithfully believed that this amount of excess caustic would

decompose any GB present. However, DIhS intended to tighten the standard

after RMA reported problems with GB emissions during spray-dryingi in its

desire vo tight•n the standard, DHUS sought a standard that was an actual

performanoe standard rather than one based on faith. in the end, DHHS

accepted the Army's proposal tlhat the standard for OB not exoeeding 20 parts

per billion In drinking water for soldiers be applied to the Drine.(39) By

this time, the neutr;l4za~ion had been completed at HMA, and CAMDS was

required to comply with thls strioter titandard, Thus, CAMDS had to analyze

the brino for GB from earh neutralized( batoh. While DHHS imposed this

standard of 20 ppb of G13 [n water, which oorresponds to 20 ng/ml (w/v) , the

Army adopted a ciniIrloation ( that a brine was agent-free) target level that

was 10% of the DHHS standard, i.e., 2 ng/ml or 2 ppb (w/v). CAMPS experienced

much difficulty in meeting this target level. Part of this diffioulty was

reflected in the lengthy reaction times requirad to reach the certifioation

target level (soe paragraph 3 below).

(2) In atteimpt:s to s4,l.ve the dl ft'Niculty, the Army spent over $1

million to determine the reasons for the presence or minute quantities of OB
in the neutralization brine at CAMDS. Numerous studies were performed by

Battelle, Southerr Research Inst.itute, the Army's Chemical Researoh,

Development and EnFLrný:errfn'g C• unter, and a nationally reputed panel of Then) sto

was retained. Nevertheless, the one comprehensive study that best explains

the diffioulty is by Joel Harrisa(40) His study explores rour reasons for

deteoting the presene of (B in the brine and why sometimen the certification

target level oould not be achiekveda
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(a) The-caustic (NaOH) neutralization readtion is still

not well understood. However, even at thij present level o~f understanding,
inoomp-le.te destruction of GB is pred;table by equilibriumconsiderations.

.(b) GB that was either enoapsulaced or occluded (within

solis, e.g., rust., soale, arising from slow. degradatlon', of, the munitiOn oV . .

the years or from degradatiorn of the.ri'aotor vessel) was released after or

continued to be released after audition o,f and mixing with the oaust:ip. (NaOH).

(c) uB could have reformed during the analytical.'

procedures carried out to detect it in the brine. The analytical procedures

carried out to detect oB invblve acidi.f.YinP, a brine sample to pH 7 trom pH 13,

G':traztlon with chloroform, and aialysie with gas chromatosraphy. The

acldifilý.tlonif:a condition that favors reversing the hydro3.ysis reaction

reforming GB, as shown in Figure 3-2. The chlorofom solvant )xtrao'vion

provides two oonditions that. are conducive to concentrating GBi a highly
prlar solvent with which the hignly polar GO is compatible and an H-bond donoi,

solvent with which the Ii-bond. aooeptor' GB matches, Toe chlorof6rm extraotion

also provides a conditton conducive to reforming OD; namely, a highly polar

snivent facilitates proton transfer in reve;'sing both tho neutralization

(FiLgre 3-1) and the hydrolysi,, (Figure 3-2). The analysis with gas

ohromatography alao provided' condition oonduoivt tO~reforming GB. Gas

chromatography requires the extracted brine sample to pass through a heated

onlumn. Heat ia a uondition favoring revei'aing the.neutralizat.t.on.reaotion
which ts exothermic (see Figure 3-1).

(d) The prepenoe of Gi could also have been attributable to

lelse positives in the analytical procedures due to the very complex sample

matrlx. Multiole interferences have been identified in blanks (io.,

solutinns known not to contain any GB) and some phosphorus-oontaining

compounds have been identified as th.,o interferences. Contributing to the

complexity of the sample matrix is tre involvement of solids i.e., rust,
scale, etc. mentioned in the occlusion of GB. Wynne(41) mentions that a heel

of' water was inadvertently left in the storage tank after emptying of the GB

and washduwn. Apparently, when the storage tank was filled with OB drained
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from munitions, the GB reacted with the heel of water. This hydrolysis

reaction (given in Figure 3-2) formed acidlo conditions that corroded the tank

and yielded in turn metal complexes and a sludge that was hard-to-pump if it
did not attually clog pipes.

3. The neutralization process at CAMDS took signifioantly longer

time that expected. In the laboratory, it was founu that GB had a half-life

of less than one second in 5% aqueous sodium hydroxide, On the batch scale,

the reaction was planned to take no more than three to four hours. However,
GAMDS was documenting that it was takl ,• as lo)ng as thirteen days for the
bririe3 to attain the certification target level. Tn at least 3 instances, it

took more than 30 days, Needloss to say, these excessive reaction times were

extremely disappointing and frustrating because they held up disposal.

operations schedules. Furtthermore, after an initial drop in GB concentration
immediately foilowing Mte mixing Jn of caustic (NaOH), the brines would then

exhibit a minute rise in GB. Apparently, a correlation was found by Lurk (142)

between thL time that (lb was held in the storage tank and the time that it

took to attain. the cer'ifLoation target level; thin correlation supports the

contention tMat the heel of water was hydrelyzing the stored GF form.[rng aoldic
products which were consuming the caustic and interf-ring withl the

neutra]lization. The only known way of resolving the diffioulty and of

accelerating the neutralization reaction time wp.s to add more caustic (NaOH)

which was Aone. The detrimental effect of' this add i.t ional caustic was the

high salt production which is discussed next.

o. Salt from the Neutralization Prooess.

(1) The M55 rocket, 155mm projectile and 105mm pnojectili

disposal at CAMDS generated 1,093,620 lb of( salts or about 6,01 lb of salt fcr

every pound of GB neutralized. Of the 1,093,620 Ib of salts gens'ated at

CAMUS, 309,325 lb resulted from the GB reutrallzation and hho remaining

784,295 lbs resulted from waste salts (spent deoontamination solution,

equipment washdown, etc.) generated during GB neutralization.

(2) The waste salts have been disposed of in an approved RCRA

landfill while the salts resulting from the GB neutralizution -are being stored
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3.4.0 ationale For Dropping Neutralization.

a. The fact that the product of the mustard neutralization reaction (see

Section 3.1,1.c.) wao hazardous and had to be disposed of by Incineration led

'to the propoai' of incinerating mustard in the first place, thus, eliminating

She need for. neutralization at all. Moreover, there were three other factors

that favored incineration over neutralization for disposal of mustard. The

'neutrali'Z'14 ragent, MEA (Bee Figure 3-4), has a high flashpointl its use in

a laboratory test resulted in an explosion. Second, the neutralization

reaction is exothermic and must be temperature-controlled; othq'wise, a siowly

appearing unreoognlzed exotherm can result in a violent runaway reaction.

Third, when neutralized in 60-gallon batches, residual amounts of mustard, on

the rýrler of less than 0.25 mg per liter of waste product were left behind.

Adoption of the proposal to incinerate mustard eliminated further

consideration of neutralization for mustard as a disposal technology and

obviated demonstration of the technology on the pilot- or induttrlal-soal...

The Army had had considerable experience with incinerating mustard by the time

the NA& piomulgated its finding and recommended incinerating mustard.

b. Laboratory and pilot-scale studies were conducted on the ohemical

destruction o" agent VX; these studies demonstrated that the acjid

ohlorinolysis was feasible as an industrial-saale process for neutralizing

agent VX. The positive resulto o' these studies led to the esigrn and

construction of the ADS at CAMDS that was c.pable of neut.'alizlng VX.

However, VX was never lestroyed by neutralization on an industrial-soale at

CAMDS or elsewhere by the Army. There were several reasons for this lack of

&otion, First, there was no reliable iow-levpl detuot.lon/monitoring

capability for VX in the neutralization hrine at that time (detection problems

included poor extraction recovery, considerable interferennei, and loN

sensitivities, .g., 600 ug/l of hrine); J.t was anrticipated that lack of much

capabllity would preclude the DHH (whoje authority In req4uired under PL 91-

121 and PL 91-441) from approval for VX disposal. SRcond, VX noutralizatioh

by aold vhlorinolysis posed a possible risk of explosion frem the potentially

hypergolic chlorination step and posed profound oansequences for a mlt'hap
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because of the oorrosiveness of the mixture. For these reasons, VX

neutralization was postponed to the last moment. While neutr&lizati.n (of uG)

"was performed, experimental studies .witn incineration, as rpoommended by the

1969 NAS report, had progressed to the point where the feasibtilty of a

destruction and removal effioienoy of 99.9999% or better' was demonstrated with

OB and VX. Combined with tne problems being experienced In neutralization of

0B and with the Inference that these problems would be aggravwted for VX due

to its greater reaotion complexity, destruation of VX by neutralization was

dropped in favoil of incineration when it was ready to beg.n VX munitions

disposal.

n. The only experience that the Army has gained in u)5ing neutralization

for, diuposal was for' disposal of GB agent/munitions. However, the problemn

encountered during this experience Inevitably led to abondoning neutralization

in favor oaf using incineration for four prinoipal compelling reasonsi (1I) the

sheer comple)-Aty of the neutralization process and the seint. - tv.lty of the

process to nuierous parameters that would slow tho reoction (or prorrote

hydrolysi,,, reversal reforming ml|iioule amo.unts of GB), The• cmplhxity and

sensitivity of the prooear were disparaged by the stoalghttrorwardnes at

inoineration (wh ih was the emorg ing idustrial tachnology far di'ipo.a .1 cof

hazardous organico oubstanoes), (2) The quantity and the nature of waste

produced by neutralization were dlsadvantages as oompsred to that for

incineration. (3) The capital and operating costs or neutral iation were silgh

ee compared to that aor inoineration, (0) Last, but riot lou1t important was

the fact that neutralization applied to de;itruotion of tile uhemloal agont only

whereas Inolneraleon could be applied to destr'uction of the explosives/

propellant, in the munitions as well as the agent,

3.4.1 Cor•pexUt of the Pr cess.

a, Neutralization is vastly more complex a process than is

inci|ieration, It8 complexity stems from the nature of the roiction or

re.,otions that take place. Neutralitation roactionris rquire, In addit ion to

the chemioal agent as a substoate. the pre.eno• of reactants such as acid,
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caustic, chlorine, or other reagent, The reactants need to be stocked,

properly prepared (i.e. diluted or blended), and stored, The reactants are

invariably hazardous, toxic, and/or corrosive and must be handled safely in

bulk quantities (10,000 gal or more). The handling of such hazardous

chemicals in bulk adds to the risk of an upset. The neutralization reaction

must take place in limited quantities - so called batch operations that must

be regulated under specified restrictive oonditions (pH, temperature,

concentration, etc. which are discussed later.) These conditions in turn

necessitate a complex system of batch, day and holding tanks; reactor vessels;

heat exchangers; reolroulatorsl agitators; reflux condensers; and evaporators

connected by a vast infrastructure of plumbing, valves, tees, pumps, sampling

ports, pressure and flow regulators and monitors. Although the GB

neutralization is only one-step (see Figure 3-1 ), the complexity is

intensified for multiple step reactions, such as for VX neutralization (see

Figure 3-3), On the other hand, whereas incineration involves a

straightforward combustion reaction, the only required reactant, besides the

chemical agent as a substrate, is oxygen, which is available as air. Since

combustion is heat driven, a fuel must be burned. Chemical agents, as a

generalization, have high heats of combustion (see Table 6-8) and are fairly

easier to incinerate than most commonly incinerated compounds. ThiE property

enables them to act as a fuel minimizing consumption of natural gas or fuel

oil. The only major piece of equipment that is necessitated is a simple

furnace which can be designed to take into account the easy incinerab:Ility of'

chemical agents. The only infrastructure needed to support the furnace is a

fuel tank and pollution abatement system. The complexity In the

neutralization process versus incineration is directly reflected in the

capital and operating costs of equipment which are discussed later in Section

3.4.3,

b. The sensitivity of neutralization as compared to incineration is

manifest in the number and kinds of conditions, namely, pH, tempe,,ature, and

concentration that must be controlled properly rtor the reactions to proceed.

(For neutralization reactions, pH and concentration of the acid or caustic

reactant are redundant.) The consequences of poor regulation of reaction
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conditions were evident in problems with the slowness of the reaction,

excessive amount of salt formed, and the reversal of the hydrolysis reaction

resulting in reformation of the chemical agent (see Figure 3-2). For example,

the sensitivity of the process to temperature was revealed by the CAMDS

experience in neutralizing GB in the requirement for quick removal of the

exothermic heat of reaction of 30 Kcal per gram mole of GB. In order to

preclude reaction temperature in excess of 1904F and consequently, quenching

the reaction or terminating the chemical agent flow, a cooling water system

was installed. (Potential consequence of failure to control the heat was

release of the chemical agent and/or' caustic, thus adding to the risk of an

upset.) Apparently, the cooling system for the CAMDS neutralization process

caused sufficiently low temperatures for sRIt precipitation to occur o'esulting

in clogged pipes. Low temperatures had to be remedied by adding excessive

oaustic significantly slowing the reaution. Excess caustic 0aused another

problem discussed below in paragraph d and Section 3,4.2. Incineration is not

subject to the same extent of sensitivities that neutralization is.

c. The slowness of the neutralization reaction was a frequently

raised complaint in view of the fart that the industrial-scale experience did

riot match expectations, Based on the laboratory and field measurements of

chemical reaction rates, GB has a half-life of less than 1 second in a 5%

aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide. Thus, caustic neutralization was

expected to progress rapidly. In practice, however, it was difficult to

achieve the necessary mixing of components to speed up the process! excess

quantities of sodium hydroxide were added to do so. While the expected batch

reaction time was 3 to 4 hours, on numerous occasions, the completion of

reaction for a batch within 24 hours was only 50%, with the remainder

requiring between five and sixteen days. One reaction took as long as 48

days. Suffice it to say that incineration does not suffer from these kinds of

problems involving reaction kinetics and that combustion reactions are rapid

(on the time scale of milliseconds) compared to neutralization. Furthermore,

in the event of an upset with the neutralization process, one would have to

contend with a large batch of partially reacted chemical agent while with

incineration, the chemical agent flow would be stopped immediately,
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d, The use of excess caustic to aco..jerate the neutralization

reaction produced larger quantities of salt wastes chan had been

anticipated. Laboratory calculations showed that roughly 1.5 lb of salt

should be produced for every pound of OB neutralized. The use of excess

caustic generated an average of 2.6 lb of salt per pound of GB neutralized at

RMA while 3 to 6 lb of salt were generated per pound of GB neutralized at

CAMDS. With incineration, the ratio of pounds of salt generated (from the

Pollution Abatement System brine) per pound of Ob neutralized is fairly

constant around 1.4 and is far less than that for neutralization,

e. The neutralization and hydrolysis reactions can be reversed under

appropriate conditions to reform the original chemical agent. This is perhaps

one of the most serious drawbacks to neutralization because of the

environmental ramification. The reformation of' minisoule amounts oV' GB

occurred at both RMA and CAMPS. At RMA, it was during the process of drying

the brine to salt. Acidic conditions, heat, and removal of water, all of

which aro oonduoive to reversing the hydrolysis of 08, were present in the

brine drying environment.( 2 8 ) Reformation of the chemical agent or reversal

of the hydrolysis can be arrested by removing and/or separating the reaction

products; for GB, these would be sodium fluoride and sodium isopropyl

methylphosphonate, However, such rumoval and/or separatiorn is tedious and

costly, On the other hand, combustion and pyrolysis are generally

irreversible reactions in which reformation of the original reactants from the

combustion products is not plausible. The destruction and removal efficienoy

of incinerating chemical agent with ucrubbing is 99.99995% fnr G,3 and

99,999996% for VX,

f. The form and the environment of the chemical agent agent also

contributed to the complexity and slowness of the neutralization reaction if

not the incomplete destruction of the chemical ageont itself. The chemical.

agent substrate was not always in the desired form - liquid and not always

homogeneous. The GB from M55 rockets were often Jelled making it difficult to

achieve proper mixing with caustic to promote optimum reaction conditions.

Solid particles, rust, scale, etc. arising from slow degradation of the

munition over the years were frequently mixed with the liquid ohemical
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agent, The solid particles either encapsulated or absorbed the ohemical agent

and occluded it from neutralization. if occlusion did occur, the solid

particles slowly released the chemical agent during and/or even after the

caustic was added. The release of chemical agent during or after agitation

was a much slower, process than the neutralization reaction itself and may have

been the rate-determining step and the explanation for the five to sixtleen

days to complete the reaction. These problems with the form and the

environment (heterogeneity) of the substrate chemical agent encountered in

neutralization would not be problems for incineration for the reason that in

inaineration, all chemical agent is converted into the gaseous phase. Thus,

the fact that chemical agent is a gel, liquid, a liquid absorbed on metal, or

a solid is immateriall all of it is removed and transferred by

volatilizaticon. Furthermore, the destruction, i.e, combustion, takes place in

the gaseous phase wherein the presence of solid particles basically do not

interfere as they would in neutralization.

g, Certification that tne chemical agent destructton was complote

within specified limits, i.e., no more than 2 nanograms or GB per milliliter'

of brine, was often difficult and desultory. In terms of impact on throughput

or processing rates, oertifloation imposed a reduction factor of 24.(44) Many

times, false positives were obtained due to the complexity of the matrix from

which samples were taken for analysis. There were also many interferences

with the testing for the presence of agent. Delays, whether they be caused by

agitation to break-up a gel, slow release of agent occluded in solids,

excessive cooling of the reaction mixture, precipitation from the reaction, or

certification of the reaction mixture, magnify the risk of agent release in

the event of an upset condition with the neutralization process. The cause0

of these delayb are absent in the incineration process.

3.4.2 Quantity and Nature of Waste Produced.

The quantity of waste produced by neutralization under ideal.

conditions is supposed to be 1.472 lbs of salt/lb of GB neutralized which is

comparable with that of incineration which is 1.471.015) However, as
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previously mentioned, the typical quantities being encountered in practico

were in the ratios of 2.6 to 6,0 for neutralization because of the sensitivity

to caustic consumed. On the other hand, the ratio of 1 471 f'or incineration

Js fairly constant because combustion reactions are robust compared with

neutralization reactions. The other characteristic of the waste products

favoring incineration over neutralization is that products of combustion do

not reform the chemical agent whereas it is possible for the products of

neutralizatinn to do so. A third characteristic of the waste products

favoring Incineration over neutralization is the fact that the produots off

combustion and the salts of the pollution abatement system brine are generally

inorganic while those of neutralization are organic. Waste products that are

organic in chemical structure are not in the state of ultimate disposal as are

those having Inorganic chemical structures, The inference io that

neutralization is only a stop-gap method while incineration is an ultimate

disposal method, Thus, inotneration is preferable to neutralization as a

disposal method,

3.1.3 CaialadOperating Costs.

A study by A.D. Little(45) showed that there is a net cost reduction

in incinerating rather than neutralizing chemical agent. In partioular, the

study was made for the differential in cost in using incineration instead of

neutralization for the Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System. The

result was that there was a net savings of $16.877 million in capital cost, a

net savings of $2,714 million in operating cost, and a total net savings of

$19.591 million. Additional cost savings are pnssible but not included in the

total. It was assumed that two Metal Parts Furnace are used to destroy the

agent in place of neutralization and that the operating costs are based on

destruction of the Johnston Island stockpile of chemical agent/munitIons. In

analysis of the cost reduction, the authors attributed the predominant savings

to capital costs for equipment in using incineration in lieu of

neutralization. The predominant savings in operating costs were attributed to
reduction/elimination of the consumption of chemical feedstocks (e.g, caustic
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or chlorine). Seoond-order savings in operating costs were attributed to

reduced production of salts and reduced maintenance.

3.4.4 Neutralization's Limited Role.

a. Last but not least important is the fact that incineration was

required to augment neutralization in disposal of chemical munitions. Because

neutralization applies only to the agent, incineration had to be used to
deactivate explosive/propellant components and to thermally decontaminate

munition cavities and metal parts. At RMA, Deactivation, Inert Parts, and

Decontamination Furnaces were used to accomplish these runotions, At CAMDS,

the DFS was used to accomplish both deactivation and decontamination whi.'", the
MPa wi±ý utd fri, both agent incineration and decontamination. Beoause

incineration is required any way for, part of the disposal, it was fruitful to
explore itt uise for complete disposal of chemical munitions and thus,

eliminate the need for the costly and complex neutralization process.

Furthermore, only one instead of' two disposal technologies would be needed

simplifying operations.

b. In deciding on incineration for the Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent

Disposal System (JACADS) on 9 March 1987 in a Cunfiguration Policy Board

Meeting, the Army officially adopted incineration and abandoned noutralihatlon

as the method for chemical agent/munitions disposal. (46)
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4.0,0 CHEMICAL AGENT AND MUNITION INCINERATION EXPERIENCE.

4.1.0 Introduction.

4.1. 1 Purpose/Backlround.

a. The purpose of this chapter is to document the Army's chemical agent

and munition incineration experiance. Incineration has always been the

preferre: method of disposal for chemical agent mustard (see Chapter 2), and is

the only approved mehut' to eaeure that an item, which has been in contact with

a chemical agent, is completely clean (decontaminated).(1,2)

b. Because of the difficulties experienced with chemical reutralization of

GB, and the uncertainties associated with "industrial ocale" VX neutralization,

the Army expanded the test program at CAMDS to include GB and VX incineration.

The success of these tests, coupled with the problems experienced with GB

neutralization, plus the fact that at least one incinerator would be required

at each disposal facility to thermally decontaminate the agent containers, as

well as burn any contaminated wood and trash, led to the Army's decision to

select incineration as the best technology for chemical agent munition

disposal.

4.1.2. 1984 NRC Study On Disposal Of Chemical Munitions and

Agents.(3)

a. In 1982 the Department of the Army requested the NRC perform a study

"to recommend the most effective, economical, and safest means for disposing of

the Army's aging and obsolete stockpile of chemical agents and munitions." In

response to the Army's request, the NRCs Commission on Engineering and

Technical Systems established a committee on Demilitariiing Chemical Munitions

and Agents under the Board of Army Science and Technology in August 1983.

b. The Committee, the first management group to study the whole range of
(4)

U.S. chemical weapons since the 1969 NAS report , consisted of 25 members.

In addition to members with expertise in chemistry, environmental science,
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toxicology, and industrial, mechanical, chemical and human factors engineering,

members were also selected who had knowledge of law, public health, systems

safety, industrial safety and the storage and handling of explosives,

c. With respect to the beat methods for chemical stockpile disposal, the

report stated:

"Considering the above advantages and disadvantages of

each disposal technology (neutralization and incineration),

thermal destruction is the preferred means for disposing

of the current stockpile of chemical agents and

munitions. The Army has already selected thermal

destruction as the most appropriate method. The

Committee supports this decision."

4.1.3. Comparative 1ndu3tr, Experience.

a. Incineration is a safe and environmentally sound method of destroying

toxic organic compounds where toxicity is a function of the entire compound (as

in the case of chemical agents) rather than a specific toxic element, and is
widely recognized as the principal method for organic waste disposal.,

I ncineration, which is the thermal breaking of organic compounds into

simpler inorganic, innocuous compounds such as water, carbon dioxide and easily

removed acid gases such as hydrogen chloride and sulfur dioxide, has been
increasingly used by private industy to destroy polychlorinated bipheiiyls

(PCBs), pesticides, herbicides and other commercial toxic organic compounds.

b, The role of incineration in commercial hazardous waste diwposal is

anticipated to increase with the enactment of the 1984 Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendments (HSWA) which greatly restricts land disposal of hazardous

materials.

4.1.4. Chemical Agent Incineration. As shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, the

Army has disposed of over six million pounds of chemical agents and over sixty

thousand munitions and containers by incineration at CAMDS and the RMA disposal
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plants. In addition to the industrial-scale experience from RMA and CANIDS, the

Army has conducted extensive Lasts at its laboratories located in the Edgewood

Area of Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.( 8 ' ( 9, 0, 31) Figure 4-1

illustrates the incineration reactions for nerve agents CA, GB and VX, and

Figure 4-2 illustrates the incineration reactions for blister agents H/AD, HT

and L.

4.2.0. Rocky Mountain Arsenal Chemical Agent Incineration Programs. Two

major chemical agent demilitarization programs using incineration as the method

for chemical agent destruction have been accomplished at RMA. The first

program, designated Project Eagle - Phase I, was conducted from August 1972

through February 1974 and disposed of approximately 6,179,000 pounds of blister

agent mustard (H/HD). The second program involved the disposal of over 21,000

chemical agent identification sets (CAISs) which contained eight chemical

agents totaling 36,694 pounds. Table 4-3 lists the amount and type of each

chemical agent incinerated at RMA during both programs.

(t2
4,2.1. Project Ean.i_- Phase L1

a. Background/Overview.

(1) The purpose of Project Eagle - Phase I was to demilitarize the

excess stocks of chemical agent mustard which had been stored at RMA since the

early 1940s, As described in Chapter Two, these stocks were scheduled for

disposal by ocean dumping in Operation CHASE. However, after receipt of the

NAS report, the DOD abandoned the proposed ocean dump and initiated Project

Eagle - Phase I to dispose of the mustard filled ton containers by incineration

at RMA.

(2) Two types of mustard were disposed of during Project Eagle - Phase

I, H and HD. Type 1i mustard was made by the Levinstein process and contains as

much as 30 weight percent impurities which tend to settle out when stored.

These impurities are chiefly sulfur, organosulfur chlorides, polysulfides and

iron oxide corrosion products. Type HD mustard is type H mustard which has

been vacuum distilled to remove the majority of the suifur impurities; HD
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TA.LE 4-3. Chemical Agents Incinerated at RMA

QUANTITY

PROJECT AGENT (POUNDS)

Projecmt Eagle

Levinstein Muitard (H) 4,428,000

Distilled Mustard (HD) 1,714,000

TOTAL 6,142,000

Chemic4l Agent Identification

Set Disposal

Phosgene (CC) 17,698

Chloropicrin (PS) 10,196

Mustard (H/HD) 6,355

Lowisite (L) 1,385

Cyanogen Chloride (CK) 433
Nitrogen Mustard (HN-I) 207

Mustard Gas (HS) 187

Nitrogen Mustard (HN-3) 187

Sarin (GB) 46

TOTAL 36,694

TOTAL FOR BOTH PROGRAMS 6,178,694
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disposed of in Project Eagle - Phase I, both tyoes of mustard were stored in
Type D ton containers similar to the one shown in Figure 4-3, however a large

portion of the Levinstein mustard had been drained from obsolete and

deteriorating 155mm, 105mm and 75mm projectiles during the 1947 to 1950 time

frame when these munitions were demilitarized.

(3) The entire project ran from October 1969 through July 1974,

however, full scale disposal operations were only conducted from August 1972

through February 1974; the balance of the time was Involved with process
development, testing in support of the CAMDS program (which was being designed

during this time period), and plant/facility cleanup after all the mustard

agent had been incinerated. Disposal. operations were conducted on a three

shift basis and were broken into thri.a phases;

(a) Phase 1: August 1972 - May 1973, work up to bulk mustard

incineration at one gall.on per minuite.

(b) Phase II: June 1973 - September .1973, work up to bulk mustard

incineration at two galtons pet minute.

(c) Phase Ill. October 1973 - Pebrhuary 1974, incineration of residue

ton containers which had not beenL incinerated during Phases I and 11.

b. Process Desctjjptio...

(1) Disposal opurations were conducted in the plants area of RMA

(Figure 2-9), Figure 4-4 il luatiares the final Project Eagle- Phaso I process
configuration. Although the exact equipment/process configuration changed And

evolved through the lifi of the project, the basic concept r(n.,eined the same

and consisted of the following elementsa

(a) Ton container preheating and draintng.

(b) Agent incineration and ton container thermal decontamination.
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(c) Furnace emission control.

(d) Waste treatment and disposal.

(2) Ton Container Preheating and Draining. Because of the high

freezing point and viscosity of mustard (mustard freezes at about 58°F and is

about as thick as fuel oil), the ton containers were placed in a heated thaw

room fter they were transferred from the outdoor storage yard. The thaw room

was maintained at a room tempernture of 900 to 140OF (average 125 0 F).

The warmed ton containers were then placed in one of four mustard unloading
booths. The mustard was drained from the ton containers into two 2600 gallon

storage tanks located bennath the booths through high pressure, reinforced

hoses which were connected to the ton container valves. Negative storage tank

pressure was used to draw the mustard from the ton container. After draining,

the ton containers which had stored HD had a residue heel which averaged 100

pounds (6%), however the drained H ton containers had an average residue heel
of 600 pounds (33%) with some containers containing heels as great as 1400

pounds (78%).

(3) Agent 1ncineration and Ton Container Thermal

Decontamination

(a) Agent Incineration. The primary incinerator for the

drained mustard was the modified hydrazine furnace which had previously been

-used to burn contaminated liquid hydrazine (a common component of liquid fuel

rocket motors). Prior to the hydrazine furnace, the west ton container furnace

(see Figure 4-4) was used to incinerate the mustard drained from the ton

containers. The hydrazine furnace, whic:h is illustrated in Figure 4-5, was a

horizontal barrel type incinerator. It did not have a separately fired

afterburner but used the large residence time between the combustion chamber

(Figure 4-5) and the pollution abatement system to ensure complete destruction

of all organics contained in the exhaust gases. Mustard was sprayed into the

furnace through an air atomizinig nozzle with the agent leaving the nozzle

through ten radial 1/8 inch orifices. A ring gas burner surrounding the nozzle

was used to heat the furnace up to nppro 4 mimtely 2400 0 F Lt which timn the

--------- ~.---- ----- ----- ---- --- -- -
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mustard was introduced and the natural gas was slowly cut back to idle. The

furnace had a nominal capacity of two gallons mttstard per minutc.

(b) Ton Container Thermal Decontamination. Adjacent to the

hydrazine furnace were two ton container furnaces which were used to incinerate

the residue heel left in the ton container after it had been drained. The

furnaces had been constructed in 1944 to thermally decontaminate 55 gallon

drums of mustard. As shown in Figure 4-6, the west furnace (Figure 4-4) had

eight natural gas burners whereas, the east furnace had fourteen of the same

type burner. The additional burners in the east furnace were added to

facilitate processing ton containers which had large residue heels. Burners 7

and 7a in both furnaces were considered afterburners. After weighing, the ton

containers were positioned under the punching station at the door of either

furnace where two holes were punched into the ton container, one at each end.

The ton container was then transferred to the south end of the furnace where an

air sparge was inserted in each punch hole to facilitate residue burnout. Each

furnace was normally maintained at 9200F and processed an average of seven

ton containers per day.

M() Pollution Abatement System (PAS). The PAS consisted of two

caustic quench ind scrubber systems which were connected to a single

electrostatic precipitator and stack. The east quench and scrubber system was

the original PAS for the ton container decontamination furnaces; the west

quench and scrubber system was added in October 1973 to support the increased

flowrate during the final phase of the program. The electrostatic precipitator

was added in May 1973 to ensure that particulate emission and stack opacity

limits were met (Iron oxide (rust) had presented a particulate emissions

problem). The east quench/scrubber, west quench/scrubber, and electrostatic

precipitator are illustrated in Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 respectively.

(d) Waste Treatment.

1 All waste water and scrubber brines generated by the disposal

of the mustard were dried into a salt using a spray dryer. There were no

liquid process effluents discharged from the mustard disposal plant. The brine

4-14
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was atomized into a drying chamber ina utt.,i ned a1 t 8)0o to 1 150()F,. The d ried

product and hot air were separated in cyclonic separators, fines were removed
from the gas stream by a venturi scrubber and a wet cyclonic scrubber. The

salt from the cyclone was fed into a compactor and subsequently placed in

sealed 55 gallon drums. ar
2 The agent free ton containers were cut in half. The ash

residue (primarily iron oxide and sulfur) remaining after incineration was

removed by manual scraping with hoe like tools. The ash was placed in sealed

55 gallon drums, The ton containers were sold as metal scrap,

c. Environmental Concerns,

(1) AirQalt

(a) Table 4-4 lists the work area and stack standa-vrds for Project

Eagle - Phase I. Because a font response stack alarm was beyond the

state-of-the-art, two separate detection systems %ere uscrd: (a) a quick

response (4 min) dual column gas chromatograph alarm with a detection limint of

0.5 mg/m3, and (b) a dibutylphthalate bubbler adsorption system which could

detect an average concentration of 0.03 mg/m 3 over a 60 minute cycle.e If
either system detected mustard emissions, opcrations were immediately

curtailed. The work area was also monitored with a dual Nyatem: (a) a

Titrilo, II instrument provided rapid response (30-60 sec) to mustard
3

concentrations above 0,8 mg/m , and (b) a two hour diLbutylphthalate bubbler

system was used to detect the work area concontration of 0,004 mg/mn.

(b) In addition to the stack and work area monitoring described

above, a network of nine perimeter monitoring stations, shown in Figure 4-10,

were operated during Project. Iagle - Phase L. Mhe stations were also operated
from October through December 1969 to establish the baseline air quality. Each

station continuously monitored for NO2 , So2 , ozone, and suspended

particulates, with sequential samples on a six hour cyc.le monitor for IICI

mist. An analysis by the U.S. Army EnvIronmental flygleno Agency (ArhIA)
concluded that Project Eagle - Phase I had no sLgnh[t tcuant impact oi the ambient
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TABLE 4-4. Project Eagle Air Quality Standards

POLLUTANT STANDARD

Mustard (H or HD) Emission Standard of 0.03 mg/m3 (one

hour average)

Work Area Standard of 0.004 mg/mr3

(eight hour average)

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2 ) Annual Arithmetic Mean - 0.02 ppm
24 fir Max Value -0,1 ppm(1)

3 hr Max Value - 0.5 ppm(2)

1 hr Max Value - 0.28 ppm(3)

Acid Mist (reported as HCI) 0,015 ppm

Nitrogen Dioxide Annual Arithmetic Mean - 0.05 ppm

Particulates Annual Geometric Mean - 60 ug/m 3

24 hr Max Value - 150 ug/m 3 (2)

Oxidants 1 hr Max Vnlue - 0.05 ppm

NOTES:

(1) Not to ba nxceeded more than once in any twelve month period.
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year.

(3) Not to be exceeded more than once per month,
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air quality.(13)

(2) Salt Analysis and Disposal.

(a) A total of 14 million pounds of salt formed by dried brine

during Project Eagle - Phase I. This is equal to a salt production rate of 2.3

pounds of salt par pound of mustard incinerated, The salts were placed in

sealed steel or fiber board 55 Snlton drums and stored in warehousen at RMA

until 1985 at which tine they were placed in a hazardous waste landfill,

(b) Table 4-5 is a typical chumical analysis of the salts formed

by the dried brine. However, the composition of the salts was found to vary

widely. Table 4-6 lists the results from the analysis of a composite sample to

determine if the mustard incineration salts were a hazardous waste under the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) due to Extraction Procedure (EP)
(14)

Toxicity. Although the salts were found not to be a characteristic

hazardous waste due to EP Toxicity, the salts were treated as hazardous waste

due to the potential variability in the salt composition, as well as their

origin as a toxic chemical agent. Prior to disposal, several samples were

analyzed for the presence of tetrachlorndibenzo-p-dioxins (TCDDs) and

tetrachlorodibenzo furans (TCDFs). No TCDDs were detected in nny samples;

TCDFs were detected in three samples in the parts per trillion range (130-270

Ppt). (13)

(3) Ton Container Ash and ESP Residue. The ash and residue

generated during Project Eagle - Phase I were disposud of by land dilution.

Based on analyses performed by Coors Spectro Chemical Laboratories, Figures

4-11 and 4-12, a dilution criteria requiring that the material be mixed to a

depth of six inches and that the concentration of any element in the loil not

be increased by more than 0.05 percent was Astablished. A 120 acre tract and a

320 acre tract were designated in the northeast corner of the Arsenal for the

disposal of the ton container ash and ESP residue respectively. A total of

222,063 pounds of (wet) ash and 63,158 pounds of (dry) ESP residue were

disposed of in this manner. Permanent metal stakes mark the area where both

materials were disposed of.
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TABLE 4-5. Mustard Salt Chemicnl. Analysis

COMPOUND AMOUNT

NaCl 44.3%

Na2 SO3  23.6%

NaHC0 3  5.9%

Na2SO4  15.7%

Na2CO3  11,9%

Fe203  0,2%

Mercury 1.03 ppm

Cadmium 1,60 ppm

Copper 5,30 ppm

Zinc 3.50 ppm

Lead 5.0 ppm
Manganese 25 ppm

Silver 2.5 ppm

Molybdenum 0.1 ppm
Potamsium 0.7 ppm

Sodium 250 ppm

Soluble Iron 147 ppm
Insoluble Iron 2315 ppm
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foci4 'PECTRO- CHEMICAL LABOR. DRY
DIVISION Of COORS PORCU.LAIN COMPANY Mailing Address:

/GOLDEN, COLORADO, U.SA. P'' oxN
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TO: Rockyr owitalin Arsenal. NLJUSR -"7
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Bi.ds. 618 bT
Denverp CO 802)40 OSOI

ORDOER NO0.-
Attention: Ray Ernst

I.ATE RIAL A'R df
SAMPLI Dr= Moo 1. B164, 340

ELEMENT S-LMNT ELEMENT j N 6F ~ZIIINT

Aluminum (Al) < 0:01 Oallium (Go) < 0.0 Su11cor (11) 0.02 Rubidium (11b1) < ( o

Antimotn, 0Sb) < 0.005 Gormenium (Ge) < 0,0 1 SIver (Al) < 0.001 .o

Arsonic (As) 2.0 Indlum (in) < 0.005 Strontium (it) .< 0.001 M Qf() -

Barium (Ba) < 0.001 lpron (110) > a'0 Tin (11A) < 0.005

Botyllium (So) < 04001 Loed (Phl) < 0.00) Titanium (Ti) < 0.003 _____ _____

imuh(S1) < 0.003 Magnesilum 04g) < 0.001 yanodium (y) <0.003 ____________

Sarapn (B) < 0.001 Mongeneest 04n) 0.2 Zine (Zn) < 0.03 ______

CamumV Arsenic Mercury (Ng) Zirconium (Zr) < 0.005 _____

Calcium (Co) < 0.01 Molybdenum (Mo) 0.02. Sodium (No) 0.003 _____

Chromium (Cr) 0.003 Nihl(i) C0.01 Cesiums (CO) l< 0.001

Cobltol (Ca) < 0.01. N Iobium11a( (N'b) Lithium (LI) 0.001

Copper (Cu) 0.2. Phosophorus (P) .nio&renaj Poatassium (9) 0 ___003___

SResults buasd an sample as resoelved,

CResults baoed on

q ualitative * Lassa than C Atomic Abooerptiots

SSooil.Quonitifa~ilve (0 SOR) > Offolor tHan optical mmisi sian

Q uantitative (so indicated) W oft ChmIsonioty

*ed/ 1PICIIO.CHNIMIA LABORATORY
iThis roetot is rondoted upon the condilie"s teat itis not to ho reopreducod ... p. Ad'

Wholly of in Fort let ednatlihincl of other purpsieso evar cut 11lgtes atuor in
connect11on with out name without $postli pStMluslu" n Wiins byrc

Flank B. U1106itaew, ma~rit/-o

Figttrvc 4-11 t Project E~agle Ton Cnntainer Asti Analysiit
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4.2.2, Chemlca] Agent [dent.HicaLion Set (CATS) Disposal ?rogrnm..

a. Background/Overview.

(1) The purpose of the CAIS Disposal Program was to

dispose of the obsolete sets which were stored at RMA. The disposal program,
which was conducted in three phases, ran from May 1981 to December 1982 and

destroyed 19,697 sets. In addition, a pilot test program which destroyed 1761
sets was conducted from October to December 1979(18). As shown in Table 4-7,

a total o,. 21,458 sets were destroyed.

(2) The seta, some of which are illustrated in Figure 4-13, were

developed aod manufactured by the Department of the Army from the 1930s through

the 1960s. They were distributed to Department of Defense installations for
use by all services in training and identification of various agents. In April

1971, the Department of the Army declared the CAISs obsolete; the sets were

subsaquently consolidated to RMA in two movement operations called Set

Consol.idatlon (SETCON) I (1978) and SETCON II (1980).

(3) 'There were 18 different set configurations grouped into seven

types. The sets contained from one to five different chemical agents. In

addition, some sets contained chemical agent simulants or non-lethal riot

control agents chlc~roacetopenone (tear agent) and/or Adamsite (vomiting

agent). These chemicals were adsorbed on plastic pellets, adsorbed in
charcoal, in chloroform solutions or in pure forml all configurations were in

glass ampuLes or bott:.Les. Tables 4-8, 4-9, and 4-10 l.st the "agent" portion

of each CAIS.

(4) Normaliy only one chemical agent is processed in a disposal

facility at a Limc. However, because the chemical agents in the identification

sets could not be easily separated before they were irr.'nerated, the chemical

agents, as well as any other chemicals contained in the sets, were incinerated

simultaneously. 'Tis concept of burning multiple agenta (albcit in omall

quantities) makes the CAIS Disposal Program unique among all the Army's
chemical agent munitton disposal programs.

4-27
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TABLE 4-7. Chemical Agent Identification Sets Destroyed

PHASE SET TYPE (1,2)- NUMBER

I 1941/K942 PIG 802
5 May 81 - 28 Jan 82 X302 BOX 82

X547 BOX 1202
Y550 BOX 1302
X551 BOX 1244

TOTAL 4634

II
2 Feb 82 - 19 Apr 82 K945 BOX 1335

X545 BOX 525
X546 BOX 333
X548 BOX 724
X549 BOX 51

TOTAL 2968

III K951 PIG 6995
22 Apr 82 - 22 Dec 82 K952 PIG 3804

K953 PIG 243
K954 Pic 254
K955 PIG 94
K943. PIG 4
X552 BOX 701

TOTAL 12095

Total Number of Sets Destroyed 19697

Number of Sets Destroyed During Pilot Terts 1761

Grand Total of Sets Destroyed 21458

NOTES: Refers to the type of packaging.
(1) PIG- Steel Shipping Container
(2) BOX- Wooden box
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TABLE 4-8. AgeQnt Composition of Chermical Agent: Sets

M TERIAL K945 K955 K941 K942 K951/2

Mustard (H/HD) 0.003 0.14 7.90 8.82 0.07

Nitrogen Mustard (HN-i) -- -- -- -- --

Nitrogen Mustard (HN-3) -- --...

Lewisite (L) 0.012 0.10 .... 0.10

Chloropicrin (PS) -- 0.09 .... 0,87

Phosgene (CG) -- --... 1.46

Sarin (GB) 0.029 ...-- --

Chioroacetophenone (CN) -- 0.03 ......

Adamsite (DM) -- 0.03 ....--

Chloroform -- --... 3.81

AC Simulant (KCN) 0,013 ..-.

G Simulant (1) 0.041 ..

V Simulant (2) 0.051 ....... .

H Simulant (3) 0.046 --.... ..

CG Simulant (4) 0.011 0.01 .... ..

Activated Charcoal -- 0.36 ....

Polystyrene Pellets 0.07 --......

TOTAL (ibs) 0,28 0.76 7.90 8.82 6.31

NOTES:

(1) Mixture of hexyleneglycol and methoxyethanol

(2)Mixture of tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, m-methylglucamine, and diethylene
glycol

(3) Io-amyloalicylate

(4)Trnphoegene
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TABLE 4-9. Chemical Agent Composition of 1(953/K954 Sets

MATERIAL ALT 1 ALT 2 ALT 3

Mustard (H) 0.09 0.09 0.07

Lewiuite (L) 0.07 0.07 0,10

Phosgene (CO) 0.97 0.97 1.46

Cyanogen Chloride (CK) 0.83 0.83 1,25

Nitrogren Mustard (HN-i) 0.08 0.08 --

GA Simulant( 1 ) 0.67 --..

Chloroform 2.94 4.01 3.01

TOTAL (lbs) 5.65 6.05 5.89

NOTES: ( 1 )Mixture of ethylmalonate, oenanthic ether, and benzonitrile
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b. Procvuss Descri•tion.

(1) As stated in Chapter Two, the CAIS Disposal Program was

conducted in the same facility which was used to dispose of the Honest John

Warheads and M139 bomblets (Figure 2-10), However, before CAIS disposal

operations were initiated, modifications to the furnace and pollution abatement

system were necessary. Modifications which were made included:

(a) Addition of an afterburner to the deactivation furnace. This

was nenossary since the furnace would be processing glaes ampules and bottles

filled with chemical agents instead of the drained bomblets processed during

the Honest John Disposal Program.

(b) Modifications of the decontamination furnace so it could be

used to thermally decontaminate the steel shipping containers commonly referred

to as "pigs". Previously the furnace had been uised to melt the aluminum from

the M139 bomblets into ingots. Modifications to the furnace included

installation of a new high temperature refractory, pedestals to support the
"pigs", and a slightly different burner configuration to ensure even heating of

the containers,

(c) Addition of an electrostatic precipitator to the pollution

abatement system to remove the arsenic oxide and other particulates from the

furnace exhaust gases.

(2) An overall process flow diagram for the CAIS Disposal Program

is shown In Figure 4-14. All X-type sets and the K945 sets were packed in

wooden boxes and did not require disassembly before being fed to the

deactivation (deac) futnace. The K955 sets were fed directly into the

decontamination (decon) furnacel because of their large size they could not be

fed to the deactivation furnace. The remaining sets were packaged in "pigs."

The "pigs" were opened in a glovebox and their contents were then fed to the

deactivation furnace. The contents of the K951/952. K953/954 sets were fed

directly to the furnace without additional disassembly; contents of the

K941/942 were emptied into cardboard boxes prior to being fed to the
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deactivation Lurnace. All empty pigs werre fed to the ducontaln natton furnace.

Figures 4-15, A-16 ;ind 4-17 are tlhe specific pr'erss flow dlkigram!o for o:ieh Met

group.

(3) Deactivation Furnace. The deactivation furnace used to

destroy all agent set contents, except from the K955 set, was an Ammunition

Peculiar Equipment (APE) 1236 furnace. The furnace was a cast alloy rotary

retort twenty feet long and three feet in diameter. On its internal surface

was an integral cast spiral which caused material to proceed through the

furnace at a rate proportional to the rotational npeed of the retort. The

furnace was fired by a fuel oil burner at the discharge end. Furnace gases

were exhausted from the retort input end. Burner end operating temperatures

were 11000F with an exhaust gas temperature of approximately 460 0 F.

Maximum gas residence time under these conditions was 0.8 seconds. The

residence time for the set contents was approximately 36 minutes, except for

the contents from K941/942 secs which were kept in the furnace for 81 minutes

by oscillating the retort.

(4) Deactivation Furnace Afterburner. The exhaust gases from

the deactivation furnace passed through a refractory lined oil fired

afterburner, The afterburner raised the gases from approximately 460oF to a

minimum of 16500F and held them at that temperature for a minimum of two

seconds. The exhaust from the afterburner was mixed with the air from the

Deactivation Furnace Room in order to lower its temperature before It entered

the air mixing end of the quench system.

(5) Decontamination Furnace. The decontamination furnace was

used to incinerate K955 sets and to thermally decontaminate empty "pigs." The

furnace was a rectangular structure nleven feet by eleven feet by eight feet

high (outside dimensions). Heat was supplied by five ol.l fired, gas piloted,

force draft, proportioning burners. Charge carts were used to place and remove

items from the furnace. The items placed in the furnace were positioned on

ceramic pedestals and held at a minimum of 1100 F for 30 minutes, except for

the large K955 sets which were incinerated at 16500F for 120 minutes.
Exhaust gases from this furnace did not pass through the afterburner but
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proceeded directly to the pollution abatement system.

(6) Pollution Abatement System. The pollution abatement system

consisted of a quench, an electrostatic precipitator, dual packed column

scrubbers and one exhaust stack.

(a) Quench Chambar. The exhaust gases from the deactivation

furnace afterburner and decontamination furnace were first mixed together and

then cooled by evaporative cooling with a sodium carbonate spray to

approximately 2250F and 100% relative humidity. The quench liquid was kept

at a pH above 9 by the addition of sodium hydroxide.

(b) Electrostatic Precipitator. A five stage electrostatic

precipitator was used to control emissions of particulates to the environment,

The particulate consisted of varying combinations of fly ash, metal oxides, and

arsenic oxides depending on which type of set was being incinerated. The

particulates removed by the electrostatic precipitator were collected and

stored in metal 55 gallon drums.

(c) Scrubber System. A dual column scrubber system was used to

remove acid gases from the exhaust gases (Figure 4-18). The exhaust from the

electrostatic precipitator was mixed with the remaining building ventilation

air before entering one of the scrubber towers. The scrubber towers, which

were 65 feet high and 11 1/2 feet in diameter, were divided with two sections,

each of which were packed with 1 1/2 inch polypropylene pall rings to a depth

of 14 feet. A sodium carbonate/sodium hydroxide solution was used to irrigate

the packing.

(7) Waste Treatment.

(a) All waste water and quench and scrubber brines generated by

the disposal of the CAISs were dried into a salt using a spray dryer. The

brine was pumped to the spray chamber where the hot air from the heater

evaporated the water. The dried salt was collected at the bottom of the

chamber and packed into drums. The moist exhaust gases were cleaned in a
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venturi scrubber before release to the atmo,•phicre.

(b) The residue from the furnaces was collected in hoppers and
then transferred to a compactor system where the residue was compacted into 55

gallon drums,

c. Environmental Concerns.

(1) Air quality. Table 4-11 lists the work area and stack

standardH for the chemicals incinerated during the CAIS Disposal Program, The

work area standards were the Time Weighted Average (TWA) levels which are the

concentrations a worker may be exposed to during a normal 40 hour work week

without suffering adverse effects. Bubbler ndsorption systems were used to

detect the prosence of GB, lewisite, mustard, triphosgene and

chloroacetophenone; the lewinite bubbler hod nn eight hour sampling time, the
remaining bubblers had a two hour sampling period. Drager tubes were used to

detect the presence of cyanogen chloride and P programmable infrared analyzer,
MIRAN 80, wan used to monitor for chloroform, chloropicrin and phosgene. In

additior a sulfur hexafluoride pas detection system was used to detect leaks

outside the Blovebox or 'eed chute.

(2) SaIlt Analysis and Disposal. Analysis of the salts formed by

spray drying the scrubber and quench brines and the spent decontamination

so3ution is shown in Table 4-3.2, The results were obtained during the pilot
(18)incineration test In addition, the salts were a RCRA hazardous waste

(04)due to arsenic concentrations above the r-P Toxicity limits . A total of
2101 55-gallon drums of salt were generAted during the CAIS Disposal Program.

All the salts generated were stored in RMA warehouses until they were plnced in

a hazardous waste landfill in 1985. Prior to disposal, the salts were analyz.ed
for the presence of TCDD8 and TCDFSI nlti ,ugh no TCDDs were detected in any

samples, two of three samples contained TCD~s in the part per trillion range

(170-200 ppt)

(3). Electrostatic Precipitator Residue. Table 4-13 lists the

analysis of two drums of residue analyzed during the pilot incineration test.
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TABLE 4-11, CAIS Disposal Program Air Monitoring Standards

COMPOUND STACK (mg/m) WORK AREA (mp /m3

Sarin (GR) 0,0003 0,0001

Lewisite (L) 0,03 0,003

Mustard (H/HD) 0,03 0.003

Triphosgene (as phosgene) 10 0.2

Chloroacetophenone (CN) 2.5 0.2

Cyanogen Chloride (CK) 0.3 ppm 0,3 ppm

Chloroform 105 ppm 1.2 ppm

Chloropicrin 1,06 ppm 0,13 ppm

Phosgene 3.0 ppm 0,06 ppm
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TABLE 4-12. Chemical Agent Identification Set 9alt Chemical Analysis

COMPOUND AMOUNT

Carbonate, CO3  49.2 - 50.5 wt %

Chlorine, C1 6.38 - 6.79 wt %

Sulfate, SO4 0.17 - 0.42 wt X

Nitrate, NO 3  3380 - 3650 ppm

Arsenic, As 187 - 440 ppm

Cadmium, Cd, 1 - 18 ppm

Chromium, Cr 6 - 17 ppm

Copper, Ca 8 - 83 ppm

Iron, Fe 0.10 - 1.75 wt %

Lead, Pb 29 - 154 wt X

Manganese, Mn 9 - 95 ppm

Mercury, Hg 0.20 - 1.56 ppm

Potassium, K 580 - 746 ppm

Silver, AS 3 - 6 ppm

Sodium, Na 37.2 - 39,4 ppm

Zinc, Zn 62 - 230 ppm

Organic Carbon, C 2.6 - 3.2 wt %
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TABLE 4-13. Chemical Agent Identification Set Electrostatic- Precplptator Residue

Chemical Analymia

COMPOUND 
AMOUNT

Carbonate, CO3  
18.5 - 19.2 wt %

Chlorine, C1 18.12 - 22.32 wt

Sulfate, 604 14,37- 21.1 wt %

Nitrate, NO3  
3330 - 9060 ppm

Arsenic, As 3280 - 7260 ppm

Cadmium, Cd 
75 - 160 ppm

Chromium, Cr 25 - 45 ppm

Copper, Ca 07 197 ppm

Iron, Fe 1.22 - 3.64 wt %

Lead, Pb 1280 - 2500 ppm

Manganese, Hn 87 - 240 ppm

Mercury, lig 0.69 - 1.02 ppm

PotrAssum, K 890 - 1700 ppm

Silver, Ag 3 - 5 ppm

Sodium, Na 32,6 - 37.0 ppm

Zinc, Zn 1530 - 2980 ppm

Organic Carbon, C 0,9 - 3.0 ppm
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As expected the residue contnlned high lovels of arsenic, lend and zinc,

probably present as metal oxides.i(8) The residue was a RCRA hazardous waste

due to high arsenic concentrations.(14) When placed in solution the residue

had an average pH of 10.2. A total of 173 55-gallon drums of residue were

generated during the disposal program. The drums of residue were stored in PMA

warehouses until 1985 when they were placed in an approved hazardous waste
landfill..

(4) Furnace Residue and Scrap Metal.

(a) Furnace Residue. A total of 985 55-gallon drumm of

compacted furnace residue were generated by the disposal of the identification

stop sets. The residue consisted of cans, ampules, and wooden boxes process

through the decontamination furnace into wood ash, broken glass and scrap
metal. Samples of the residue generated during pilot testing were analyzed.

One sample was from recidue typical of a K955 or X-type sot; the second sample

of residue wan typical of a K951/K952 or pig type set. Both samples were

divided for use in two extractions, one using delonized water and the second

using non-spectro grade N-hexane. The results of the aqueous extractions are

shown in Table 4-14. Only traces of nub-ppm organics were present in the

hexane extraction. Although acceptable for disposal in a sanitary landfill,

the furnace residue was disposed of in the same hazardous landfill as the rSP

residue and salts.

(b) Scrap Metal.. The lead gaskets, which were placed in the
"pigs" before being procespod through the decontamination furnace, were removed

and sold as scrap metal. The "pigs" were retained for use as overpacks for

leaking chemical munitions.
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TABLE 4-14. Total Water Solubles from CATS Decontamination Furnace Reqidues

SAMPLE
BOX SET "PIG"

RESIDUE RESIDUE

Total Residue 489g 478g

Wt Total Solubles 4.27 g 1.90 g

Wt % Solubles 0.88% 0,40%

pH of Extract 8.9 8,5

Sodium wt % 32.3% 16.6%

Arsenic, An, •t % 0.05% 0.05%
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4.3.0, CANDS Chemical Agent nnd Muni.Lion TnerIneration E•periencc.

4.3.1. Background/Overview.

a. As stated io Chapter Two, the primary purpose of CAMDS is to

test and evaluate the equipment, processes, and procedures which will be used

in future chemical agent and munition disposal plants. CAMPS testing does

result in the destvuction of the chemical agents and munitions, however, the

purpose of the tests is not to dispose of chemical agents or munitions but to

satisfy specific data requirements,

b. Three separate incineration systems have undergone chemical
agent or munition incineration testing at CAMDS: (1) the Deactivation Furnace

System (MFS), (2) the Metal Parts Furnace (MPF), and (3) the Liquid
Incinerator (LIC). A fourth Incinerator, the Toxic Dunnng% Incinerator (DUN)

haA Just been modfie.d to burn contaminated materials and will undergo testing

beginning in mid-1987, As shown in Table 4-15, approximately 75,000 pounds of
GB, 8,000 pounds of VX unOd 38,000 munitions have been incinerated in the DFS,

MPF, and I,.t(,

c. The CAMDS chemical incineration experience summanr.zed in Thble

4-15 can be divided into three categories! (1) furnace/incinerator start up

and systemization in preparation for a test, (2) tenting and evaluation of the

furnace/ir.2lnerator or its pollution abatement system, and (3) furnace/

incinerator operations in support of other equipment tests where the

performanc', of the furnace/incinerator is not being specifically evaluatod.

(Example - incineration of drained M55 rockets during evaluation of the RDM and

agent chemical neutralization process). Of the three categories, test reports

have been prepnred only for specific furnace/incinerator or pntlution abatement

system tests.
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a. Pur•ose. The purpose of the DFS is to incinerate residual

agent, explosives and propellant from processed land mines and rockets. Fuzes,

supplementary charges, bursters, and propellant removed from mortars and

artillery projectiles and cartridges are also incinerated in the DFS. In

addition, the DFS is also being used to model the proposed rotary kiln which

would be used In the cryofracture demilitarization process; tests in support of

the cryofracture demilitarization process include incinerating bulk chemical

agent which is sprayed into the DFS at ambient temperature and processing

cryogenically cooled simulAted chemical munition fragments to assess its

ability to incinerate cryogenically frozen chemical agents and e tergetic

materials as well as the ability of the DFS to handle the large quantities of

metal parts and wood dunnage.

b. Descrjipton.

(1) General.

(a) As illustrated in Figure 4-19, the DFS consists of u f.ed

chute with double tipping blast valves, a Deactivation Furnace, hosted

discharge conveyor, scrap conveyor, cyclone separator, slagging afterburner and

a pollution abatemctýt system. The Deactivation Furnace, where incineration of

energetic material occurs, is isolated in a reinforced concrete enclosure. The

ciclone separator, slagging afterburner and po1lutlo't hatement system are

located in an adjacent building.

(b) Segmented rocket pieces, mine bodies, and all explosive

cowponents of the munitionrt are transferred from the ECC by a bucket conveyor

to the doolile tipping valve (Figure 4-20), The munition pleces or explosive

items are then gravity fed through the double tipping valves to the

Deactivation Furnace. After approx:lmately 12 minutes the decontaminated scrap

falls from the retort onto an electrically heated discharge conveyor that

provides an additional 30 minutes of residence time at a temperature of

l000 °F to ens,,re ther,,al decontamination of any trace quantities of chemical
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agent. The flue gases leaving the furnace exit the kiln at the feed end of the

retort and are ducted through the cyclone separator which removes large

particles, primarily fiberglass. The gases then pass through the slagging

afterburner which melts the finer fiberglass particles on the afterburner walls

and destroys any toxic vapors or other organic compounds which may be present

in the kiln exhaust gases. Finally the gases pass through the pollution

abatement system where they are cooled and any acid gases and remaining

particulates are removed.

(2) Deactivation Furnace. The deactivation furnace (Figure

4-21) is a 30 foot long, 4 foot diameter rotary kiln. The kiln has a single

thread internal cast spiral of 2.5 foot pitch that provides a 12 minute

residence time at one revolution per minute. The kiln is fabricated from an

alloy to withstand a maximum temperature of 1800 0F and is formed by four

bolted flanged sections. Two of the bolted flanges rotate on base, mounted

trunnion rollers. A dual fuel burner, located on axis at the discharge end of

the kiln was recently installed; previously an oil fired burner was used to

heat the kiln.

(3) Cyclone Separator. The cyclone separator (Figure 4-19)

is a cylindrical vessel with a cone shaped bottom. The purpose of the cyclone

is to minimize fiberglass particle overloading of the slagging afterburner,

'The Ly-lone is a dry collector with the kiln exhaust gases entering

tangcsntally at the top and large particles falling into the conical section at

the bottom. The particles then fall down a long drop tube going to floor level

terminating in a valve. The particles are then collected in a sealed 55 gallon

drum located below the valve. Material removed by the cyclone is later placed

on the heated discharge conveyor to ensure thermal decontamination.

(4) Slagging Afterburner. The slagging afterburner is

designed to destroy any agent vapor or other organics in the kiln exhaust gas

and to melt and remove any fiberglass particles in the gas. The afterburner is

a refractory lined, vertical fume incinerator and is operated at a minimum

temperature of 1650OF with a residence time of approximately 0.62 seconds.

Two dual fuel (propane and fuel oil) burners were installed replacing the
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original oil fired burners,

(5) Pollution Abatement System (PAS).

(a) The purpose of the PAS is to prevant pollution of the

atmosphere with gases produced by the combustion of explosives, fiberglass
resin, and chemical agents in the DFS, As shown in Figure 4-19, the PA
consists of a quench tower, a variable throat venturi acrubber, a packed bed

wet scrubber tower, a demister, an induced draft fan and an exhaust stack.

1 Quench Tower The quench tower is a 3.5 foot diameter

by 12 foot high, partially firebricked vessel constructed of Inconel 625. The
quench tower is mounted directly on top the venturi scrubber. Exhaust gases
from the slagging afterburner enter the quench tower at approximately

1400-1600° F and are cooled to approximately 200 0F. The quench tower is a

cocurrent flow design and the exhaust gas cooling is accomplished by

evaporation of water from seven air atomized spray nozzles. The water flow
rate is generally between 10 and 15 gallons per minute; any excess water falls
or is entrained by the gas stream and carried directly into the venturi.

2 Venturi Scrubber The venturi scrubber is a variable

throat type equipped with inlet scrubbing liquid ports without nozzles. The
primary purpose of the venturi scrubber is to remove particulate matter

contained in the exhaust gases; some acid gas removal also is accomplished.

The venturi throat has a manually adjusted damper blade which is set to
maintain a pressure drop of approximately 20 inches water column. Brine from

the packed tower scrubber aump is used as the scrubbing liquid. A liquid to

gas ratio of approximately 14:1 is maintained in the venturi.

3 Packed Bed Scrubber Tower The packed bed scubber is

used to remove acidic industrial pollutants contained in the exhaust gases.

The packed tower is a six foot diameter vessel constructed by Hastelloy- lined
carbon steel. The vessel contains a sump which collects the excess liquid from

the venturi scrubber as the exhaust gases enter the bottom of the tower. The
gases then flow up through a chimney tray which supports a six foot deep bed of
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2-inch polypropylene Super Intalox saddles, The packed bed in wetted by
recirculating an alkaline scrubber liquid (clear liquor) which is introduced at

the top of the bed by means of a weir-trough distributor. The acidic

pollutants react with the brine to form salts. Fresh caustic is added to the

clear liquor, just before it enters the tower, to maintain a clear liquor pH of

approximately 10. A York mist type entrainment separator is located directly

above the packed bed to prevent carry over of large liquid droplets to the

demisters.

4 Fiber Bed Demisters The fiber demister unit is located

two feet above the entrainment separator in the packed tower vessel, and

consists of seven elements, two foot in diameter by 12 foot high. The

demisters are used to remove small liquid droplets and fine particulate before

the gases are discharged to the atmosphere. During M55 rocket incineration,

the demisters are not normally used because of the relatively low level of

particulate emission. An isolation damper allows the demisters to be bypassed.

5 Induced Draft Van The induced draft fan pulls the gases

through the PAS and maintains a negative pressure in the entire furnace system,

thus preventing any release of agent vapors during operation. The fan is
capable of 14,500 acfm at 165°F and 45 inches static pressure. A 200

horsepower, two-speed, motor provides the drive for the fan.

(b) Brine from the packed tower is periodically drained and

transferred to the Brine Drying Area where the brine is dried to a salt using

rotary drum dryers similiar to the one shown in Figure 4-22, The salts are

then placed in an approved landfill. As in the RIA disposal programs, no

liquid process wastes are discharged from CAMDS.

c. Furnace Emissions.

(1) Standards. Table 4-16 lists the specific emission

standards to which the DF9 PAS was designed to meet. In addition, since the

propellant, explosives and chemical agents are considered RCRA hazardous waste,
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TABLE 4-16. CAMDS Stack Emission Design Standards

EMISSION STANDARD

NOx as NO2  No source standard.

SO x as SO2  500 ppm (by volume).

Visible Opacity 20% or less. This standard is
interpreted to mean no air
containment will be emitted that is of
a shade or density to obscure an
observer's vision to a degree in
excess of 20%. An air contaminant is
defined am any fume, smoke,
particulate, vapor, gas, or any
combination thereof, but not including
water vapor or steam condensate,

Incinerator Particulate 0,2 gram/standard cubic foot
corrected to 12% carbon dioxide.

Process Particulate E a 3,59 p0.62

Where E is the allowable emission
rate, lb/hrl p is the weight of
material introduced (combustible and
non-combustible, excluding gas and
liquid fuel), ton/hr.

Agent GB 0.0003 mg/mr3 U hour average)

Agent VX 0.00003 mg/m3 (1 hour average)

Agent Mustard 0.03 mg/mr3 (1 hour average)
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the emisslunzi must aLsu neet the R(:RA standardn listed in Table 4-17 (his Is

explained in greater detail in Chapter 6). Finally, Table 4-18 lists the

ambient air quality standards for CAMDS.

(2) Monitors. In addition to industrial monitors for oxygen,
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide, the

exhaust gases are monitored continuously for the presence of chemical agents,

The rapid response alarms and historical monitors listed in Table 4-19 are used

for this purpose. In addition, a system of eight perimeter monitoring stations
(Figure 4-23) is used to monitor the ambient air quality. To date the

perimeter monitoring system has shown that CAMDS has had no impact on the

surrounding air quality,

d, CompletedIncineration Tests, As shown in Table 4-15, over

17,000 M55 rockets and approximately 2000 pounds of GB have been incinerated in

the DFS. Four types of tests have been completed in the DFS: (1) PAS
evaluation; (2) undrained M55 rocket incineration; (3) drained rocket

incineration and (4) a special test to determine the ability of the DFS to

incinerate polychlorinated biphenyls.

(1) GB Challenge Test of the DFS PAS.( 2 5 )

(a) Purpose. Although the PAS was not designed to remove

chemical agent vapors it was challenge tested in April 1977 to determine its

capability to remove GB from the furnace exhaust in the event of a furnace

upset. The objectives of the tent were:

i Determine the G1 removal efficiency of the PAS under

cold conditions with the kiln and afterburner off.

2 Determine the GB removal efficiency of the PAS and

afterburner under normal conditions (kiln and afterburner on),
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TABF. /4-17. P'CRA Emi.SSnn 5qtýmdardf

EMISSION STANDARD

Principle OrgAnic Itazardous Destruction and Removal Efficiency

Constituent (PO1C) (DRE) of 99.99%

HC1 The greater of 4 lbs/hr or 1% of the
IMt in the gas stream entering the
pollution abatement system

Particulate 0,08 Srntns per dry standard cubic
foot corrected to seven percent oxygen.
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TABLE 4-18. CAMI), Amihent: Air QuliA i%:v Staindards

POLLUTANT STANDARD

Agent Mustard Work Place - 0.003 mg/mr3 (8 hour average)

Ambient - 0.0001 mg/mr3 (72 hour average)

Agent GB Work Place - 0.0001 mg/mr3 (8 hour average)

Ambient - 0.000003 mg/mr3 (72 hour average)

Agent VX Work Place - 0.00001 me,/m 3 (8 hour average)

Ambient - 0,0000003 mg/mr3 (72 hour average)

Sulfur Dioxide 0.03 ppm Annual Arithmetic Mean

0.14 ppm, 24 hour averagn(1)

0.50 ppm, 3 hour nverage(1)

Nitrogen Dioxide 0.05 ppm Annual Arithmetic Mean

Suspended Particulate 75 grams/m3 Annual Arithmeýtic Mean

260 grams/m3 , 24 hour average(1)

Total Oxidants 0.08 ppm, I hour average (1)

NOTES: (1) Not to be exceeded more than once per year.
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(b) Method.

I Dilute acidic solutions of GB were prepared by mixing 86%

pure GB with sulfuric acid (pH 4.5), Agent solutions were sprayed into the

afterburner exhaust duct (Figure 4-19) at challenge rates of 6.7 x 10- 3, 4.4

x 10-2 and 1.6 x 10"I gm/min. The air flow through the duct was 5364

acfm. GB monitors (bubblers) were located before the quench, after the venturi

scrubber and in the exhaust stack.

2 Neat, 86% pure GB was sprayed into the kiln exhaust duct
upstream of the cyclone separator. Agent challenge rates of 2.86, 15.54,

33.20, 48.01, and 62.32 gm/min were used, The exhaust gas flow rate was 11,360

aefm. G3 monitors were located before the afterburner, before the quench,
after the venturi scrubber and in the exhaust stack.

(c) Results.

I The GB removal efficiency of ihe PAS under cold

conditions was approximately 99.9% but was limited to a maximum agent challenge
3of 0,36 mg/mr

2 Under normal operating conditions, the PAS and
afterburner had a GB DRE of 99.9998% at a GB challenge rate of 82 gm/min. This
challenge was equal to the agent from 15 drained M55 rockets per hour.

(2) Undrained M55 Rocket Incineration Tests. In May
1981(26) and July 1982 two tests were performed to dete-mine the

ability of the DFS to incinerate undrained OB M55 rockets. This was in

response to observations that large quantities of jelled agent had been fed to

the DFS when some of the M55 rockets processed during evaluation of the GB

nsutralization process (Chapter 3) were incinerated,
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(LI) Puo,.

1 May 1981 Test. To determino if the DFS could

efficiently destroy GB up to challenge rates of 4.5 liters every two minutes.

Thie was equivalent to the agent from procesbing one undrained M55 rocket

through the PFS every two minutes. No propellant or explosives were

incinerated during this test, only agent.

2 June 1982 Test. To determine if the DFS Could process

undrained M55 rockets at a feed rate of one rocket every three minutes.

(b) Method.

I_ Plastic bottles filled with 65% pure GB and wrapped in

wet canvas mere fed through the double tipping valves and into the rotary

kiln. The purpose of the wet canvas was to insulate the bottles so the agent

would not be released until the bottle reached the second section. This was a

safety precaution to prevent agent from Ieakidng out of the kiln. Agent

challenge %as increared from 120 ml every two minutes to 4500 ml every two

minutes. Six tests lasting 30 mi.nute, . each were performed. Maximum DFS
temperatures were: retort burner - 950°F, retort exhaust - 850°F and

afterburner - 1730 0F.

2 Plastic bottles filled with GB (no purity s.pecified) and

wrapped in wet canvas were fed with sheared M61 rocket stctions, (The M61

rocket is a simulant filled version of the M55 rocket.) A total of 22
"rockets" were processed. The DFS temperatures measured wLre 1100 0F in the

blast attentuation duct (Figure 4-19), 900-10000F in the retort at the bur',.er

end, and 1550-16000 in the afterburner,

(c) Results.

I DFS demonstrated a GB DRE of 59.999999% based on a GB

feed rate of 2.25 liters per minute. This was equivalent to the agent fron one

undrainLd M55 rocket every two minutes. Limiting factor was the stack opacity

which reached 80% since the demiE:ters were not employed during the test,
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2 D8F sucicessfully processed simulated M55 rockets at a

feed rate of one rocket every three minutes. A DRE was not calculated,

however, based on the exhaust flow rates observed during the May 1981 test and

an allowable stack concentration of 3 x 10-4 mg/M 3 , an estimated DRE of

99.999994% is obtained. The stack opacity reached 100% without the demister

installed. It was felt the DFS could handle more than 20 rockets per hour

since limiting temperaturew were not reached during the test.

(3) aftch 1986 Polyc lorinated Bihenyl (PCB) Incineration

Test.

(a) Purposa. To evaluate the ability of the DFS to meet the

Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) solid PCB incineration criteria when burning

M55 rockets with shipping and firing tubes containing regulated concentrations

of PCBs.
(b) Locj round.

1 Tne M55 rocket is packaged in the fiberglass M441 shipping

and firing tube (Figure 4-24). The shipping and firing tube, which weighs

approximately 13.7 pounds, is made with one of two types of fiberglasst

chopped or matted. The difference between the two types of fiberglass can be

distinguished visually, however the exact distribution of chopped versus matted

tubes in the M5b rocket stockpile is unknown.

2 La assesment of the M55 rocket stockpile conducted in

1985(28) , aad a subsequent analysis conducted by the AEHA in 1986(29),

showed that some of the shipping and firing tubes contained PCBs. The source

of the PCBs is not known, however It may have been added as a fire retardant to

the resin used in the fiberglass. The conceatration of PCBs was found to vary

depending on the type of fiberglass used to make the shipping and firing tube.

Ninety-four percent of the chopped fiberglass shipping and firing tubes contain

PCBs at concentrations less than 50 ppm (moot contained less than 10 ppm) with

95 percent confidence. Shipping and firing tubes mad-i of matted fiberglass

exhibit a bi-modal distribution where approximately 40 percent of the tubes

contain PCBs at a concentration less than 50 ppm (most contained less than 10
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ppm) and approximately 60 percent contain PCBs at concentrations greater than

2000 ppm. The average concentration of the upper distribution is 3400 ppm.

3 Incineration of PCBs is regulated under TSCA( 3 0 ).

Specific requirements are dependent on whether the PCBs are liquid or solid (as

with the shipping and firing tubes), and are based on the concentration of PCBs

in the material being incineratedt less than 50 ppm - not regulated; 50 to 500

ppm - PCB contaminated; greater than 500 ppm - PCB item. Therefore, only the

matted shipping and firing tubes are regulated under TSCA. Table 4-20 lists.

the requirements for solid PCB incinerators. Alternatively, an incinerator can

be permitted if it is demonstrated it will not present an unreasonable risk of

injury to health or the environment from PCBs.

4 Because the performance of the DFS had not been

evaluated from the stand point of solid PCB incineration, the U.S. Army Toxic

and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA) and TEAD applied for and were granted

a Research and Demonstration (R&D) Permit under TSCA.( 3 1 ' 3 2 )

(c) Method.(3
3 4 )

1 Figure 4-25 illustrates where solid, liquid and gaseous
samples were collected from the DFS during the test burns, All namples were

analyzed for PCBs, polychlorinated dibenzo-dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated

dibenzo-furans (PCDFs). In addition the solid and liquid process streams were

analyzed for EP Toxicity and p1l, and the stack gases were analyzed for

particulates, HC1, total chlorinated organics and couibustion gases. A summary

of analytical methods used for the test burns are contained in Table 4-21.

2 Initially two background test burns were conducted, Run

I was performed with only the burners and pollution abatement system in

operation. This run was used to establish baseline levels of chlorinated

organics as well as PCBs from the scrubber system and fuel oil combustion. Run

2 was conducted with M55 rockets in shipping and firing tubes which contained

less then 50 ppm of PCBS.
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TABLE 4-20: NonT Liquld PCB [ ri.,ie ni' lon Cril.,r,,-i (40 (:P'i< 761. 70 ))

1. Mass emissions from the incinerator limited to O.O01g PCB/kg of PC3 feed

(99.9999% DRE)

2. Combustion efficiency must equal. at least 99.9%

3, PCB feed rate must be monitored and recorded at least every 15 minutes

4. Combustion temperature Must lie continuously monitored and recorded

5. Stack Monitoring

a. Start-up: (when PCQ3s are first incinerated or after modifications

which could effect emissions): 02, CO, C02, NO , FiCt, PCBs,

Total Chorinated OrganIcs, and Totanl Particulate

b. Normal Operation: Continuous 02 ind CO;I Periodic C02

6. Automatic PCB shut off when a failure occutLs in 3 or 5b.

7. HII emissions controlled with water scrubber or accepted alternative method
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3 Three four-hour test burns (Runs 4, 6 and 7) were

conducted using only M55 rockets which had matted fiberglass shipping and

firing tubes with a PCB concentration greater than or equal to 2700 ppm. Prior

to feeding the designated PCB rockets, the DFS was stabilized by procesaing

rockets which had shipping and firitig tubes with a PCB concentration of les

than 50 ppm. After stabilization, the Test Officer directed operators in the

Unpack Area (UPA)to feed the dnvl[nated rockets to the Rocket Shear Machine

(RSM). The rocket numbers and feed time to the RSM were recorded.

(d) Results. (29,34)

1 PCB Incineration. Because the PCB feed rate to the DFS

was x'ery low (188 to 335 gm/hr) and because of the complex background matrix of

the stack gas, from the incineration of explosives, fiberglass resin, and

residual GB, the approved EPA analytical procedures were not sensitive enough

to demonstrate the 99.9999 percent DRE required by TSCA (Table 4-20). However,

as Table 4-22 shows, the test burns did yield DREs ranging from greater than

99.9966 percent to 99.9996 percent. Based on a comparison of PCB emissions

from DFS to emissions from permitted commercial PCB incinerators, DFS emissions

were an order of magnitude less, A health asessment of the resulting worst

case ambient concentration of PCBs demonstrated that the concentration was much

less than the permissible work place exposure limit and that the concentration

poses an insignificant health risk to the public. At the request of the Army

Surgeon General, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) reviewed

the PCB emissions data from the March test burn and concluded that there was no

threat to human health from this level of emissions, and cited that even if the

DRE was reduced to 99.99 percent, there would be a factor of 103 to 104

between the DFS contribution and the ambient air concentrations reported in the(35)
literature.

2 Particulate and HCI Emissions, Emissions for both

items were found to be in compliance with RCKA standards (TSCA does not have

standards for particulates or HCl). The maximum and average emissions for
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TABLE 4-221 PCB Emisaions and DREs From Match 1986 Test Burn

Rocket Feed PCB Feed Detected Calculated
Rate Rate Emissions Emissions

Trial (rkta/hr)h (g )hr) r) (mihr) DRE (%,

4 11.25 188 BDL 2.44 x 10-3 99.998

5 14,00 234 BIRl1  7.96 x 10-3 99.9966

7 19.23 335 1,23 x 10-3 -- 99.9996

BDL - Anlow Detection Limit
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p,1rtlcut1ntvq and 11C] wcr, 0.080 "ad 0.071 sr/dsct and b.9 x 103 and 4.0 x

10-3 lb/hr respectively as compared to the RCRA standards of 0.080 gr/docf

for particulates and 4,0 lb/hr for HCI.

3 Furnace Residue, Scrubber Brine, and Cyclone Ash.

Where detected, the PCB concentration was below the 50 ppm level which TSCA

defines as a PCB contaminated item. The cyclone ash contained

tetrachlorodibenzo furans and pentachlorodibenzo furans in the part per billion

range (1.4 to 6.5 ppb). As shown in Table 4-23, the majority of the furnace

residues, scrubber sump brine, and cyclone ash samples did not exhibit metal

concentrations above the EP Toxicity standard. However, the scrubber brine did

contain lead above the RCRA limit in four out of five samples, and cadmium

above the RCRA standard in the sample collected from run seven. The furnace

reuidue samples from runs six and seven contained cadmium above the RCRA limit.

! t CDI), P1I)1', Chlorlnated Organics, and Hydrogen Fluoride

Emissions. Tabls 4-24 and 4-25 summnrize the emissions of volatile

chlorinated organics and the oc achl.orod~ beiizo-p-dloxirln (OCD!D) and hydrogen

fluoride emissions from the test burtno. No semi-volatile chlorinate.d organics,

or PCDFs were detected I.n the stack gases. The health assessment o' the

resulting ambient concentrations from the compounds listed in Tables 4-24 and

4-25 demonstrated thaL the concent•rctio;'is of these compounds do not posu a

significant health risk to the public. or to CAMDS workers.

(4) Ocao l i•,L•upln•g Pe LAp 1lcation Analyis -ofDFS

Scrubber Brine(37)

(a) Lu_.1. *se, To Obtain analytical data on the DFS scrvbber

trine. In supporL of the JACAYq Ocsan Du'lnping Pormit Appl.ication. The Army is

evaluating the dispoval of the scrubber brines by ocean dumping in lieu of

drying the brine to a sal t followed by placement ia an approved landfill,

Specific data to bt collw.ted int.t1dedl

. Total and EP 'Ibox.dc:tty Leachate Metals
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2 Pi or I t..y Pol I utant Orgmi e Con•pout"ii&

3 Phase Determination (Total Sol.ids/ Total Dissolved Solide)

4( Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

5. Total Organic Carbon CTOC)

6 p11

7 Inorpanic Ani.un a

(b) Method, Prior to incinerating drained GB M55 rockets,

sampl~s were co,11cetkd from thbc.DFN, scrubber sump. Additional namples were

collected from the ramo l.ocation afte:r aompletion of thkt PCB/M55 rocket

incineration ten: described in section 4.3.2.A (3).

(c) Results.

I Tables 4-26 and 4-27 li•it the Tvtal Metal.8 and EP

Toxycity Leachato Metal Analyses of the DI,S aicrubber brine, Of pei'ticular

,ritereset is th~e fact Scrubber brine did not exceed the EP Toxicity meta' lime ts

for either ciodmium uti lead. This in partieularly unexpected fo-i.ad 41±nce, as

nhown in Table 4-23, the o.cad concentration In the scrubber brine iamplec

collected dur:tng the PCB incineration test were corisiswtutlv above' the RCRA

limit . The differene ecoid be due to differencoo in Sample collection

methods, r.r to "ettling of the lead rompoinds Uf there was a 91.00fica6at delay

in collecting the brine sampl.e fhr the onean dumping permit anaJyseb. Thib

:Inconsist6ancy wil be resolved d~uring future MK5 rocket inrineation LeSts when

the resulting scrubber brine vili be ana:ýyzed to determino the lead content of

the EP Toxicity leachate,.

• As uhcwV it, Table 4-28, the scrubber brine had a large

increase ia soulfate (504- p), ophnte (PO4'3 ), fluoride (F-) and

chloride (CI') anion concentrntiona. Thi Hulfate iN due to the sulfur

/--.77
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TABLE 4-28, Chemical Analysis of DFS Scrubber Brine, After

GB M55 Rocket Incineration Test

Pro Burn Poat Burn

Parameter Concentration Concentration

(mg/1) (mg/l)

pH (1) 9.9 9.1

Total Solids 1,872 141,000

Total Dissolved 1,258 107,000

Solids

Sp. Or. (1) 1.000 1.108

NO3  3.5 824.0

C1 105.0 7630.0

F" 12.0 1550,0

PO 4  7.0 2550.0

Alkalinity

SCO3- 2  44.0 413.0

So4 " 380.0 34,300.0

COD 10.0 1,400,0

TOC 3.0 310.0

NOTES: (1) Stated Unit.

(2) Total number of drained GB M55 rockets incinerated: 483
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contained in the fuel oil used in the afterburne. on rotary kiln; the phosphate

and fluoride are attributable to the residual G73 contained in the M55 rocket

warhead, The chloride in probably from the process water used in the PAS.

3 Table 4-29 lists the semi-volatile organic priority

pollutant compounds detected in the scrubber brine. Although very small

concentrations of volatile organic priority pollutant compounds were detected

before the rockets were incinerated, no volatile compounds were detected in the

post burn sample.

(5) May 1986 M55 Rocket Tncincratl.on Test( 38 )

(a) Purose., The purpose of this tF"qt was to obtain

environmental and process data from the DFS while incinerating drained M55
rockets and to establish baseline performance of the DIS while burning only

fuel oil, Specific data requirements included:

I Chnructerze DI'S waste streams.

2 Determine exhaust gas particulate loading and particulate

size distribution.

3 Quant.•fy and qualify productri of incomplete combustion
(PiCa).

(b) Method.

I Only M55 rockets with shipping and firing tubes which

contained PCBs at a concentration of less t.hin 50 ppm were used during this

test.

2 A total oi live test buras were conducted, Two background

tests (Baseline I and 2) were conducted to determine the baseline performance

when the DFS was only burning fuel oi.l (no rocket fuel.). Three test burns

(Trials 1, 2, and 3) were conducted for the purponr of characterizing the waste

S... . • " . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . " . . . . .. .. . : "- • - . . . . . . .. . . . : - . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .,.. ... .:.i f. • . .-



TABLE 4-29. Priority Pollutant Compound analysis of DFS

Scrubber Brine, After G0 M55 Rocket Inchneration

Concentration
Compound (ug/ )

Bi (2-cthyLhexyi) phthalate 16.0

2-1I trophenol 2 0.0

2,4- Dinitrophnnol 370.0

2-methyl-4,6-dinitrophenol 350.0
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streams when the DFS was incinerating drained GB M55 rockets. Each test was

run for approximately four hours to allow for collection of the required data.

(C) Results.

I The DFS successfully incinerated the drained M55 rockets

at a feed rate of up to approximately 18 rkta/hr, Because the exact amount of

agent drained from the rocket was unknown, it wes estimated based on the amount

of hydrogen fluoride in the afterburner exhaust (Figure 4-19). Using this

approach, the agent heel contained in the rocket warhead was equal to

approximately 0,3 pounds or 2,8 percent of the original agent fill, During the

test, no agent was detected in the exhaust gases. Based on the allowable GB

stack concentration of 0.0003 mg/m 3 , the estimated GB DRE was greater than

99,9999%,

2 The combustion efficiency of the slagging afterburner was

greater than g9,9% for all test burns including the baseline tests burns,

3. A summary of the average PAS removal efficiencies during

the rocket incineration trials is listed in Table 4-30. All listed

efficiencies are based on calculated pollutant mass concentrations, It must be

noted that the demisters were bypassed for these tests and that the particulate

and phosphorous pentoxide removal efficiencies were lower than expected.

However, the particulate emission rate was less than the RCRA standard of 180

mg/m3 corrected to seven percent oxygen, Table 4-31 illustrates the PAS

(less demisters) particulate removal efficiency as a function of particle

size, As would be expected the PAS removal efficiency decreases with the

decreasing particle size,

4 The chemical analysis of the PAS brines before and after

each rocket incineration test is summarized in Table 4-32, Dissolved solids

include the sodium salts and other soluble materials. Suspended solids include

the insoluble materials such as metal oxides, The source of chloride is not

known and may have come from the PAS makeup water which was not analyzed, AH

shown in Table 6-33, the brines wore not RCRA hazardous due to EP Toxicity, or

-.-. . -.-- 4-83
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TABLE 4-31 PAS Particulate Removal Efficiency versus Particle

Site Distribution

Cut Point Inlet Outlet % Removal

(mic•on). (lb/hr) (lb/hi) (weiht basis)

20 12.11 2.37 80.43

10 6,06 2.33 61,55

5 4,72 2,30 51.27

3 3.81 2.26 40.68

2 3.15 2.23 29,21

1 2.14 2.14 0
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TABLE 4-32, Chemical Analysis of PAS BEifteS FToM

May 1986 M55 Rocket Incineratlon Test

Trial I Trial 2 Trial 3
P1arameter Bifore After Before After %efore' After

Total solids 56,000 58,000 72,000 72,000 95,000 97,000

Total dissolved 54,000 57,000 68,000 65,000 92,000 90,000
solids

Total suspended 680 940 1,600 3,000 3,800 5,200
solids

Specific gravitya 1.049 1.054 1.O63 1.061 1.081 1.082

PH& 8.72 8.140 9.05 7.07 8.69 8.4h8

TOC 96 98 100 100 123 110

N%2 CO3  848 583 173 26 4o6 576

Na2804  47,465 33,122 50,274 54,266 74,820 76,298

Na2 803  <3 <3 6 <3 9 43

Na2 HPO 4  164 550 550 961 4,581 3,572

NaF 287 663 619 3,359 3,52.14 3,669

NaCl 4,660 4,940 5,615 6,175 7,229 7,377

NaNO, 610 620 777 705 770 1,038

NKNO2  96 103 67 40 93 102

COD 410 420 1450 570 720 1,200

aStated unit.
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to cyanide or nulfide reactivity.

5 Composite ash samples were collected from the heated

discharge conveyor and collection bin during each test burn while incinerating

M55 rockets. Three grab samples of ash were collected at equal intervals

throughout the test period, The samples were mixed to provide a representative

sample, As shown in Table 4-34, the residue contained cadmium above the RCRA

EP Toxicity limits, and was a reactive characteristic hazardous waste due to

cyanide reactivity.

6 Although not regulated by EPA, the exhaust gases, before

and after the PAS, the PAS brines, and furnace residue were examined for PINS.

The exhaust gases were only sampled with the Modified Method 5 sampling train

which is suitable only for semivolatile organics. No PICa, in terms of RCRA

Appendix VIII compounds, were detected, however, low levels of long chain

hydrocarbuns (C5 H1 0 - C3 0 H6 2 ) in the exhaust gases Mnd PAS brineF, were

detected. Similar PICs were observed in the samples collected during baseline

testing which suggests most of the organic compounds detected were associated

with fuel oil combustion rather than combustion of agent and rocket feed

materials. The concentration of compounds identified in the PAS brine wnm very

low and did not change Appreciabl.y as a result of the incineration tests.

Table 4-35 presents the results of the PIC analysis completed for the composite

furnace residue sample. The lower boiling point compounds are believed to be

laboratory contaminated since the residue was maintained at more than 1000°F

for 15 minutes (on the heated discharge conveyor) before the samples were

collected. Because of problems experienced with sample analyses, prime.,tly

in-sufficient samplm size and surrogate recoveries below quality control

limits, the PIC results cannot be considered definitive. During future

incineration tests (see Chapter 6), the DFS exhaust gases will be carefully

analyzed for volatile and semi-volatile PICs.

4.3.3. Meal Parts F'urnace System MF(1,022,439

a. Purpose. The primary purpone of the xPI is to thermally

destroy residual agent contamination from munition components without

explosives and to thermally detoxify mustard (H) fIlled ton containers and

projectiles that have had the fuzes and burstees removed. In addition, the MPF
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TABULE A-3l4. RCRA Ani'.ysls crf DFS Rc1duie Fromi

May 1986 Rocket Incineration Test

Maximrum
Concentration

Parameter Limita Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

EP Toxicity (m.g/L)
Am 5.0 <0.01 40,01 <0.01
Bab 100(0 <0.2 c0.2 0.2
cd 1.0 1.8 0.83 145
Crb 5.0 O.04 <(0.0o4 <0,014
Pb 5.0 0.17 0.11 0.23
HSb 0.2 <0.001 40.001 <0.001
Beb 1.0 <0.01 (0.01 <0.01
ASb 5.0 (0.05 <0.05 <0.05

Reactivity (mg/kg)

Smb 500 <250 <250 <250
Cn" 250 150 500 360

aSouroet 40 CFR 251.24, Table I.
bBelow detection limits.
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TABLE 4-.•:). ij:QduL ol' Incumplet.' C(ombtito •n Av•vi.yst s

of DFS Residue Fro Mha' 1986 Rocket

Tncineration Test (ug/kg)

Parameter Trial 1a Trial 2a Trial 34

Unknown 23 <10 CID
1,4-dioxe1ne 92 <10 230
2,2-dimathylhexane <10 1,1100 410
Chloromethane <38 160 120
Dichloromethane <11 210 2,000
Chloroform <6.2 <6.2 11
ih-met hy/-2-pent .none <6a <6.2 11
Carbon tetrachloride <11 <11 15
Benzene 190 350 46

aValues reported vith a "less than" sign indicate that the results
are below detection limits wf the analytical method used.

bSuspect result due to laboratory contamination. Verified by blank

analysis.
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(1) General.

(a)i? As illus~trated in Figurus t.-26 and 4-2.7, the MPY system

conmints of~ a charge car a Meta.1 Ptirt. Furnaose, a Primary FuImel Burner Or-Rf),

an Auxilinry Fume Burner (k~'b), and a iPAS c~onsisting of a quench tower , a

variabht- throat venwtui scrubber, and a packed tower Pcvibber withl deriliter

Electi~on. In oadd.tion, the MPF nystem includes a gcrap hAndiing and coolinig

equi pment, *fThe. MPF , IVb , nnd chnrge~ ear are v7I houncil in a ventilated shiroud,

(h) Items tire t r:antiferred I.r.OM tile Mualtl.0o dr01n MnChiIWS,

el the'e tle Molt ipurpose [Jemil itnr-i ?on MacHne (MDM) or the Bulk Drain

Sitatiuin (B¶)to tho, M'PF by the p I dr:I-vcn chnrK.e clf, The drained

pro~jert 11on or btulk contitiners (ten contaiie'r8 , bombs or tipray tanks) fire then~

conveyod til'ouugh Lhie pon~in chninbor of the MPF to the vc Lait 1 zation chattber

wh uthil tremni a trig 'g, iýt 10 vapor- 'ted T11.1 munitt ons arc then t-ransfer red to

CA! LI 0rd 111 a i'i nl ci embur ol. the MPF , the b-arnout, chamber , where they are

heated to 1001 0 Fo 1*01' mi.te t1J.1 oijL MIUEr re nuip.1'te ~igent dustruct i.on, -.nd
thermal deto-KI.N~cntiuit of tiw metal parts * Tne 'toLe gttHH 'from the punch

chumber iand vol-aLlIl.A'tution chramber enter the I'V'il where any agent vapors are

IncIne~rotod. Vhe eX1haust f'romi tho Pill anti the burnout chambner paso through the
AP11 Whurv anOfy ruma lihi~g crgonic. compoundsn in the. exhaiust gmiiiet nr

Ine I ti ratudl F'ronm Ow AVll tho vxhau?4t gatisel pass th rough the PAO; whr'r'- they

are cooled and any nl(id gaes and particulate are removed. Tho metal plrtsl are

transiferred f rom the burnout chiamber into q1 hooded oven where thoy (ire checked

for chemieal agent contaminationi the parts are then transferred to one of two

cool lag bays wheru they nrc allowed to cool to (notir) ambient temperatures

before being di sposed of.

(2) Metal Parts F'urnace. Thu CAMUS MPIY is a three chamber
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roller hearth furnnce. The three chambers comprising the MPF are an

uninmulated punch chamber, a refractory-lined volptillration chamber and a

refractory lined burnout chamber.

(a) Punch Chamber. The punch chamber is an uninsulated

ventilated metal housing surrounding the punch station. The punch station is

designed to hydraulically punch two holes, one in each end, In undrained ton

containers filled with mustard. The punch chamber serves ,:ily as a

vestibule/air lock for items which have been processed through either the MPM

or the BDS.

(b) Volatilization Chamber. The volatiliraction chambvvr in,

a refractory lined chamber containing eight oil fired burners, These burnors

are planned to be replaced with dual fuel burners (propane (LPG) and fuel oil)

in the near future. The volatilization chamber is designed to heat the

projectiles or bulk containers quickly to the boiling temperature of the agent

and then hold it at that temperature to produce a controlled volatilization in

an oxygen deficient atmosphere. Under normal operetions, agent vapors are not

incinerated in the volatilization chamber,

(c) Burnmut Chamber. The final chamber in the MPF is the

burnout chamber which is used to burnout any residual heel left in the

munition/container in an excess oxygen atmosphere. Like the volatilization

chamber, the burnout chamber is a refractory-lined box, but only contains two

oil fired burners. The burnout chamber Is maintained at a minimum of

10000 F. Items leaving the burnout chamber are completely detoxified.

(3) Primary Fume Burner. Agent fumes from the punch ch~imber

and the volatilization chamber are incinerated in the primary fume burner. The

primary fume burner contains two oil fired burners (each rated at 1.05 million

BTU per hour) followed by a refractory-lined residence chamber which maintains

the exhaust gases at M650 F for a minimum of 0.5 second.

(4) Auxiliary Fume Burner. '17he auxiliary fume burner is

actually the afterburner for the primary fume burner and the burnout chamber.
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The iauxilinry fur- 1'urner iises rA single, 1.4 million BTU per hour, hiirner which

maintains the flue gas temperature at 1600°F for a minimum of 0.5 second.

(5) Pollution Abatencut System (PAS) and Exhaust Standards.

(a) The purpose of the PAS in to prevent pollution of the

atmosphere with geses produced hy the combustion of cheuical agento in the

MPF. As shown in Figure 4-27, the PAS consists of a quench tower, a variable

throat venturi scrubber, a packed bed wet scrubber tower, a demistor section,

an induced draft fan and an exhaust stack.

1 Quench Tower The quench tower is a 3.5 foot dhimeter

by 7 foot high, partially firebricked vessel constructed of Inronel 625. The

quench tower is mounted directly on top the venturi scrubber. Exheunt gases

from the AFD enter the quench tower at approximately 14000 F and are cooled

tn approximately 200o?, The quench tower is a cocurrent flow design and the

exhaust gas cooling is accomplished by evaporation of water from four hydraulic

atomized type spray nozzles. The water flow rate is generally between 0.8 and

4.2 gallons per minute; any excess water falls or is entrained by the gas

stream and carried directly into the venturi.

2 Venturi Scrubber The venturi ocrubber is a variable

throat type equipped with inlet scrubbing liquid ports without nozzles. The

primary purpose of the venturl scrubber in to remove particulate matter

containod in the exhaust gases; some acid gas removal also is accomplished,

The venturi throat has a manually adjusted damper blade which is set to

maintain a pressure drop of 10 to 20 inches water column. Brine from the

packed tower scrubber sump is use8 as the scrubbinp liquid. A liquid to gas

ratio of approximately 141l Is maintained in the venturi,

3 Packed Bed Scrubber Tower The packed bed scubber is

used to remove acidic industrial, pollutants contained In the exhaust gases.

The packed tower is a six foot diameter vessel constructed ,y Pastelloy- lined

narbon steel. The vessel contains a sump which collects the excess liqui.d from

the venturi scrubber an the exhaust games enter the bottom of the tower. The
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gases then flow up through a chimney tray which supports a ten foot deep bed of

2-inch polypropylene Super Intalow saddles. The packed bed in wetted by

recirculating an alkaline scrubber liquid (clear liquor) which is introduced at

the top of the bed by means of a weir-trough dintributor. The acidic
pollutants react with the brine to form salts, Fresh caustic is added to the

clear liquor, just before it enters the tower, to maintain a clear liquor pH of
approximately .0. A York mist type entrainment separator is located directly

obove the packed bed to prevent carry over of large liquid droplets to the

demisters.

4 Fiber Bed Demisterm The fiber demister unit ls located

two feet above the entrainment separator in the packed tower vessel, and

consists of five elements, two foot in diameter by 12 foot high. The demisters

are used to remove small liquid droplets and fine particulate before the gases

are discharged to the atmosphere. Aa isolation damper allows the deminters to
be bypassed.

5 Induced Draft Fan The induced draft fan pulls the

gases through the ?AS and msintains a negative pressure in the entire furnace

system, thus preventing any release of agent vapors during operation. The fan

is capable of 17,400 acfm at 250°F and 42 inches static pressure, A 200

horse power, two-speed, motor provides the drive for the fan.

(b) The stack emission standards are identicul to those

described in paragraph 4 .3.2.c. (ace Tables 4-16 and 4-17).

c. Completed Incineration Teuts. As shown in Table 4-15,

approximately 32,000 pounds of GB, 8,000 pounds of VX and 18,897 projectiles

have been processed through the MPF system, Four different types of tests have
been conducted with the MPF systems (1) PAS evaluationj (2) agent injection

incineration; (3) thermal decontamination of draineA projectiles and (4)

in-situ incineration. Each of these four categorieol will be discussed in

detail. in the following sections.
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(1) GB Challenge of the YIPF PAS,(40 )

(a) Purise. As with the DFS PAS, the MPF PAS was not

designed to remove agent vaporn. This test, which wns conducted in August

1978, was designed to determine the ability of the PAS to remove GB vaporm from

the furnace exhaust in the event of furnace upset. The specific objectives of

the test were:

1 Determine GB removal efficiency of the PAS under rold

conditions wtth the hearth, ftme burner nnd afterburner off.

2 Determine the GB DRE under normal operating nonditions.

3 Determine the 07 DRE in the event of a partial system

shutdown (Iosn of PFB).

4 Determine the GB DRE in the event of total system

shutdown (loss of PPB and AFB),

(b) Method.

I Dilute acidic solutions of GB were prepared by mixing

neat GB with sulfuric scid (ph 3,7). Agent solutions were sprayed into the APB

exhaust duct, upstream of the quench., t challenge rates of 0.122 mg/mr3 , 1.06

mg/M3 and 3.17 mg/m 3. The air flow through the PAS wao 2206 scfm for the

first two trials and 2535 for the third trial. GB monitors (bubblers) were

located before the quench, after the venturi scrubber and In the exhaust stack,

2 For the normal operation tests, neat agent was sprayed

into the volatilization chamber at challenge rates of 202 and 865 mg/mr3 . The

exhaust gas flow rate was 3797 acfm for both trials. The GB monitors were

located in the same positions as were used during the cold performance test.

3 The partial failure test was conducted in the same manner

as the normal operating trial except that after a designated period of time the

PFB was shutdown. In the first trial 1236 mg/m 3 was sparyed for four minutes

after which the PFB was shutdown; two and one-half minutes later, the GB spray
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was stopped. GB monitor nampling continuee for 15 additional minuteo. The
second trial was identical to the first except that the PFB was shutdown after
12 minutes instead of four.

4 Two trials were conducted for the total system failure
test, The first trial involved spraying GB at a challenge Tate of 161 mg/mr3

for 14 minutes, after Ahich the PFB and APB were shutdown. Two and one-half
minutes later, the OD spray was shut off. The furnace quench, which is

automatically activated in the event of an APB failure, was manua1ly shut off
30 seconds after the GB flow rate was stopped. The bubblers sampled for

fifteen sdditional minutes. The second trial. wa, conducted the same as the
first except the challenge rate war 1323 mg/m3 and the GB was sprayed for 6

minutes before shutdown and three and one-half minutnn after shutdown,

(c) Results.

I The GB removal efficiency of the PAS under cold
conditions was a minimum of 99,99% up to OB challenge rates of 3.17 mg/m3

2 Under normal operating and upset conditions, both partial
and total failure, the observed GB DRE wna greater than 99.999%,

(2) Initial MPF Agent Challenge Test.(4 1

(a) Purtose, The ptirpose of this test was to determine the

limiting factor fur agent incineration in the MPF: deatruction efficiency or

thermal capacity.

(b) Method. Neat, 59% pure GB was transferred from a ton
container via a double-walled pipe to the volatillrantion chamber by preesuring

the ton containers with nitrogen at 6-12 psi pressure (Figure 4-28). An empty,

open one-half ton container was placed in the volatilization chamber under the
feed pipe to collect any liquid agent which did not immediately volatilize in

the furnace. Five agent trials, 30 minutes each were conducted; the agent
challenge increased from 0.83 pounds per minute (49.8 poundo per hour) to a
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maXITum feed rate of 6.63 pounds per minute (397.8 pounds per hour). The test

was conducted without the demisters to eliminate the possibility of test

interruption due to plugging with phosphorous pentoxide (P 205 ) particulate

(a by-product of GB incineration).

(c) Results. The MPF successfully incinerated GB at a feed
rate of 6,63 pounds per minute. No agent was detected in the exhaust stack and

the thermal limits of the syptem were not reached. A GB DRE of greater than

99.99999%, was obtained based on i 0B allowable stack concentration of 3 x

io14 mg/m 3 (Table 4-16) and an exhaust gas flow rate of 8999 acfm, The

stack opacity exceeded the Utah limit of 20. when incinerating GB at flow rates

of 3,32 pounds per minute or greater due to P205 particulate.

(3) March 1982 MPFAgent ChallengeTest.(42) Because of
the success of the previous GB injection Incineration test, and the continuing

problems which CAMDS was experiencing with GB neutralization, it was decided to

conduct additional tests to determine if Incineration was a viable alternative

to neutralization for CB destruction.

(a) PuSpose. To determine the feasibility of incinerating
GB at a sustained rate equal to or greater than% (1) the ability of projectile

pull and drain machine (PPD) (which was the predecessor to the MDM) to generate

agent; or (2) the ability of the neutralizatlon process to destroy it. In

addition, the system's PAS, thermal capacity. and air flow handling

characteristics were examined.

(b) Method. The s8me procedure described in paragraph

4,3.3.c.(2)(b) was used for this test. A total of seven trials were

conducted. Agent challenge rates of 0,96, 2.40 and 4.8 (for four trials)

pounds per minute were conducted, After the successful completion of these

trials an additional trial whcre the agent was Incrementally increased from
5.29 pounds per minute to 7.44 pounds per minute was conducted. In addition to

the normal operational data collected by CAMDS personnel, the AEHA and Battelle
Laboratory representatives collected additional data to evaluate the

performance of the PAI.(43,44)
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(c) Results,

1 The MPF demonstrated it could efficiently incinerate GB

at a rate at least equal to 7.44 pounds per minute (446 pounds per hour), The

calculated GB DRE was greater than 99.99999% based on the allowable GB stack

concentration (Table 4-16), a stack flow rato of 7015 acfm, and an agent purity

of 69%.

2 The stack opacity never exceeded 20% at any time during

the test, With the demister In thn flow path, the stack cpacity did not exceed

5%, even at an agent flow rate of' 7.44 pounds per minute. Only when the

demister was bypassed at an agent flow rate of 7.44 pounds per minute did the

opacity reach the 20% limit, The improvement in the stack opacity, as compared

to the previous GB injection incineration test, was attributed to Increased

liquid flow rate to the quench tower.

3 During the last three 4.8 pounds per minute GB challenge

trials Battelle performed an ICAP (Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma) analysis

to determine the concentration of heavy metal. in the stack gan, As shown in

Table 4-36 only trace quantities of metals were detected. The metals could

have come from impurities in either the fuel oil or the GB.

(4) Thermal Decontamination (5Xn) of Drained 105mm GB

(a) Purpose, To determine ii the MPF syatem was oapable of

thermally decontaminating drained 105mm projectiles at the desianed processin&

time of one hour and temperature of 1100 0 F in each chamber (Volat~lization

and Burnout).

(b) Method. In May 1982, 150 105mm drained GB projectilms

(two trays of 75 each) were processed through the MPF. Each projectile

contained a residual amount of GB one-quarter inch deepl this equated to a GB

challenge of approximately three pounds par 75 projectiles.
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TABTT 4-36. ICAP Metals Analysis of1 ýPF Stack Gns
During GB incineration

CONCENTRATIOM, mg/Nm3

META/TRUAT, ALMI 1 2 1

Calcium, Ca 0.42 0.35 0.55 0.74

Magnesium, Mg 0.14 0.18 0,13 1.10

Iron, Fe 6.05 0,08 1.7 2,6

Aluminum, Al 0.12 0.16 0.13 0,09

Boron, B 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.03

Titanium, Ti 0.01 0.015 0.01 0.006

Barium, Bs 0.007 0,006 0.0007 0,004

Tin, Sn ND(2) 0,23 0.13 0.09

NOTES% NJ) Not Detected
GB Flow Raie w 288
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(c) Results. When the first Lray was removed from the MPF

and placed underneath the exhaust hood, the chemical age-at monitor went into

alarm, The GB bubbler was analyzed by gas chromotography and confirmed low

levels (I x 10- 4) of GB. The second tray did not set off the chemical agent

alarm when removed from the furnace,

(5) Undrained 155mm GB Projectile ncineratio.46) From

October to December 1982, undrained 155mm GOB filled projectiles were processed

through the MPF, This was to investigate t method of iucinerating the agent

directly from the munition or storage container commonly referred to as

"in-situ incineration." By this time, the Army had decided to abandon

neutralization, in favor of incineration, an a viable method for large scale

chemical agent disposal, In-situ inclneration was being evaluated as an

alternative to "injection" incineration.

(a) Purpose. The purpose of this test was to demnonstrate

that the MPF could safely volatilize and destroy the GB contained in 48

undrained 155mm GB projectiles, to optimize operating conditions to identify

and minimize any disturbances that could reiult in agent releases and to

decrease the time required to process a tray of 48 projectiles through the

furnace,

(b) Method. A total of 36 trials were performed to

determine if the MPr system was capable of incinerating the agent contained in

the projectiles. (The burster wells were removed to access the agent cavity of

the projectiles (Figure 4-29)). During the first 17 trials the number of agent

filled projectiles was increased from four until a full tray of 48 was

achieved. The remaining 19 trials involved processing full trays of 48 GB

filled projectiles under varying operating conditions, Several of the latter

19 trials were run under the same conditions to verify the repeatability of the

burn process.

(c) Results.

1 The test was successful in that it demonstrated that the
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MPF could volatilize and incinerate a tray of 48 GB filled 155mm projectiles,
however further testing was determined to be necessary to optimive and improve

operating conditions such as furnace draft.

2 Althoigh GB was ocoasionally detected before the quench
tower, no agent yit, detected in the exhaust stack. The estimated GB DME was

greater than 99,94999% btised on the allowable stack concentration,

.(6) Finn'l G-B Tnlection Tr, einerntion Tests.(4,)

(a) Puypose. Tho purpose of this test was to develop design

data for the JACAU$ MP1F nnd Li.quiJd Inc. i.nerLator I(bI(). Because of sonie

iinatability of furnace drafta;.during the GB 1.55mm projectile in-situ

incineration, in-litu Aincr[nettion w:-s drvpped from the ,JACAW)S design
criteria. It wrio decided Lhat., for JACADS, all cwmlcrtal. agents would be

drained fromt their rL'eOp tf. -vo (• ittfll.LAor, or ()1 t'7 r llntet rtid btirned in n a eptirnte

Liquid. Iacinerator. Speclfix. teont -b.hecttvvH weret

.1. DeteLrmine the miax-lman)u G ,inc c.tne:It'itoil eapncltl:y of the MPF,

2 haV.luatL' Lhc. :.dequacv of the PAS to meet RICRA ijtnndards.

3 Clharacturtzi, PAS "iiid furnnce wasto! .trnAms.

4 incorporati. proce,•i .iiid a•a lyt: cal dat a int-0

comprehenive licat: and matertal b•a•l'.nes,

(b) Method. The GB wrs rod I.nto the MPFI in the iname manner
as the earlitr tiijectlon incinerntioo tost.s (i":1gure 4-2B). '.lhe agent flow i-Ate

wa& increased from 20U pounds per hour to 550 pouutds pqr hour (referred to (s

workup tests); above this flow ta-lte, the PFB and A1i1 temperature and ent.lt:e
furnace draft became unstable. A total of ild' t.rl.nia.s were nonducted at 550
pounds GB per hour. Kepresentat ivv• nLto Lhrt Ralph M. Paruons Coilpnay or

Delaware asi.ste.d tCAMDS perHormel-. IR dalea c:o.]A.etloor and owvl.1uat•i.on.
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(c) Results.

I The MPF successfully incinerated GB at flow rates of 550

pounds per hour. No conrirmed agent stack emissions occurred during the test.

Based on the allowable GB stack concentration, the calculated GB DRE was

greater than 99.999999%.

2 Table 4-37 is the analysis of the MPF exhaust before and
after treatment by the PAS. While the removal efficiencies were in the range
of CAMDS PAS design specifications, the particulate emissions exceeded RCRA

limits (806 mg/Mr3 and 1014 mg/mr3 corrected to 7% oxygen for trials I1-11,

and 111-12 respectively). This situation was believed to have been caused by

leakage occurring through the demivter bypass line; it was estimated that 30%
of the furnace exhaust gases bypassed the demnistern. allowing P 05

particulates to escepe to the stack.

3 The analysis of the PAS britnes, before and after GB
............... Iincratlon, is shownr in Table 4-38. Heavy metal content of the scrubber

brine indicated varying quantities of metals. The sources of these metals

include the agent, caustic, proceus water or system materials.

4 After GB incineratinn, a residue wan found in the ton

containers located In the vola.tilization chamber. The ash was gray and very

lighL Itn density. As shown in Table 4-39 only the arh created during the

workup tests was RCRA hazardous due to cadmium concentration above the RCRA

standard,

5 Mqterial balances around the MPF closed within + 10

percent through the uje of verificatJon data rnd engineering data. Heat

balances could L.nly be closed within + 20 percent; this was due to carbon

material balance non.-cloqure since the carbon comjoualds (fuel nil and agent)

wore the source of heat input.
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TABLE 4-37 Analysis of MPF Exhaust: September 1983 GB Injection Incineration Test

PARAMETER TRIAL Hl-12

1. Particulate

a. AFB Exhaust

(1) Concentration (gr/DSCF) 4.89 11.89

(2) Emission Rate (lb/hr) 166.93 397.14

(3) % P2 05  
14.8 tO.0

b. PAS Stack

(1) Concentration (gr/DSCF) 0.25 0,23

(2) Emission Rate (ib/hr) 9.42 8.75

(3) % P205 39.6 39,7

C. Removgl Efficiency 94.6% 97.9%

2. Hydrogen Fluoride (Ib/hr'

a. Emission Rate

(1) AFB Elxhaust 50.63 51.02

(2) PAS Stack 0.57 0.63

b. Removal Efficiency 9B.87% 98.77%
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TABLE 4-38 HPF PAS Brine Analywis; September 1983 GB Iiijection
Incineration Test

CONCENTRATION (mg/liter) (
PARAMETER BEFORE AFTERP'"

pH 8.7 7.5
Solids 11,000 170,000
Dissolved Solids 110,000 170,000
COD 150 70
TOD .22 27

NaICO 3 1694 852
Na CO3  42 2
Nai 2.824 25,743
Na2SO3  1645 1645
Na SO 5969 21,718
NaNO 2 77 0,3
NaNO 4  120 179
Na2 104 39,507 50,608

Mercury, Hg 0.008 0.010
Silver, Ag 0.016 0.02
Arsenic, As 0.034 0.037
Barium, Ba 4.3 27.1
Cadmium, Cd 1.1 2.8
Cromium, Cr 0.6 1.4
Lead, Pb 0.6 0.2
Selenium, Se 0.036 0.040
Boron, B 50 56
Aluminum, Al 15 22
Beryllium, Be 0,016 0,021
Calcium, Ca 455 269
Cobolt, Co 0.3 0.3
Copper, Cu 14 21
Iron, Fe 155 442
Potassium, K 73 125
Manganese, Mn 2 6
Molybdenum, Mo 0.13 0.51
Sodium, Na 34,227 44,744
Nickel, Ni 33 69
Antimony, Sb 0.2 0.2
Tin, Sn 0.016 0.02

iUranium, U 0.2 0.7
Zinc, Zn 10 21

NOTH: 1013 pounds of GB incinerated.
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TABL. 4--39 1P ToxiciLy Analys.J! of (;B Ash Residue: September t983 (B
Injection Incineration Test

CONCENTRATION (mg/liter) RKLOA
METAL/TRIAL WORKUP 111-04 H11-07 STANDARD

Arsenic, As 0.01 0.02 0.01 5.0

Barium, Ba 0.7 0.8 0.9 100.0

Cadmium, Cd 1.2 0.01 0.77 1.0

Lead, Pb 1i. 0.08 1.1 5.0

Mercury, 1ig 0.005 0.0005 0.005 5,0

Selenium, Se 0.01 0.01 0,01 1,0

Silver, Ag 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.0

Chromium, Cr 0.01 0.01 0.01 5.0
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(7) VX Injection Incitteration Test. (49,50)

(a) Purpose. Thr. purpose of this test was to develop VX

incineration design data for the JACADS MPF and LIC. In addition, the

feasibility of incinerating spent decontamination solution (five weight percent

aqueous sodium hypochlorite) by spraying it into the AFB exhaust duct was to be

evaluated.

(b) Method. The VX Incineration test was conducted from

30 April 1984 to 19 June 1984. The test was conducted in the same manner as

the GB injection test. The agent flow rate was increased from 175 pounds per

hour to 550 pounds per hour at which time the furnace draft became unstable. A

maximum of 400 pounds per hour were used for the remainder of the test. In

addition to the agent incineration trials, a series of trials involving the

injection of spent decontamination solutions of sodium hypochlorite in the AFB

exhaust duct were conducted. Fresh decontamination solution was injected into

the AFB exhaust duct approximately 12 feet downstream from the AFB discharge.

Decontamination solution was injected at a rate of 2000 pounds per hour while

the MPF was incinerating 400 pounds of VX per hour. Representatives from the

Ralph M. Parsons Company of Delaware assisted CAMDS personnel in data

collection and evaluation.

(c) Results.

I The MPF successfully incinerated VX at flow rates of 400

pounds per hour. No agent readings were recorded during the test. The

calculated DRE, based on the allowable VX stack concentration Ox 10-5 mg

VX/m3), was greater than 99.9999998%.

2 Table 4-40 lists the range of particulate emissions

observed before and after treatment by the PAS. During trial 113-03 both agent

and decontamination solution were processed; only agent was processed in trial

H3-02. All particulate emissions were well below the RCRA mandated 180
3mg/mi. All chloride levels (from the spent decontamination solution) were
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TABLE 4-40 Particulate Analysis of MPF Exhaust Gas VX Injection
Incineration Test

PARAMETER TRIAL

H3-02(1) H3-03•(2 )

1. Particulate

a. AFB Exhaest

(1) Concentration (&r/DSCF) 2.1568 2.3340

(2) Emission Rate (lb/hr) 67.96 71.28

(3) % P2 05  
34.91% . (3)

b. PAS Stank

(1) Concentration (gr/DSCF) 0.0240 0,0185

(2) Emission Rate (lb/hr) 1.153 0,796

(3) % P2 05  39.20% 26.26

c. Removal Efficiency 98,6% 98,6%

NOTESt

Agent Only Trial

(2) Agent and Decon Trial

AFB Exhaust Stream Not Sampled During Decon Spraying Operations
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below detectable levels, These results are uousiderably bctLur Lhan 04 ,Lliu

obtained during the final GB injection incineration test; this is probably the

result of modifying the demister bypass for the VX tests thus ensuring all

exhaust passed through the demisters.

2 Analysis of the PAS brinos before and after the VX

injection incineration test (all levels) is .listed in Table 4-41. As shown,

the brines contained varying quantities of heavy metals. A large portion of

the brine heavy metals was the result of the spent decontamination solution
processing; Tables 4-42 and 4-43 list the metals analysis for the

decontamination solution and its contributivn tc Lhe brine heavy metal content,

respectively.

4 As was observed during the final. GB injection

incineration test, a large quantity ot ash accumulated in the open tan

container located in the vodatllization chamber. The ash appeared gray and

more elense than that found after (1B inctneration, Approximately Z.7 pounds of

ash were producod for every 100 pounds of' VX incinerated. As shown In Table

4-44, the furnace residue was not VP Toxic.

4.3.4, Liquid hicituerator (ii.C)( 2 2 )

a. Purpose. The purpose of the IGC Is to burn chemical agents

drained from munitions or bulk containers as well as to incinerate organic

matter contained in waste liquors such as spenit doco tam lnnat-ou solutlons. The

LIC is the primary chemical agent Incinerutor for CAMDS, JACADS and the

proposed disposal plants,

b. Description.

(1) The TIC -s a proprietary design of Trane Thermal,

Incorporated.

(a) As shown In Figure 4-J0 , the . Mc 1s a duni-chamber

refractory-lined Incinerator. 'Me chemical agent drained from the various
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,AvI. 4-41. hPF PAS Mine Analynis VX Injection Incineration Test

PARAMETER MFORE, TEST ASTER TEST,
(mg/1) (MA/1),,

pH 8.8 9.4
Sp Gr .1.004 1.203
Solid• 9360 262,000
Dissolved Soli-du 8070 258,000
COD 100 270
TOC 32 330

Na •IPO 4  464.7 32,800
NasI 260 39,183
Nel2SO4  4556 15,229
Na CO 3  6865 691889
Nei)O3  41.8 607

Arsenti, As 0.02 0.416
4.1ri~mm, 118 0.2 1.087

Cadmiumu, (Id 0.077 2.044
Chromium, C, 0.1 0.805
Iend, Pb 0.02 0.136
Mercury, 1fg 0.000A 0.0449
J•ei.enium, S,, 0.02 0.02
Silver, A& 0.02 0.768
Aluminum, AM 0.8 2.62
Copper, Cu, 0,172 3,703
Iron, Fe 7.646 194.9
Nickel, Ni 0.405 11.92
Zinc, Zn 6.660 8.586

NOTrS; 1I.vi 1l I
VX; 2641 pounds
Decon. 1.0,252 pound3
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TABLE 4-42 Analysis of VX Spent D)econtamination Solution
(4.6 wt% Sodium u lypochlt111T1t:e)

CONCENTRATION
PARAMETER (mg/liter)

Sp. Or. 1.078
Solids !.16,000
Dissolved Solids 115,000
NaOCl 47,827

Arsenic, As 0.02
Barium, Ba 0.1
Cadmium, Cd 2.418
Chromium, Cr 2.376
Lead, Pb 0.056
Mercury, Hg 0.0002
Selenium, Se 0.02
Silver, Ag 0.258
Aluminum, Al 1.437
Copper, Cu 0.264
Iron, Fe 52.19
Nickel, Ni 4.861
Zinc, Zn 0.406
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T&BLE 4-43 Spent VX Decontamination Soltition Contribution to fleavy Metals
In MPF PAS Brines

BRINES DECON( 2 ) CHANGE( 3 )
,.mg/i 1 mg mgA %

As 0.396 4126 1634 0.02 4321 86 5.2

Ba 0.007 4126 3660 0.1 4321 432 :t1,8

Cd 1.967 4126 8116 2,418 4321 10449 128,8

Cr 0.705 4126 2909 2,376 4321 10267 353.9

Pb 0,116 4126 479 0.056 4321 242 50.5

11B 0.0441 412( 182 0.0002 4321 0.86 0.5

Se 0 4,126 0 0.02 4321 -- --

Ag 0-.748 4125 3086 0.258 4321 1115 36.1

1i. 1.820 4126 7509 1.432 4321 6108 82.4

Cu ,.531 1'ri26 14,569 0.266 4321 11.49 7.9

Fe 167.25 4126 772610 52,19 4321 225527 29.2

Ni 11451", 4126 47511 4.86 4321 21006 44.2

Zn 7,926 4126 32'703 0.406 4321 1754 5.4

NOT1 i

Concentiat•onEI are Net Values Based on. Data from Table 3-12

(2) Bared on 10252 Total Decor Feed to System During 1li-03, II1-04

% Metal from Decon injection i(vig/brlne metal)/(mg decon meta.)01 x .100
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TABLE 4-44 EP Toxicity Analysis of VX Ash Residue

CONCENTRATION, mg/liter I A

METAL/TRIAL H3-01 H13-02 H3-03 H3-04 STAND)ARD

Arsenic, As 0.01 0,01 0.01 0.01 5.0

Barium, Ba 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 100.0

Cadmium, Cd 0.01 0.06 0.15 0.16 1.0

Chromium, Cr 0.05 0,05 0.49 0.49 5.0

Lead, Pb 0.01 0.032 0.212 0.165 5.0

Mercury, Hg 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.2

Selenium, Se 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.0

Silver, Ag 0.01 0.0 0.05 0.05 5.0
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munitions or contalneri Im tic fue !ric .(uta( ij the first chamber or primary

incinerator. At CAMDS either fuel oil or LPG is used to raise the primary

incinerator to approximately 25000 F at which time agent is gradually

introduced as the fuel oil or propane is reduced. Under normal operations, the

chemical agent provides sufficient heat to maintain temperature and combustion

after warmup; the fuel oil or propane is used only to ensure a stable flame

pattern.

(b) The secondary incinerator is actually an afterburner and

provides additional time at temperature for the gases leaving the primary

Incinerator. The temperature in the secondary incinerator is maintained at

2000 0 F by burning fuel oil or propane. The secondary incinerator is also

used to thermally destroy any organic compounds contained in the spent

decontamination solutions generated in the disposal facility,

(c) The CANDS LIC has approximately one-third the capacity of

the LIC which will be used in JACADS or the proposed CSDP disposal facilities.
In addition, instead of having an independent PAS, the CAMDS LIC uses the MPF

PAS, as shown in Figure 4-31, to remove acid gases and particulates from the

LIC exhaust gases. Note that the afterburner shown in Figure 4-31 belongs to

the MPF; the exhaust from the LIC does not pass through the MPF afterburner but

is ducted directly to the MPF PAS. Because the LIC and MPY share the same PAS

both incinerators cannot be operated concurrently.

c. Completed Test,, Am of 19 August 1987, 37,930 pounds of GB

have been auccessfully inctavratcd In the LIC. The G11 incinerated was agent

drained from M55 rockets as well as bulk GB from ton containters,

(I) OCea1n 1 Dui2.njZ' PerEmitt Appltrat on Analyses of LIC

Scrubber Brines(
3 7o

(s) Pur ',., To obtain tu:ilytrical data on the 1IC scrubber

brine in support of the JACAI)b Ocean Dm|mping Permit application. The purpose
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and data requirements of this test were identidcal to those described in
section 4.3.2.d (4) for the DFS Scrubber brine. This datawill be used inilieu

of the data obtained from the Final OB Injection Incineration Test, described

in section 4.3.3.c (6) because:

1 Brino generated by incinerating GB in the CAMDS LIC/MPr
PAS system will be more representative of the brine generated by the JACADS LIC.

2Improved analytical procedures have corrected many of the

problems experienced when analyzing the brine generated during the Final GB
Incineration test.

(b) Prior to incinerating GB in the LIC, samples were
collected from the scrubber sump of the PAS. GB was incinerAted in the LIC

over a two-day period until the specific gravity of the brine exceeded 1.08.
Above this value, CAMPS operations arn required to add water to prevent a

build-up of solids which would require purging of the scrubber system pipes.

Upon completion, additional samples were collected from the same location used
to collect the pre-burn samples. The total amount of GB incinerated in the LIC

over the two-day period was appi'oximately 1726 pounds.

(c) Results

1 Tables 4-45 and 4-46 list tho total metals and EP toxicity

leachate metals analyses of the scrubber brine. The brine did not contain any

metals above the RORA limit.

2 As would be expected for GB incineration, Table 4-47

shows that the scrubber brine had a largo increase in phosphate and fluoride

anion concentrations. Chloride and sulfate anions also Increased but to a
lesser extent. COD and TOC levels did not change significantly during the

test. This is to be expected given the high temperature in the LIC. The total

solids content of the scrubber brines was approximately 14% w/v.

SNo organic priority pollutant compoundo, either volatile
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TAPLE 4-45 Total Metal Analysis of LTC Scurbber Brine,
February 1986 CMf Incineration 'Pest

Pre Bum Pout Burn
Metal Concentration Concentration

Ag <0.02 <0.02

A7 9.2 6.0
A1 0. 014 0.048

Th 7.1 11.0
ia <0.4 <0.4

Ij <0.02 <0.02

Ca 148.0 48.0
Cd 0.082 0.152

Co <0.06 <0.06
Cr 0.10 <0.09
Cu 0.27 0.12

Fe 67.0 50.0
Hg 0.002 0.004
K 15.3 18.6
Mn 0.70 0.83

No <0.3 <0.3

Na 1200.0 38000.0
Ni 0.64 0.37

rb 0.19 0.39
Sb <n.2,- <0.25

SO <0.002 <0,002
rn <2.2 1.43
V <0.7 <0.7

Zn 1.2 1.3

NM-WES1 (1) Total MB Incineratedi 1726 Pounds.
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or semivolatile, were detected in the scrubber brine in SIgILkCLaLL
concentrations. Two semivolatile compounds were detected, 2-Nitrophenol and

Phenol, However the concentrations were just above the detection limit.

(2) GB Incineration Test

(a) Purpose. The purpose of this test was to obtain
* emissions and process data that could be used to evaluate the performance of

* PAS when GB waas incinerated in the LIC both with and without injection of
decontamination solution into the afterburner. The exhaust gases were sampled

before and after treatment by the PAS to determine the concentration and
removal efficiency of particulate and acid gases. The scrubber "ump brImles,

LIC sump brines and the dried salt formed by drying the brines were analyzed to

determine if they were FRCRA characteristic hazardous wastes due to EP Toxicity.

(b) Method. From December 1985 through February 1.986 a

series of seventeen test burns (runs) were conducted. The GB mass flow rTae

averaged 226 pounds per hour and the duration of the test runs rar:ged from 55

minutes to 360 minutes. IT Corporation was contracted to perform Lhe analyses
(LIC exhaust and MPF stack gas sampling were performed by Yor, Shrv:l.(•es

Corporation which was subcontracted by IT).

Cc) Results.

Agent DRE. No GB was detected during rely of the tent

runs. The observed agent DRE for the LIC/MPF PAS system was greater than

99.99999%. This is based on an allowable stack concentration of 3 X ICA mg
GB/m3, a stack gas flow rate of 5638 dscfm and a GB purity of 69%. Thi :J.s

believed to be a conservative assessment since stack alarms are set at

one-third the allowable stack concentration (ASC). The method dot,,tioa limit
3necessary to demonstrate the RCRA mandated 99.99% DRE is 1,1 mg/m3, which is

3666 times higher than the ASC and 11,000 times higher than th, alarm set point.
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2 Particulate Emissions

a, The particulate concentration in the stack gases from each test

run exceeded the RCRA limit of 0,08 gr/dscf,corrected to 7% 02. This is

believed to have been caused by insufficient liquid to the quench tower. The
quench exit gas temperatures were estimated to be about 250-300° F for most

runs. This would have resulted An a gas residence time of about 0,1 second
which is too short to achieve any significant particle growth and

agglomeration. The hot quench gases in turn would have dried the venturi
scrubber brine into a fine particulate. These fine particles and additional

condensed P205 particles would have had a better chance of passing through

the venturi and packed bed resulting in a higher loading un the demisters. In
addition. Closer control by CAMDS operators could have reduced the particulate

emissions.

b. Table 4-48 lists representative particulate emissions and removal

data from the test runs. IT experienced considerable difficulty in recovering

particulate filters from the sampliitg train at the inlet to the PAS. Runs GB-3
and GB-7 were felt to be representative of particulate inlet emissions for the
GB incineration tests and runs GB/DC-II and GB/DC-15 were felt to be

representative of the particulate inlet data for the combined GB and

decontamination solution runs. The corresponding even-number trials were the
companion runs when the particulate size was determined, The average

particulate concentration in the stack gases was 18 gr/dsc! (corrected to 7%

02) which was equivalent to a removal efficiency of only 97%.

3Udrogen Fluoride As shown in Table 4-49 11F emissions
ranged from 0,25 to 1.16 poundo per hour. This corresponded to an average
removal efficiency of 98%. This was slightly lower than expected and was

attributed to Insufficient liquid to gas contact in the PAS, as previously

discussed,
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4 Products.6f Incomplete Combustion An, attempt to sample

for PICs in the afterburner exhaust gases was made during the last test run.

Although no PICs were detected, the high hydrogen fluoride concentrations

encountered may have interfered with sample collection and analysis.

5 Brine and Salt Analyses As shown in Table 4-50, the

LIC sump brines, PAS scrubber brines and dried brine salts were all found to be

non RCRA hazardous due to EP Toxicity. Table 4-51 lists representative PAS

scrubber brine chemical analyses. Data from the GB only runs were questionable

because of the uilution which occurred when CAMDS operators added water to keep

the specific gravity of the brine below 1.08.
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5.0.0 .iso Pal• Proess Description 10 2)

5.1.0 Introduotion.

5.1.1 Purpose/Baockgound .d

a. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the disposal processes

foý the Chem.cal Stockpile Disposal Program (CSDP) disposal plants. The

process design efforts for the CSDP have been minimized by utiltzing the

ex:i.sting Joh•rston Atoll Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS) design and

site adapting separate or multiple faoilities to provide the plant throughput

roquired. Site adaptation of the JACADS facility to the continental United

Statea (CONUS) sites requires modifications for site climatic and altitude

differences, and for differences in the munition inventory at eaoh site.

Signfloant design revisions for site adaptation consist of the foliowing:

(1) Equipment weather enclosures will be added for all process

equipment located outdoors, (i.e. , the Pollution Abatement System (PAS), the

Brine Reduo'tiou Area (BRA), and the Bulk Chemical Storage (BCS)).

(2) Building heating systems.

(3) The JACADS seawater oooling system will be ohanged to a

freshwater system utiitzing oool lng towers,

(4) All fuel burning equipment, ducts and fans will be resized

for higher altitude and different fuel where applicable. Natural gas will be

uned at all CSDP sites, with the possible exception of Tooele Army Depot

MTEAD) which currently uses liquified petroleum gas UPW) at Chemical Agent

Munitions Disposal System (CAMDS).

(5) Rooms will be resized to provide additional space to

acoommodate the above changes.

(6) The structural design for the building and equipment

supports will be evaluated and revised, if required, to meet higher seismic

d1 3ad,.
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(7) On-site production equipment for sodium hypoohlorite

decontamination solution will be deleted from the JACADS design, as the

solution is readily available at CONUS sites.

(8) Projectile/Mortar Disassembly Machine (PMD) and

Multipurpose Demilitarization Machine (MDM) hardware and software will be

added as necessary for M122 OB 155mm and M104 HD 155mm Projectiles. Bulk

Drain Station (BDS) hardware and software will be added as necessary for MK116

GB bombs and TMU-28/B VX spray tanks.

(9) Building heating, ventilating, and air' conditioning systems

will be modified to meet ambient conditions.

(10) Refrigerated plant air dryers will be changed to desiccant

type to prevent, water condensation in outdoor piping during winter' operation.

(11) JACADS site security provisions may require revision to

counform to CONUS site requirements.

(12) JACADS foundation designs will be revised to conform to

CONUS soil conditions.

b. The chemical munition disposal process is based on the "reverse

assembly" concept which involves separating the chemical munition into its

major components. As shown in Figure 5-1, the chemical munition is separated

into agent, explosive components (if any), metal parts, and dunnage with the

aid of specialized, fully automated and remotely controlled mechanical

equipment, A separate two-stage incinerator or furnace will be used for each

component stream. Each incinerator has its own pollution abatement system
which cools th, exhaust gases and removes acid gases and particulates

generated by the incineration of these components. Table 5-1 lists the

furnaces used in the CAMOS, JACADS, and proposed CONUS disposal facilities and

the material incinerated in each. Besides the exhaust gases, the other waste

streams are decontaminated scrap metal, ash, solid particles, and dried salts.
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Ensembles
o Pac•kng Mater'I.is
o M23 Landminre Drums
o Other' Comrbus ti b.ie
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5.1.2 Munition Process Deorletion.

The f'ollowring section presents an overview of the GSDP disposal

procedure. The descriptions are keyed to Figure 5-1. During the disposal

process, only one type of munition and only type of' agent. will be processed at
one time. This practice is imposed not just for safety, the pri~mary reason,

but also for reasons involving dedication or eqAipment. The equipment

operated in the Explosive Containment Room N~CR) including the Rocket; Ohrar'

Machine (JISM) * Mine Machine (MIN) and the combination of tho PM!D -ind iBuroter

Siize Reduction (136R) Machino kire muituatlly exoluailv. y Each pitiee of' oqutipment;

or, corbn ot iton willi be e xohariged de pond ing oni t~he munittion being proceni eri

Tile ECR i-9 a reinforued cioncreto enc.losure that is designed to contain the

effects of an accidental oxplosqion, includinrg agent releanc,.

a . Initial Proceosa a Munitilons 01n paV41.t:3 are moved by truck I'rort

Uhc uor'age igloo to anl unpack area with in the dcstr'uction ficil1.1ty whore thoy

arv checked off' a li -t.t and veri fled, monit ored ornr agent leiakage , and otored

Iin a buffer' aroa to ma inta in the designed proceonni og riotet of' bli syt

Nonleak i g munitlo nn are unpacked and ar-e fed tlo pirocea:n opL-erat I.0tono

conveyors. O allet-* and packinrg materials remaining in tho unpac-k aroa arc

sent to thle Dunniage Incinerator (DUN) for rioinor'atI;on. Monit ions found to bu

Ieaking are convoýyed Into an agent, containiment area where th(3y dr'1 UnPanO~d bY

personnel in protect ive c~lothing, and Fad onto the Procnn.,e opor^At loneý.

con veyurt3.

(1) M55 Rlockets, in their individual fbrgasshipping tubes,

are unloaded and unbanded from their palle3ts, placed or a metering input

device, and convfyod into an ECR. Once in thle rCR, the rockets are punichod

and drained of liquid agjent , cut into rive segments by a RSM Aa ohowrr in

Figure 5-2, and red by gravity through a ahutri into a Deacti~vationl Furnace

Syotem (DF.13) for incineration.

(2) M23 Land Mines arrilve at the demitlitarizatian faoility

packed three. to a drum. Tile mine.9, fuzos, and actuators ar~e rlanuo. ly romoved

from thle druims by an op)erAtor working through I glovebox and !iro loaneod Into
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the ECR. (The fuzes and actuators are stored or assembled in the d um during

production.) The packing materials and drums are fed to the DUN. The mine's

explosive booster charge is punched out and the agent is drained using a MIN

inside the ECR as shown in Figure 5-3. The explosive components and drained

mine body are then gravity-'fed to the DFS.

(3) Projectiles and mortars containing exp]osivis and

propellants are fed into the ECR where they are processed by PMD as shown in

Figure 5-4. A rotating table incorporated into the PMD advances the munition

through several separate work stations where the following operations arc

performed: (1) nose closure/fuze removal, (2) supplemental, charge removal,

and (3) burster removal. If the munition is an 155mm or B-inch projectile,

the bursters are automatically sheared by a BSR to the appropriate size. All

parts and pieues tire then gravity-fed to the DFS. After burster removal t:i

verified, the nonexplosive projectile and mortar bodies are then mechanically

placed ito pallet assemblies on a Conveyor for transport from the ECR to a

Munitions Processing Bay (MPB), where thero is a MDM as shown in Figure 5-5.

The MDM has a piok-and-place mechanism that lifts a munition out of the paIl.-t

assembly, places it on an operating turntable, and returns the prooooise.

munition to the pallet assembly. The operations on the turntable corisiot of'

removal of a portion of metal from the top oi welded ur otuak birstern w1.ll Uy

a milling head, removal of' the burster well, draining of' ohemical age;,t,

crimping of the burster will and replacing the burster well part way into the

munition. The drained and nonexplosive projectile and mortar bodieo aru

conveyed in pallet assemblies to a buffer storage area. From the buffer
storage area, the bodies move directly to charge oars which unload the bodte,

into Lhe Metal Parts Furnace (MPF), for thermal decontamination of' the

munition bodies.

(4) Bulk items including bombs and ton containers, and spray

tanks are loaded onto unit pallet assemblies in the Unpack Area and are

conveyed direotly to the MPB, The BDS in the MPB punches the bulk item and

drains the agent. The drained bulk item is then conveyed on its pallet

assembly to the buffer storage ai'ea, From the buffer storage area, the bulk

item moves directly to charge oars which unload the item at the MPF for,

thermal decontamination.

5--7
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(5) The drained. liquid ag~ent fromn all ti'e munitions is

,.oilected In a Short-term agent storage tanl< in the toxia riubicle to await.

incineration in the L~iquid Incinerator (LIC). Spent decontamination solutions

are colleoted in separate Liquid storage tanka to awa It eventual incinerat ion

in the LIC.

b. Ino Ineration and Thermal Deelontaminaitinton

A* wud53 merit ioned pr'evi.ouslAy agent destrwueti~on, explooive

d i npaso 8a an I d Iecorli"a ml at ion are :.c comp 9.1sird by iticliierut on. The four

furriacie jy-,terrio ,ite thie DV:8, I1,0, M PF anrd DUN oh a own in Ftg ures 5-6 thr ough

5-9, i~ehýpectivoly, and discusseod tn Sootion 5 .0..

'cr1.1. t I.on Abatemn Irin .enl F inat 1P1 3oap 'ui

T The 1po- .lut. Lot abatoment I I t :, r50( ;I, (rOoi I, ý30r-u , anrd C a helrr ica Ty

tier rtr' 1. 1 ,.e ti9e xh an et gauc 0n I~,()i tlI e f. Loal f~utrrou ,-,y aturnia *o thiat th (,. e xh au.it

ý7.1303 O.I Jll 1H) ;:i Jl l IY 1)'01 tre1 L iitW th o :t movphu I"",. v'roac fu' Ia y steml ra".

it. swn 1po 1. [ilt ton kb.a tcmenont ny rn tuni. ['Ii apc.1 iWe ori abate 11120t mynrttin a ru

T: he B~RA aa ,)hown in Figure bý- 1 , ineorporates rotar~y

cUeub le.-drum1 dryers3 that trAxt the br Pie 1)icen ll ýii cnrubL)e r toworn . Trhe

rý:nln'omvf-rat od ')!,I ie 11 rPumped to the B R A , wh ore t I eL)rr brinP is3 In e at e i to

evaent in water', .bay I rmg dr'led-ý mid Itoor l ti d part icifro.) Th t dvrtl dryers3

use steram huat trig m rd prcimmee dm1 'ci :pa t- a Llimt. ;ir e 1 ondf ol Iin to cotito Inur r or

transaport aiid disposgal.

5n.;2.U maicintaL Ion- SLt e min

ThMe developmunt of' the desig.n of the Iraetnerationn aystems f'or the

at RMA anrd CAMUS. 'Ph n oxperieinue -.tartked with.1 wus o~f the inicinerators f'or'

thermnaldcn a naLe arid deutrryIring exp Io!3n I ye iter' .1Iso durilng

neutraliz-ation at RMA to which iiiclneratlori of .hhmwlcal agent at both RMA arid

C AMtS was,. add cr, aird w.1th whic Fu [r ther term itig, rwocearcb a md deve lopiwrati

conatlrau trig at C:AMS.3
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5.2.1 Deactivation Furnace Systen ýDFS).

a. The DFS consists of tour separate sections. These are:

(1) rotary retort, (2) blast load attenuation duct, (3) cyclone, and (4)

afterburner. Aa addressed earlier the DFS is designed to process drained M55

Rocket and M23 Landmine munition components. In addition, it will process

fuzes, explosives, and propellants from other explosively configured munitions

as found at each of the eight stockpile locations. However, at any given

time, the DFS will only prooes- components from a single munition type and a

single agent such an the M55 Rockets containing GB or VX, and M423 Landtnlnes

containing VX.

b. The process flow for the DFS is given in Figure 5-11.

(1) Rotary retort. This :eo, tlon of LWie DPS connisats of two

feed chutes, each with two blast gates In seriea, a oharge end subassembly, a

furnace retort drive muchanilsm, a discharge end subasonembly, and a heated
discharge conveyor. Feed to the rotort is by way of' the blast gates, which

isolate the retort Crom the ECR.

(a) The charge and subasasembly accepts munition componenta

from the blast gates, and feed:. the furnace retort, The munition components

enter from the blast gateo- and slide down a chute into the DFS retort, The1

DFS retort then thermally deactivates and incinerates the explosive and

propullault compolnonts, and di.:Atroy:: aiiy ruenidual agent on the mutil'tnins

hardware after the munitions draining oporations. The munitions move in the
retort. foom the charge chute to the discharge chute ai thermal processing

occurs. The retort is fabricated from an iron-chromium alloy to withstand a

maximum externalj metal tumpurature of' 1,600 0 F and t, to be supported by a pair

of riding rings mounted oi the outer ciroumference of the shell. The rings

rotate on, and are supportled by, floor-mounted trunnion rolls , The retort nas

an internal spiral to convuy the material through the length of the retort.

The retort is completely .ihrouded to control the temperature in the room

housing the DFS. The DFS duct between the retort and the hot cyclone is

externally insulated to minimize heat losses. The combustion gas temperature
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in this section of the DFS is limited to 1 ,600OF maximum by a water quench

spray in the duct. The temperature inside the retor't is controlled by burning

natural gas in addition to the propellants, explosives, and residual agent,

Approximately 90% of the shroud cooling air enters the retort at the firing

end and serves as combustion air for the feed stock. The remaining 10% of the

shroud air bypasses the retort and Joins the combustion gases at the feed end

of the retort.

(b) Scrap metal and combusted fiberglass from the furnace

retort are transferred to the oleotrioally heated discharge conveyor. The

di•charge conveyor accepts material from the furnace retort, conveys the

material on a conveyor belt, and provides a minimum of 15 minutes holding time

at a minimum solids temperature of 1,0000 F to ensure destruction of resldual

agent to the approprijte level of decontamination. 'Te heated conveyor

discharges the ash and sorap metal through a chute with dual blast gates to a

renldue bin.

(2) Blast Attenuation Duct. Flue gases flow from the retort

through an alloy duct with a blast attenuation duct to the cyclone, which

separates particulates from the gas stream. The metal duct, which is exterior

to the DFS enclosure, and the blast attenuation duct are designed to contain

the explosive overp,'essure from 28.2 lb of TNT equivalent.

(3) C La_.one. The cyclone is a refraotory-lined cylindrical

vessel wit(h a coto-shapud bottom. The inlet is on the 2ide near the top of

the unit and the outlet directly on top of the cyclone. A drop line from the

cone bottom is provided to discharge collected solids into a sealed container

at floor level.

(4) Afterburner. ie offgases leaving the cyclone flow

downward through a vertical, cylindrical afterburner. The afterburner has two

fired burners located at the top. A combustion air blower using outside air

provides air for the two burners. The design of the afterburner provides a

minimum gan residence time of 0.5 second at I ,8000Y. The gases leaving the

afterburner flow through an internal refractory-lined duct to the quench tower

in the DFS PAS.
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5.2.2 Lljqid Inoinerator (LIC).

a. The LIC is a two-stage refraotory-lined inuinerator designed to

incinerate chemical agents drained from munitions and bulk items and to

dispose of spent decontamination solution. The agon'; is drained from the

munitions using the various demiltarization machines ao addressed Uarlier and

pumped to an agent holding tank. Spent decon Is pumped to the tIC from two

spent decon holding tanks by either of two feed pumps. Automatically operated

duplex strainers are provided in the pump suCtLion 1 i1ie r3roln the holding tnnko

to protect the pumps and prevent plugging of the hurner/atomnzatlon feud

lines.

b. The process flow for the LIC is shown in Figure 5-12.

(1) The drained agent collected In tho L.gon t tank I,; pumpod at

a uniform, continuous rate to the primary chamber (first 3tage incinerator) of

the LEC. Thu agernt is dispersed into the chamber with air-atomIzing ruzzluo

and mixed with combustion air. CombutLion ij control ld %tI or, LLl)ov, 2,800O01

by the controlled addition or agent, fuel, and air,. Thlu rluu ga:oua aru ducted

to tho afterbuner' with a min[mum te.pkpe•iatuw,.w if ',UQu'.' 6,_e ,na itained in

the afterburner by natural gas burner. Exoesa air' IS maintainud in buth the

primary chamber and the afterburner to ensure dentruction of tL10 agunt and tho

spent deontamin,atlon solutien.

(2 ) The primary combustLon cha riber IUt i t r m'ractaiy-ilInod

ohamber that uses the oombustion Of LIatlUral gaLt tO Ii tiýt[;• i.ig.i TV ;OlflbL:i3ttJon

and raise the temperature to approximately 2,80 00F. Naturml gva., agent,

agent-atomizing air, and combustion air are primary Ned.du tn thi chambor. vTh

atomiz er' provides a mean droplet size less than 5U mitno:ýj and a twximutmi

droplet size not exceeding 100 mloronr,. During normsa.I opar atLn, wn:Ma. ent.

supplies suffiocint heat to maintain temperaturo and ad(lequate o mbuution . The

natural gas is used to ensure a stable flame pat~ten w.thfln tho primar'y

chamber,

(i) The afterburner 1L a refraotory-Itned oylt i tidrial chambur'

that provides additional time at temperature for the ga.u., Waving the primary
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oombustion chamber to ensure complete combustion. The afterburner also serves

to inoinerate organic saits in the spent deoontamination solution generated

onsite, inoluding liquid wastes from the laboratory. The afterburner io siz;ed

to complete the combustion of agent, vaporize up to 2,000 lb/hr spent decon,

and incinerate any organio salts. A natural gas fired burner is provided to

ensure that the 2,000"F operating temperature is maintained. The resultant

combustion flue gas flows to thn LTC PAS for cleaning the exhaust gases,

(1.1) The !spent decontamination solution is sprayed through an

atomlzlitg nozzle into the top of the afterburner chamber. The atomized water

stream mixes with the flue gasea from the primary chamber Where the water is

evaporated and the organic residual from the spent decontamination sOnlution is

oomibuted . The temperature ins ide the afterburner is maintained by burning

nlAtural gas in a separate burnero block in the afterburner chamber'. Salts 1n

thu spent deoon tamination fluid col.leot on the walls, melt, and run down to

thie .lt, removal chamber. The melted malt Valls through an opening in the

uottom of the afterburner into a sump iuer'e it is quenched with water and

di:iýoivud . 'T'he dissolved salts are oireulated with the brineo tnrough the

FA ,. If the .nirine exceeds a thr'eohold densi:ty, a Line is opened t. the hrine

dryer. Nonsoluble salts settle out and are removed via a sarew-type conveyor

to a barrel.

5,2,3 Metal Parts Furnace (MPF)

a. The MPF is designed to thermally treat drained projectiles and

bulk Items such as ton container's and bombs. This treatment is aucomp.jlioed
by the inoneration of a41 residual agent and the heating of' all mnetal

components to a minimum of I ,1000F and holding at 1 ,oo00 , for' 15 inlutes tU)
attain the appropriate level of decontamination. The design of the MPF also

provides for the inciner'ation of contaminated combnbitable dunnage and
decontamination ot' components and equipment as may be required. The opur'atlng

temperature of the MPF is approximately 1,6000F.

U. The process flow for tho MPF is shown In [Fgure 5-13. The MP F

onsli3t8 of two primary componentst the rollor hearth unit and an
afterbur'ncr.
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(1) The MPF is a horizontal, three-chamber, roller hearth unit.

(a) The first chamber is an Inlet airlock which receives

projectiles or bulk items in trays for feed to the second chamber. It is

sealed by vertical doors at both ends. Powered rollers are provided to

transport the t ray assemblies into and tnrough the airlock. The Airlook is of

sufficient length to aocommoda;e one tray assembly of the longest bulk item

which is the spray tank to be therma-.ly treated. The airlock operates at a

slight negative pressure when both doors are closed. Any vwpors generated in

the first chamber are vented to the ai~erburner.

(b) The second chamber i.-, the burnout chamber which has

internal rerrtot'-Uy _solot (.ii and natu':.I 4H. burners. This chamber has the

oapacity for three tray assemblies of p•)'cjeutile'l or bulk items. The chamber

is divided into three ' Irin; zones with each zone boing indl ',idlIally

temperature nontr',cil,-d. The normal temperit'Ire within the burnout chamber Is

1,6000F. Metal. parts,3 irc ioiated to a mimrimui (-,C I ,OOOF and ma.:l tained at

tois temperatutro fo,"' 11, V UJ iiio:i ton flsiirte decontamiriation. The tray

assembl.es are t'unsportol int., .ind from tho chamber by the powered rollers.

The tray assemb:lies are th'-!i osc(ilUltud in eEch of the three firing zones to

ensure uniform heit dit,.ibut; ion to the tray assemblies. Handling of molten

aluminum in speds[al feed cars Is req 'rjed in the MPF cooling area for

pror,-estasing of spra'y Lank 1<d HsE-l l 1 i-) Wetoye ljomnbs. Flue ga-es from the second

chamber flow through an internal r-i'i'actory..ined duet to the afterburner.

h) The tl l'd nharnber of the, MPI is the exit airlock, It

is designed to have tho capactiy Co' onre tray assembly of decontaminated metal

par to. Aj. I gast.,s I'OorL LU0 iI II'd It;"-1hk'P t1'Ll Likew ise van ted to the

afterburner , U'Ler' thu bUiy iasoembly hlis coolead, the metal parts are rrcmoved

and placed in tonrap w-ertal b L.aj hi y means of an t. lectromagsnet.

-- 2



(2) Afterburner. The afterburner is a horizontal,, refraotori-

lined cylindrical vessel which is equippec! with natural gas burners and pilots
with spark ignitors. The'afterburner reoeives the flue gases from the furnace

airlocks and burnout chamber and maintains the flue gas at approximately

1,800OF for a minimum residence time of 0.5 second to ensure complete

combustion. The flue gas leaving the afterburner, flows to the MPF Pollution
Abatement System through an internal refraotory-insulated duct.

5.2,4. Dunnage Incinerator (DUN)..:

a. The DUN is de.igned to inoinerate both contaminated and
uncontaminated dunnage. The dunPage consists of such combustible items as
wooden pallets, shipping boxes, laboratory solid wastes, DPEs, and
contaminated operational and maintenance solid wastes. Metal mine drums with
small, amounts of ooj.bust ½le paokinrg urc also to be proocesed throuigh the
DUN. This fourth Incinerator is de.•igned to thermally detoxify either 1 ,000
lb/lhr of wood dunnagr o:, ,,p to 21 mrnhe drums/hr. The furnac,) length is
sufficient to accommodate uv,,9 lo.ngths of rocket pallets, and height to hold

rocket, pallats stacked four high.

b. The process flow for the DUI, la shown in Figur'e 5-14, The DUN
consists of two separate ohambersi the primary coabustion chamber and an
afterburner.

(i) The prima.ry (ombu,. ion chamber i1 a hori ;ont.1. re' ra "':lr'y-

lined onamber' apirating at approximitely 1 ,60OF. The combustion chmher is
equipped with natural jas fired burners that are controlled by the furnace

temperature.. The solid wastee are chargud Into tioo ocmbustion nhamhur by
meana of an airlock, an elevator, and a r'am feedier. This ram feedrr pushes
the previously charged wastes ahead of the fresh clarro until the totally
Incinerated dunnage (ash oin metal) faJla into an ash collection/removal

hopper. The flue gases, in varying deor(-es of completeness of combustion,
flow through a refoaotory-lined duct to the afterburner where combustLion !3
oompleted.
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(2) The afterburner is a cylindrical, refractory-lined unit and

is equipped with natural gas burners. Combustion air is taupplied from a

combustton air blower located outside the demilitarization buildingý The

afterburner is designed to completely combust all flue gases from the primary

combustion chamber, and is rated for a 'ý-Iecond ga's residence time at

2,0000 F. The flue gases from the afterburner flow through a refractory-lined

duct to the quench tower of the DUN PAS,

5.3.0 Effluent Chiracterization.

5.3.1 LIC, DFS, and MPF Pollution Abatement S"ystem (PAS),

'rTe control of' gasoous emissions from three of tne four Incineration

aystems (LIC, MPIF and DW.S) to meet thH environimental regulations/requlrements

ai'c to be iooompLlshed hy a PAS, Ther'e will be a separate PAS for eaoh

IncireratLon system. Three ,yytems, for the L1C, MI<, and DFS, will be

Identical in configuration but not equipment size. The major equipment items

for these PAS' are: quench tower, venturi scrubber, packed bed scrubber,

towýr, demister ve:esol, induced-draft (1D) fan, and a common stack, wigures

5-11 througn 5-13 shoie the DFS PAL, LIC PA.S and MPF PAS, respectively,

a. .(enoh Toweri. The purpose of the quench tower is to cool the hot

furnace exhaust gases to their dew point. The quench tower is countercurrent

in operation, The hot gases enter, at the bottom and are cooled tc about

adiabatic saturation tempirature by direct brinu spray contact with the hoi,

genes. Two sets of spray distributors are provided in the tower. The number

and size oc tn'- spray nu~ztes are such that, with one-third of the nozzles

plugged, the mintimum quorech brine flow of three times the quaitity required to

i'each adiaba~ic saturatlon of the gas stream is provided. The gas velocity is

in the range of 8 to 11 ft/eec.

h. 'Venouri.Surubber. Tho purpose of the venturi scrubber is to

remove large size part1,; ulate fl'om the furnace exhaust gases. The venturi

scrubber,- are var'.l.able-plug throat venturl scrubbers with a normal operating

pressure drop aoross the throat of 40-in. water (jolumn. The scrub solution is
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brine from the associated scrubber tower. The scrub solution 1:3 injected into

the gas stream in the same direction as the gas flow. A liquid to gas by

weight ratio of about 12 to 15il is used for the most efficient partinu.ate

removal. The venturi scrubber is designed to remove 95% of all particles

larger than 0.5 microns.

o. Scrubber Tower. The purpose of the scrubber tower' is to remove

acldio pollutant gases from the furnace exhaust. The scrubber tower receives

the two-phase flow from the venturi scrubbers. The eft'lunnt stream enters the

tower near the bottom and the two phases are separatod, with the gas flowing

up the tower through the chimney tray and the liquid collected in ,3umnp. T.he

sump provides a brine residence time of 15 minutes at the maximum quench flow

rate, The brine is maintained at a pH of 8.0 in the ,uurubber sump and at the

scrubber liquid N', ed to the packed bed, as well aj A d-naity .t' 1 .08 Ior, 0C or'

1.15 for VX and i!). The packing consists of 2-inch :stalnlessn teel pall rings
and occupies a depth and diameter of 10 feet and 6 feet, roupetivel.y, in the
MPF and LIC PAS sorubbers and of 6 feet and 8 t'eeut, reop"ctivoly, in tho PFS

PAS scrubber. The diameter of the scrubber tower and the, height of the

packing wa.s based on the followingi

(1) Packing is such that the head loss noross the bed is about

1/2 in. of water pressure drop per foot of packing.

(2) The residence time for, sorub solution In the srnhrubbr tower,

reservoir is one minute. Wire mesh demistor pads are prov idud t thu top of

the scrubber tower tu remove entrained water droplets.

d. Demister Vessel. The purpose of the dornistur vrrne. is to remove
the fine H 3 O4 mist when P205 laden gas !s cooled with water. 'hu gases from

the scrubber tower enter the lower section nt' the deintater vnanol and flow

through ýhe candle demisters. Each candle deimister is 2 innhas in diam'tiir,

and 20 feet long and fauricated with polyester webbing, There are fivo ouch

domisters in the MF PAS vessel, eight in that for i'he DFS, ;ind sixteen for

the LIC. The vessel diameter is eleven feet for the M4PFi and 1,1C PASs and
thirteen feet for the DFS PAS. The veesal size and number of uandle demister'n

were based on a face velocity of 8 to 30 ft/mmn. depending on the gas flow
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rate of tUe furnace, Water sprays are provided at the candle demistar to wash

the H3 PO4 from the demistor packing. The demister vessels are provided with

the capability of being filled to the top of the demisters in one hour with a

dilute hydrochloric acid solution to dissolve any entrained solids. A

dedicated damister is provided for, the DFS. The LIC and MPF have dedicated

demisters as well as sharing a common spare. Bypasses are provided around the

DFS demister.

e. Demister Wash System. The demister wash system is used when tho

high differential pressure monitor detects plugging at a critical l.*,vel in Ulu

demister vessel. The demister wash system consists of an acid storage and

ti.ansfrr system, acid wash storage tank, filter, surge tank, and aoosocLatod

pumps, The acid storage tank is sized to hold one tank truckload of acid

(3,500 gal), Acid use is based on washing the LIC demister once per week.

The acid wash storage tank is sufficiently sited to hold a minimum of 1-lU

demister vessel washes, The acid wash liquid is neutralized with caustic sodo

(NaOH). The vessel has a conical bottom for solids removal and an ai' sipargo

to provide mixing of the neutralizing caustic, The filter has a oapauity 4if

30 gal/min. The solids oontaining residual liquid are pumped from tAhe acil

wash storage tank through the filter with the filtrate returning to the PAS

for reuse, When the solids have been withdrawn from the acid waoh storge

tank, the clear supernatant is used to baokwash the filters tn the brine

storage tanks. After backwashing, any remaining supernatant i returned to

the PAS.

f. ID Fan. The ID fan (exhaust blower) provides motive force ror

the gases throughout the inoineration system and the PAS.

g. Common Stack. A common stack is provided to handle the flue

gases from the PASs for the MPF, DFS, and LIC. The stack will be sized to

provide the flue gas dispersion required by environmental regulations,

Sampling ports are provided in the stack to permit determination of CO, 02,

and agent. The stack is constructed of carbon steel and has an internal

ohemioal-resistant lining. The structural design will include provisions ff"1

seismic forces, wind forces, and other natural phenomena that are site

ro lated.
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5.3.2 DUN Pollultion Abatement ystem (PAS).

The process flow !'or the DON PAS is shown in Figure 5-1 4. The PAS

for thle DUN oonnists of thej fohi-Iowing components:

a. A quench toW'.: is provided to cool the 2,0000F gases from the DUN

to approximately 3500F to 14000F. The tower is equipped to acoept 18 wt %

causti~c solutlon into the quench water, flow to neutral-Ize HCI gases when the

J)PE suits9 areo boing tucl!iiersted . The DUN quench tower s5pray prov ides

suffin lent water to queuioh thle maximum gas st~roam to 3500F. with one-third of

the nozzii-') p lugged . The quench I~qir d flow is eontrol led to ensure that the

gils tomerflotur') il a ml niJmum of 1 000F above thle gas dew poilot.

U. A baghouzio io utilized to remove particulatua from the gas

5 tl'eari . The 1 Iighoit on I a, loo iigned ot'o a- mwin -.xmum yr Ioa it y thrnwsh the fabrica of

5 ft/mnIn, and to r~utrovo' partLInula tos to a hovel below 180u mg/r 3 ait 7% 02~

content ,t The, hlis judged ool id a areu aol luoted in a holpper butuia th the bag a and

thle bag hlouse ptiitsare' dupos [edl in Y)5 ga~l drumn.

a. Ac eixhaust1 blower (ti) fun) 1l- provided anS a root i e force for the

gases throughout the entire DUN and PAS,

d *An exhaust stack for diisp'araion of' the clean g~as to tht-

aI tmos Mph I I'Ort :3 [1.1<cw 1Ji prov iducr and in I1 a to mun t Iliieu, (Iv ii'onncii ta1,1

5.3 Air E'iusions F~or Incineration.

a . NonarI ter ia a nd or iterita a ir pol lutanrt nmisa ton o-otiirnatns(3

(obtalned f'rom the Air Pollution Permit Appltqat Ion for TEAD) for thie four

inc ineration ,2ymtems (LIe, MPFI DFS and DUN) are shlown on Ta,-bles 5-2 through

5-7., Crit oils aIr 1)011 .O.tints a r'o th ose p011:4 ta int w~lilob mi rut mneet nor La in

'amiss ion ut~andalids , :such His those do fined in 1I0 CFPR 50; these air polluitants-

generally Include s~ulfur oxides (as sulfur dioxide) , nitrogen oxidesq,

partIculate maltter, carbon monoxide, oxidants (as ozone), and lead.

No cur [torii aia r po i. Lutan ta a i'c all nth 00 a ir po' lIntaniLu, Tab ins 5-,) through
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5-5 show the emission estimates for major nono~riteria air pollutants for each

incineration system, As noted on theae tables, the PAS Removal UffIn. toncy is

expected to be greater than 99.l6% for all noncr iterlo all, pilirttntra. Th is

eft'io enoy would meet and/or axneed all eny irOnrnen ntal regulat iorm/requ iremento

which sire establis~hed by the EPA. TEables 5-6 and ~~(are sunmrar'iti~ ol, thu

estimated maximum potential omi~ssions for sorne criterip.* air pollutanlt3,

n,,nmethane hydroov'rbons (NMH-C) , and Ohemionl agent. 'rable 5-6 is hOUrly-baaed

while Table 5-7 inr ynar'iy-base~d. 'Die valuer,.i Inl Tablu 5-7 nanoume oo>tlnrnul

opeto~ns for, an one-year per'oJ1 at some innllalla lorus, thri dl Lpr3a 1 or a

pa' t iou lar agon t ýnd maun~it ion may not last a yaar:7l

b. It in important Lto) note that all of these data iaro onily P.Motitnatocs

ard nouahl1 rew'its nay v any with opurnat ions~ a nd any numbuer ofC o thu faa i(tor

whi...h can oc ow, ( Inci, teed r'atcu , t~rmPc na t ru~n , (tC.)

53.J4 UP Taxi it) Aayiu of' tho i t ,lid Firliii i

a, *Befo n diap3oO Liig oV any' nO 1ib waciolo ph.rra .e y Litiro k1LJitruu1t on

of' the~ chemioal munit ions , .it I a noesui~a r y to pvi ~ 0- an, IO P Tox to I tY ta e t in

order' to determine whe3ther or not thle -.oltId wa3tea3 3houl.d( be lonon d crud [R HA

ha zanrdou s . Tables 5-8 through 5- 15 pray ide datat ror the wtMs" mmte, anh and

or I nes fr ýom th. ii nc! i n era t In o )f t he 0 B n rd VX Fil1. 1 nd 4ý 1) lin ck et U3 Tabler3 5-8

and 5-9 cover' EP toxitoity vrinvlyses of' the b:lInre and hr iou !,ift, r'(o! ieo ,l~y,

from the PAS of the CO'S arnd W~. T[hu ilat or' the IM1r In AM'~l 1-8 an? from a

diffe-enL . our'oe than thle datai for' thu LCId n Tablo 5-9 although both wero

calleUted duLWn[ig IlQ noinrerat I (n of' M. in MAhL, r'(ko'O. Tnblh l)1 0 givea EP"'

toxIalty analy Is ror tiro brno salm ts f nrom the PAS3 (C Wthu nodi£ Ved hyclr Az le

furnao a usod to Incinooratei mu t taa drd inoInnild ['rui torn con tar inor'* i t INMA K *et

SectiUrn [4 .2.1 ,t b* (3) (a) ) . MRbl 541 proeantm tre Ell toxte !ity allaly-11& of DR)~

F'umlaoe and cyolonn re tine (ash ) from inc~iriuit lor -- [ Gb Ii; MY.; i uaket!]

b . 'rables 542? through 5 '15 pe to In to chemwcai ara lyni or the

brines. [Table 5-1, ncivotrs the DFS anrd [IN' P1A:; I rhin tromi incinrrurttlri *C UB

in M50 rocketm, Tab I 5-13 ooonr' tho MP P1'A!, br'ino tro trInc Incraot lO of' VX

In M5 noubdoto Trable 5- 1 1t 1: i thm'or'nino"A kr1'''tItilo )f u'xpuritod
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TABLE 5-8

RCRA ANALYSES OF DFS AND LI1C PAS BRINES DcLýING
INCINERATION 0P OB M55 Q'CKETS AT CAMDS$

EP T'ýxicity DFS LIC
Parameter PAS PAS H"RA

_r_ I ine1a Brinesb C r i t., ia

As <.3-.,9 <,Y1<.395 5.0

Ba .1-,74 .83/.338 I00.0

Cd <.001-1.05 .56/.11 1.0

Cr .03-.12 1 ,1/.372 5.0

Pb .06-16 .68/. 194 5.0

Hg <.001 .005/.001 0.2

Se .16-.36 ,6/.245 1.0

Ag <.002 <.0021<.002 5.0

NOT ES

aFive trials were analyzed durJng this test. Results provide the minimum to maximii

range during thesc trials. Conoertration is in mg/l.

bsixteen trials wre analyzed during this test. Results are provided aa maximum

oonoentration/average oonoentration. Cc.naentration is in mg/l.
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TABLE 5-9

RCRA'ANALYSES OF LIC PAS BKINNE'SAL'TS
FROM THE ,NCINERATION OF OB M55 RO"KETS AT CAMDS(5)

EP Toxicity. LIC PAS
Para~er :.•Brie '-RCR

Calt~a______ Cr Ito r i

,A,. <, t<, - '5,0

Ba .63/i.53 100,0

Cd .263/.234 1.0

dr .51/.0 77 5.0

Pb 3,2/2.53 5.0

Rg .001/.001 0.2

Se <,3/<.3 1.0

Ag <.,002/<.002 5.0

NOTES:

aTht'ee trials were analyzed during thi teLst. Results are prrovided as maximum

ooncentratLon/average concentrAtton, Loncentration 0i3 in mg/l.
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TABLE 5-10

RCRA ANALYSES OF. PAS BRINE. SALTS DURG.
THE INCINERATION OF MUSTARD AT RMA

VX ToxLoity Mustard RCRA
P)arame-ter Saita Cr i trit

As 1.75-1 97 5.0

Ba <.01-. 6 1Ou.0

Cd .0011-.017 1.0

r 0 025 5.0

Pb .041-. 4a6 5.0

Hg .0069-.0095 0,2

Se .043-.5113 1.0

Ag .01-.02 5.0

NOTESi

a~euult, provide th' minimum to maximum rang during tne analysis of four trials.

Concentration in In mg/i.
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TABE 5-11

RCRA ANALYSES OF" DFS RESIDUE
FROM INCINERATION OF GB M55 ROCKETS AT CAMDS( 4 !

EP Tcx i itY Furnanroe Cyoalone RCRA

Para.meter ' esiduea Res Idue", Criteria

As .. -,063 .003-.01.3 5.0

S3a .08-I .9 .08-1 .5 100.0

Cd ,003-.,9 .01-.166.0

Cr <.01-.16 .62-2.0 5.0

Pb 
5.01-.2.I <,01-,28 5.0

Hg <,001 <.001

<,02". 03 .02-.01i8 1.0

:<.002 <,002 5.0

NOTES t

aFour trlaLi werB snaiymed during tht. test. Hew u~ts provide the min~mum to m&ximulm

range during these trials. conoenltration Is in mg/Jl.



conoentrationo in the PAS brines resulting from the salts of incinerating

mustard drained from ton containers in the hydrazine furnace at RMA during

Project Eagle - Phase I. Table 5-15 shows the oanoentrationa in the brines

combined from the DFS, HPF, and LIC. The data are based on pilot tests

conducted at CAMDS for JACADS. Table 5-15 oompares the concentrations berore

and after discharge into the ocean and with the EPA-mandated Marine Water
Quality criteria,

a. Tables 5-16 and 5-17 exhibit the weight and volume, respectively,
of the ash, metal and salt waste expected from the chemical agent/munitions

dipo3al combined for all furnaces per CSDFP site.
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TABLE 5-12

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF DFS AND LIC PAS BRINES
DURING INCINERATION OF GB M55 ROCKETS AT CAMDS(7)

(Conoentration in Milligrams/Liter)

Paramate," DFS PAS Brines LIC PAS Brines

Spei.ific Gravity 1 .108 1.109
Solids 1)41,000 115,2914
Di3olved Solids 107,000 112,421
Cheinioal Oxygen Demand 1,400 290
Total Organic Carbon 310 58
Ni tr Lphen ols o,74 0.005
Phenol. 0.00 0.004
Phthalate Esters 0.016 0.004
Na2Cu. 731 195
Naý 3,426 148 ,952
Na2SOL, 50,764 7 ,418
N O 1,129 1 34)
Na2PO4j 4,412 1I11 ,4199
NaCI I,:,590 3,597
Hg 0.0005 0.00)4
Ag 0.02 0.0;:
As 0.021 0.048
Ba Note a 0.14
Cd 15.7 0.162
Cr 3.1 0.09
B 15.0 308
Pb 62 0.19
Se 0.3 n .00
Ca 990 216
Co 0.06 0.11
Cu 2.63 2,214 i
Fe 34 50
K 718 130
Mn 0.70 4.23
Mo 0.3 0.3
NI 1 .99 7,t02
Sb 0.25 1.03
Sn 1.2 1 ,96
V 0.7 0.1
Zn 12.2 1.3
Al 179.0 1.0
Be .02 .02

NOTES t

a Could not be analyzed ror due Li exceosive sul]ate (Na.)SO14).
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TABLE 5-13

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF MPF PAS BRINES
FROM INCINERATION OF VX J LED

M55 ROCKETS AT CAMDSI

Paramater Cone mg/1 Paramater on j/1
pH Ba 1.067
Specific Gravity 1.203 Cd 2.044
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 330 Ni 11.92
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 270 Cr 0.805
Total Solids (TS) 262,000 Pb 0.136
Total Dis. Solids (TDS) 258,000 Hg 0,0449
NatHPO4 32,800 Se <0.02
NaCI 39,183 Ag 0.768
Na2SO4 15,229 Al 2.62
Na2CO3  69,889 Cu 3.703
NNO3 - 607 Fe 194.9
As 0.4-,6 Zn 8.586

rALrLE 5-14

EXPECTED CONCENTRATIONS OF PAS BRINErS
FROM THE INCINERATION OF MUSTARD FILLED TON CONTAINERSa

Para mater-- C--one mgl. aramstr Con aa/L
Specifi• Gravity 1.202 Cd <u1
Na2 CO3  29,800 l1g 0.25
Na SO3  59,000 Cu 13
UK 108,300 Zn 8.8
Na2SO11  39,300 Cr <6.3
Pb 13 Fe 500

NOTESt
aThis is a theoretical brine composition based on analysis of aotual 3alt from

previous incineration operations and theoretioally project!ng the
concentration to a brine with a speoific gravity of 1.202. Theso theoretical
values are not published and were prepared by ri. Mohrman, Environmental and
Monitoring Diviscion, Program Executive Officer - Programn Manager for Chemical
Demilitarizatiorn, Aberdnen Proving Ground, MD.
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TABLE 5-153

COMPARI5ION OF PAS BRINE CONCENTRATION WITH REVISED SALTWATER CRITEITRIA

(Based on Ditioharge of 100,000 gall-one in I hour at 11 knot.s)

EPA- MANI) ATEID

WORST-CASE INSTANTANEOUS 1 -HOUR LIMIT FOR
BRINC DILUTION AVERAGE CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRArION* (mg/i) CONCENTRATION ACENT LEVEL
PARAMETER (ma/1) (E-X-1OX) (mg/l) TYPE (mgE/)

NaHCO 3  852 0.19,5 4,7 F-4 B..
NaCl 108,300 2q.8 5.9 E-2 lID -----

NaF 418,952 11.2 2.7 C-2 08.
Na2so. 3  59,000 13.5 3.2 E-2 HD
Na'SO1 J 50,764 11,6 2.8 E-2 3B .
NaNO 0.3 6.S8 U-5 1.7 2-t 03 .
NaP111,M499 25.6 6,1 E-2 013
N&2HP84 50,608 11.6 2.8 E-2 OB .
Na 6CO 39,889 16 3.8 E-2 Vx .....
NaNO3 1,129 0,26 6.2 E-4 OB .....
Ag O,?CL 1.76 E- 11 4.2 E-7 VX 3,0023*
As 0,416 9.53 E-5 2.3 E-7 Vx ),069**
Al. 179 4.10 E-2 9.9 9-5 OB.
B 308 7.06 E-2 1,7 Z-4 OB..
Ba 1.09 2.50 E-4 6.0 5-7 VX
Be 0.02 4.,58 U-6 1.1 C-8 (113
Ca 990 0.23 5.5 E-4 OB..
Cd 15.7 3,60 E.- 3 8.6 E-6 OB 0.0113W
Co 0.11 2.52 E-5 6.1 E- G-...
Cr+6  6.3 1.114 E53 3,5 C-6 liD 1.1'
Cu 13 2.98 E-3 7.2 E-6 liD 0,0029**
Fe 500 0.115 2.8 E-4 I.D
HgI6 0,25 5.73 5-5 1.14 4-7 lID 0.()021
K 748 0.17 4.1 E-4 0. .
Mn 14,23 9.70 F- 4 2.3 --6 08
MoJ 0.3 6.18 E-5 1.7 E-7 an.
Ni 11.92 2.73 F-3 6.6 E-6 Vx 0,1ill

Pý 62 1,42 E-2 3.4 E-5 V, 13 0l1

Sb 1.03 2.,36 E-4 $.7 E-7 oil
So 0.3 6,88 E-5 1.7 E-'r UB 0.I41'*
Sn 1.96 414,49 E,- 4 1.1 E-6 013..
V 0.7 1.6 E-4 3.9 1-7 O .....
Zn 12,2 2.80 E-3 6.7 E-6 OB n,17*
Nltrophenoa.e 0.,4 1 .'0 E,1-4 4.1 E-1t GD 4.85**
Phenol 0.004 9.17 E-7 2.2 V-9 3B 5,8**K

Phthalate 0,016 3.67 E-6 8.8 L-9 OB 2,9gllNN
E~stero

NOTE2S: NThose values taken 1 9mTables 5-12 through 5-14.
*L,-imits are from EPA or acute effects

"'lThese figures repreaent. values known to cause acute toxicity.

PORMULA.i Instantaneous bI.utlon - Conoentration in Brine/4363
(from Caanady~ O)
1-1our Avg. Cono, Conoentration in Brine x 5.5 E-7
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TABLE 5-16

TOTAL WEIGHT (TONS) OF ASH, .FETAL AND SALT
WASTE PER SITE*(1.1

Material ANAD LBAD PBA PUDA TEAD UMDA

Ash 235 187 295 43 174 288

Aluminum** 964 852 1,348 -- 483 1,301

Ferroua 15,053 1,626 2,750 21 ,657 36,921 7,975

Total Metal 16,017 2,478 4,098 21,657 37,404 9,276

Salt (no Deoon) 3,691 836 7,127 4,832 22,987 6,534

Total Salt*** 4,335 1,480 7,771 5,476 23,631 7,178

*Amihnts for APCI and were7nyFE kind of material is stored, are
classified. TEAD includes CAMDS Bulk.

**From M55 rockets only.
***A constant amount of 644 tons of salt from deooritamination per site is

included. All salt contains 15% water.

TABLE 5-17

TOTAL VOLUME (yd 3) OF ASH, MAL AND SALT
WASTE PER SITE'

Material ANAD LEBAD PBA PUDA TEAL) UMDA

Ash 317 252 398 57 235 388

Aluminum** 3,901 3,451 5,458 -- 1 ,954 5,263

Ferrous 8,606 625 5,113 10,146 34,637 6,64i9

Total Metal 12,507 4,076 10,571 10,14b 36,591 11,912

Salt (no Decon) 3,906 884 7,542 5,113 24,324 6,915

Total Salt*A* 11,587 1,565 8,223 5,794 25,005 7,596

-- nmounts for APO sld NAAP, where only one kind of material is store, are
classified. TEAD inaludes CAMDS Bulk.

**From M55 rockets only
***A constant amount of 681 yd3 of salt from decon per site is included.

All salt contains 15% water.
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6.0.0. INCINERATION AND POLLUTION AATEMENT SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM,

6.1.0. Introduction.

6.1.1. Purpone/Background.

a. A comprehensive test program is underway at CAMDS to verify the

performance of the munition disassembly machines (RSM, MIN, MDM, PMD, and BDS),

and incineration and polluLlon abatement systems that will be used in JACADS

and the proposed CSDP disposal plants. Some of the tests involving the RSM,

DFS, MPF and LIC have already been completed and are described in Chapter

Four. The purpose or objective of the CAMDS test program is to verify the

performance of these items/systems with stockpile chemical agents and

munitions. With respect to the disassembly machines, each has undergone

extensive testing with simulant (explosive and agent) filled munitions. The

tests at CAMDS will, allow the Army to determine what effect, if any, actual

chemical munitions will have on the processing rate of each machine.

b. As described in Chapter Four, the Army has demonstrated that

incineration is a safe and effective method for chemical agent and munition

disposal. The purpose of the majority of the tests which have been completed

at CANDS, was to demonstrate the feasibility of incinerating nerve agents in

industrial scale incinerntion systems. This was accomplished. The fensibility

of incinerating mustard agent has already been demonstrated in Project Eagle -

Phase I at RMA (see Section 4.2.1.). The purpose of the current test program

is to verify the processing rates of the JACADS and CSDP incineration systems

and to characterize the effluents and solid residues generatud against current

and proposed regulatory standards.

a. For safety reasons, only one agent type is processed at CAMDS at any

given time, In other words, the LIC cannot incineratp mustard or VX when the

DFS in incinerating drainad GB M55 rockets. Howevero in an agent window,

several different typeo .f muritlons can be processedl the LIC can incinerate



VX Irn)iri I (III ("ll1(:1II•.r.i 0r" dra hied projet.o I les , whil. O t 1y P1'S I[s Ine Inerati.ng

drained VX M55 rockets. The LIC and MPF are the only two incin•ration systems
that cannot bi operated concurrently in an agent window. This is because the

LIC and MPF share the same pollution abatement system (Section 4 .3.4.c).

b. Table 6-I outlines the current chemical agent and munition test program

through 1988, The time between the test windows is required to

clean/decontaminate CAMDS, and to change/adjust the chemical agent monitors so

they can detect the next agent. Although nut specifically identified in Table
6-1, the dunnege incinerator will also be tested. Table 6-2 lists the chemical

stockpile by munition type and agent and Table 6-3 identifies the type of

Incitneration system proposed for each storage locatiou; by comparing Table 6-I

to Tables 6-2 and 6-3, the reader can identify which testb at CAMDS are

directly applicable to a specific storage installation.

c. In addition to the tests summarized in Table 6-L, incineration tests

Involvtng chemnical :,genL surrogates will be conducted with each incineration

system. 'The purowie o[ these tests is more fully explained in Section
6,3.2.b.(2). 'The DFS will a.lso bo used to model the proposed rotary kiln that

may be used in the ciyofricture demilitarizatloa process , Tests in

support uf the cryofracture demilitarization process include incinerating bulk
chemical agent which is sprayed into the DFS at ambient temperatures and

processing cryogenically cooled simulated chemical munition fragments to as.sure

its ability to incinerate cryogenically frozen chemical agents, and energetic

materials, as well]. as the ability of the DFS to handle large quantitieu of

metal. parts and wood duinnage.

d. Three types of data will. be obtained during incineration system toisting

and evaluation: (I) •erformahce and 2perating characteristics - this
includes heat and material balances, temperature profiles, furnace draft

stability and other data related to the operation of the incinerator/furnace

and its pollution abatement system; (2) environmental compliance -

incineration of chemical agents and munitions is subject to many environmental
(2)1regulantlons including RCRA , TSCA, and air quality regulations. It is

necessary, therefore, to determine the composition of exhaust gases and
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TABLE 6-2: COTUS Unitari Chemical Stockpile Distribution

STOCKPILE LOCATIONS

MUNITION TYPE APG ANAD LBAD NAAP 'BA PUDA TEAD UMDA
....- -.-.-...-.-. - -- -.

CARTRIDGE: 105MM GB X X
?05MM HD X K
4.2-IN HD X X X X
4.2-IN HT X X X

PROJECTILE: 105MM GB X X
155MM OB x x x
155MM H X X
155MM 1iD X X
155MM VX X X x K
8--IN GB X X X X
8-IN VX X X

ROCKET: 115MM 0B X X X x X
115MM VX X X X X X

LAND MINE: 2-GAL VX X X X X

130MB: 500-oLB GB. x
519-.LB GB x
',50-LB GB X X

SPRAY TANK: Vx x x

TON CONTAINER: GA
GB x x X X X
H X X
HD X x X X X
HT X X
L xLvx -- -% - - -

Notes: Does not include re.,earch and development quantities.
Doe not include recovered munitions.
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incinerator/furnace and pollutir(n ab1.atemnt system v'esidueF to cO.sure

Scompi.ianuC with these "'i.:; iou- ; (3) tnvi'a, I t Lai conc'.rns - thIs tnuciudes

i~formati~n on the exha,.ist Scses andlolid, residues, ýIhjch is not required by

current environmerntal regulations but may be requlred to support permitting

ac~ions Ctr may be covered by pv)posied or future regulations. This include's

. emissions of heavy metals, PTCs, and analysis of furnaue/inclnerator and

poilution abatemeiat cyster. res ldke. using the loxlcity Lharactaristic Leaching

* Procedure (TCLF) wh-.ch EPM ha' 'proposed .•o use instvid bf the EP Toxicity

Leaching procedure currently 'required unde. RfRA.

6.2.0. Comparison of CAMDS and JACADS I cinerution and Pollutiou

Abatement~ Sytm-nu.

a. The incineration and pollutioa abatement systems thot will be used in

the JACADS and propt.sed CTD? 0isp,,aiL plat.Lw are based on the designs of the

systems inat':.ed at (AMDS. That is not to say however, that the systems are

identical. Although coLaceptually the sa.ma, the JACADS and proposed CGJP

systems differ from the CAMDS systems in several areas. Before discussing the

current test pv.onram it 's advisable to compare the systems, Identify Che

diffel.ences. and d1scuss the impact that the differenc.ea have on the test data.

b, There are two main reasons for the changes mnad- to the CAMDS

incineration and pcllution abatement 3ystcms before they were incorporated into

the JACADS and CSDP designs.

(1) FurDpose and Schedule. The JACADS and CSDP dispo&aal plants are

designed speciflcally to dibpQ..a of the ohemical stockpile at a given

installation within - finite time period. The incineration and pollution

abatement systems are designed specifically to handle the required chemical

agent and munition disposal ratep. CAMDS on the otrhor hand, was constructed to

test and evaluate equipmenL, ptocesses, and procedures which will be used in

future disposal plants as well as dispoa.'ooa ilimited number of leaking

munitions. The incineratiun and pollution abatement nystoms did not have to be

as large as those requiree for the JACADS and proposed CSDP disposal plants.

It is accepted exigineering practice to design full 6cale processes based on
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tmr,3.Icr pilot: ncale syctems.

,) Process lrovefets. The knowledge gained from the completed

dispr.ýal tests (Section 4.3.0.) has been incorporated into the JACADS and

proposed CSDP'designs, and has resulted in several Improvements over the

current CAMDS design. This "fine tuiniug" of the designs is the primary reason
why the tests at CAMDS are. being performel. An example of such an improvement

Is increasing the presaure drop across the venturi scrubber from 20 to 40

inchr's of water. During OB incineratiou tests in the MPF, it was discovered

that the pollutiorL abacemevt system was having difficulty in removing the

P205 particulate. 'The design of the JACADS venturi was then modified to

refleat the higher pressure drop thus improving its particulate removal

eff ic.(ncy.

c. Appendix D contains a detailed comparison of the CANDS and JACADS

incineration and pollution abatement syutenms. The proposed CSDP designs are

identical to the JACADS designs except for site-specific modifications such as

altitude, geological conditions and ambient temperature conditions. The

results of the comparison are summarized below.

6.2.1. Li uid Incinerator. The CAMDS LIC is an one-third scale versin

of the JACADS LIC. The configuration and interfaces with agent, auxiliary

fuel, spent decontamination solutions, and other utility lines are identical.

The design agent incineration rates are 300 lb GB/hr, 200 lb VX/hr and 380 lb
HD/hr for the CAMDS LiC as compared to 1050 lb GB/hr, 700 lb VX/hr, and 1330 lb

1{D/hr for the JACADS LIC. The data obtained from the LIC tests will be

directly applicable to the JACADS/CSDP 1IC.

6.2.2, Deactivation Furnace System. The CAMDS DFS is similar to the

JACADS DFS configuration. The JACADS rotary kiln (retort) is a foot larger in

diameter to handle an increased average rocket feed rate (32 rockets per hour

versus 15 rockets per hour at CAMDS). The primary difference between the two

systems is the method used to feed the rockets and other items to the DFS. As

described in Chapter 2, CAMDS uses a bucket conveyor to transfer the munition

components to the DFS feed chute. The material then passes through & singl.e
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double tippiun vulve. (I)TV) Into the rotary kl.n. In the ,FACAD)S design the

munition components are gravity fed directly from the ECR eliminating the

bucket conveyor and considerably increasing the reliability of the system. The

dual feed chutes are required because JACADS has dual munition processing

lines. The CAMDS DTV design was replaced with sliding blast gates to help

eliminate problems with jamming which were occasionally experienced at CAMDS

when processing M55 Rockets.

6.2,3. Metal PArtM Furnace. The MPF has undergone the greatest

evol tion/change of the three furnaces. This is because the CAMIDS MPF was

originally designed to process mustard filled projectiles and ton containers by
in-situ incineration. In-situ incineraticr, involves the evaporation

(volatilization) oif the agent from the projectile or ton container in an oxygen

deficient atmosphere. The gases from the volatilization chamber (Figure 4-27)

are then incinirated in a fume burner. An afterburner is located downstream of

the fume burner to ensure complete destruction of any remaining organic

vapors. However, CAMDS tests with GB showed that In-situ agent incineration

wan slower and harder to control than draining the agent from the projectile or

ton container and burning it separately . Therefore, the JACADS MPF was

designed strictly to thermally decontaminate projectiles and bulk containers

(bombs, spray tanks, and ton containers). The JACADS MPF does not require a

fume burner or separate burnout chamber, instead, a single large chamber is

used to incinerate the residual agent (the amount that remains after draining)

and thermally decontaminate the munition or container. The JACADS MPF is

equipped witb an afterburner. Although mechanically dissimilar, the current

role of the CAMDS and JACADS MPFs is the same, From an environmental

standpoint, the emissions of the CAXDS MPF (downstream of the afterburner) and

ash contained in the munitions or containers (after processing through the

burnout chamber) should be representative of theJACADS MPF,

6.2.4. Dunnage Incineration. Both the CAMDS and JACADS DUNs are

commercially available units and include separately fired afterburners to

ensure cowplete combustion of any organic compounds in the incinerator exhaust

gases. Although mechanically dissimilar, the purpose of the CAMDS and JACADS
DUNa is the same. The primary reason for the differences in incinerator design
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is to handle the intreased dunnage load at JACADS as compared to CADS. The

emissions and solid residues from the CAMDS DUN should be representative of the

JACADS DUN.

6.2.5. Pollution Abatement Systems.

a. LIC, MPF, and DFS Wet Scrubber Systems (WSS). The CAMDS and JACADS

PASs are conceptually identical, however, several improvements have been made

in the JACADS designs to enhance particulate removal efficiency:

(1) The CAMDS concurrent quench vessel has been replaced by a counter

current vessel equipped with a liquid separator. This will provide for better
gas cooling and saturation. Any particulate matter absorbed by the water will

be removed from the exhaust gases by the liquid separator, thus decreasing the

particulate loading on the venturi and demiuteral

(2) The pressure drop across the venturi has been increased from 20 to

40 inches of water providing for greater gas/liquid mixing and particle

agglomeration and removal; and

(3) The face velocity and pressure drop across the demisters have been

lowered to improve submicron oize particulate removal.

(Note: The above modifications are planned for the CAMDS LIC/MPF PAS since it

is during LIC agent Incineration that the PAS sees the greatest particulate

challenge. Until these modifications are completed, the particulate emissions

from the CAMDS LIC are expected to be significantly greater than the

particulate emissions from the JACADS/CSDP LIC.)

b. DUN Baghouse-Scrubber System (BSS). A JACADS type BSS is being

designed and fabricated for the CAMDS DUN, It will be scaled to the smaller

capacity of the CAMDS DUN, but will be identical in configuration.
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6.3,0. Planned Test Burns.

6.3.1. Overview.

a, During the agent test windows, each furnace and/or pollution abatement

system will be thoroughly evaluated. The evaluation can be broken into three

broad categories: (1) performance and operational characteristics; (2)

environmental compliance; and (3) environmental concerns. Performance and

operational characteristics data will be collected by CAMDS engineers and

operators whenever the furnace/incinerator is operated. A comprehensive report

will be prepared at the end of each agent test window and will include the

following information: agent/munition feed rates both peak and average;

temperature profiles; exhaust gas analyses consisting of agent, CO, CO2,
021 so2, and NO.; problems encountered and solutions implemented;

assessment of the materials of construction, and the amount of scrubber brine,

salt, and solid residue generated.

b, Unlike performance and operntional characteristics data, environmental

compliance and environmental. concerns date will be obtained by conducting

special test burns with the assistance of a qualified commercial contractor.

'his is necessary because of the special sampling and analysis procedures

required to obtain the data. A teat repurt will be prepared by the contractor

after each test. A test burn will take approximately one to two weeks to

complete, however, as shown in Table 6-4, a great deal of effort is required to
prepare for and analyze the results from a test burn.

6.3,2. Environental Com2lianceijata Reguirements.

a. Overview.

(1) Regulated releases from the proposed CSDP disposal plants include

furnace/incinerntor exhaust gases and the furnace/incinerator residues

(including the cyclone ash from the DFS), and the salts formed by the dried
scrubber brine. No liquid discharges will occur from the proposed plants
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TABLE 6-4: TYPICAL TEST BURN SCHEDULE

Copet Completion DAt P14 .

S. Prepare Test Burn Plan 4 - 60

2 a Equipment and Instrument D - 7
Checkout and Calibration

3. Set-up Sampling Equipment D - 7

4. Start Test Burn D

5. Complete Test Burn D + 14

6. Sample Analynis n + 44

7. Calculate R~esults and Prepare D + 88

Draft Test Report

8. Technical Review D + 102

9. Publish Fttinl Report D + 132



except rainwater and, sanitary seworage, none of which are regulated, Air

emiss tons from tho proposed di.spotoil plants .iro regulated under the Clean Air

Ac't (CAA), RCRA, 'T'SCA, and the D(,p.'rt.nmtnt of Ho.'iltlh ind hiumain Soervi ce,

(DHHS);disposal of the solid wastes is regulated only under RtRA. In addition,

each State has specific air quality and hazardous materials regulations which

may be more restrictive than the above Federal laws.

(2) Clean Air Act. A review conducted by CH2M Hill(4) showed that

all eignt States where chemical agents or munitions are stored (Maryland,

Alabama, Kentucky, IndiatLa, Arkansas, Colorado, Utah, and Oregon) have been

authoriied to administer the requirements of the CAA through their individual

air pollution control programs, including New Source Review (NSR) and

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) for attainment area

requirements. An attainment area is a geographical location where the

National Alvblent Air Qualfty Standards (NAAQS) are beIng met for each criteria

pollutant listed in Table 6-5. A nonattainment area is a location where one or

more NAAQSs are not being met. All of the chemicaL agent and munition storage

installatlons are located in attainment areas except Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Maryland which is located 'In a nonattainment area for photochemical oxidant

(3) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

(a) Chemical agent and munition disposal is regulated under RCRA, and

the corresponding state hazardous waste management regulations, because the

munitions and agents have been classified as hazardous wastes. It is important

to note that the hazardous waste cl~aisiflcation does not apply to the chemical

stockpile, except M55 rockets, until the agents or munitions are brought on to

the disposal facility site, The M55 rockets have already been classified by

the Department of the Army in 1984 as a hazardous wanlte because they have no

further military strategic significance, they have been declared obsolete,

because none of the components have any resale value and because they are
(5)currently being stored for disposal . The remaining chemical agents and

munitions, although targeted for disposal in Public Law 99-1456), are still

part of the U.S. defensive stockpile and therefore are not classified "wastes".
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TILE 6-5: NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY SIANDARDS CRITERIA POLLUTANTS

o Sulfur Dioxide

o Carbon Monoxide

o Total Suspeaded Particulates

u Nitrogen Dioxide

o Ozone

o Lead
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I Chemical agents and munitions are classified as reactive

characteristic hazardous wastes by EPA. Chemical munitions which contain

explosive bursters are classified as reactive characteristic hazardous wastes

because the munitions are classified as Class A Explosives in the Departmaut of

Transportation Hazardous Materials Transportation Regulations
nhemical munitions and containers which do hot cortain explosive components are

also considered reactive characteristic hazardous wastes becau&e when mixed

with water, chemical agento generate toxic 4ases, vapors, or fumes in a

quantity sufficient to present a danger to human health or the environment. In

addition to being classified as reactive characteristic hazardous wastes, the

states of Utah, Maryland, and Oregon have "listed" chemical agnnts as hazardous

wastes due to their toxicity. Table 6-6 lisis the basis for claisifying

chemical agents and munitions as hazardous wistes for each state where they Lre

stored.

2 The distinction between a "characteristic" hazardous waste and a

"listed" hazardous waste is important when evnluating methods of disposal for

the solid waste generated by chemical agent and munition disposal. A solid

waste generated from the disposal of a listed waste is itself a listed

hazardous waste unless "delisted" by the appropriate State, The solid residue

generated from a characteristic hazardous waste is a hazardous waste until

the residue fails to exhibit any of the four characteristics defined in Subpart

C of 40 CPR 261 - Ignitability, Corroolvity, Reactivity, or EP Toxicity.

(b) To be permitted under RCRA, an incinerator and its pollution

abatement system must complete a special trial burn supervised by

representatives from EPA or the Stete. The purpose of the trial burn is to

ensure compliance with the standards for POHC, HCI, and particulate emissions

described below. The operating permit issued to the facility will be based on

the results of the trial burn,

b. Incineration Emission Standards. Table 6-7 lists the applicable

emission standards which will be used to assess the performance of the

furnace/incinerator and pollution abatement system during the test burns.
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TABL9 6-61 HAZARDOU WASTE CLASTFICATION OF CHEMLCAT, AGFNTS

Classification

Agency 
.. (As of 2/13/87)

raderal - EPA Characteriltic Waste - RIeactive

Alabama Same as Federal - No Proposed Changes

Arkanasas Same as Federal - No Proposed Changes

Colorado Same as Federal - No Proposed Changes

Indiana Same as Federal - No Proposed Changes

Kentucky Same as Federal - No Proposed Changes

Maryland Nerve Agent and Mustard - Listed Hazardous

Waste as of January 13, 1987: Other

Possible Changea but No Publlc Information

Oregon Nerve Agent - ,Lited Hazardoun Waste

Utah Nurve Igent, Mustard and Demilitarization

Residues Listed Hazardous Waste as of

November 15, 1986
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TABLE 6-7: CS1)P TINCINERATOR EMISSION STANDARDS

EMISSION STANDARD REGULATION/REQUIREMENT(1)

Agent (2) 0.003 mg HD/mr3  DOD 6055.9-STD

0.0001 mg L/m 3  DOD 605..9-.STD

0.0003 mg GB/m 3  DOD 6055.9-STD

0.0003 mg GA/m 3  (3)

0,00003 mg VX/m 3  DOD 6055.9-STD

POHC (4) 99.99% DRE 40 CFR 264, 3 4 3(a)(1)

HCI (4) The larger ot 4 lhhr 40 GFR 264.343(b)
or 99% removal effic-lency

Particulates (4,5) 0.08 gr/dsef at 7% 02 40 CFR 264.343(c)

0,03 gr/dsct" nt 12% Co2 COMAR 10.18.08

SO2  500 ppm (volunle) CAMDS FFIS

Opacity See Table 6-9 See Table 6-9

NOTES:
(1) State re~ulatlon citations obtained from reterence 4.
(2) One hour average
(3) No current standard, assumes same standard as GB.
(4) States have adopted RCRA standards for POHC, HCI and particulate

emissions from hazardous waste incinerators.
(5) RCRA particulate standard is more stringent than state air quality

particulate standards except in Maryland.
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Table 6-7 is based on a review of the air pollution discharge permit
(9-16)

applications for each of the proposed CSDP disposal plants - and
comparing the requiremE..tS identified in Che applications ngainnt those

required under RCRA, the CANDS FEIS, and by DMRS.

(1) Ajent Lmissions. The emission storndarda listed in Table 6-7

meet or exceed the 1.imits currently or previously approved by DHIMS in

accordance with thei. oversite authority establialhed by Public Law C)1-121 as

amended by Public Lau 91-141 C17,18). During the test burns each incineration

system will have to meet. these suandardo.

(2) POUC F'missnons. (!ndor RCRA, an Incintorator must demonstrate a

99.99% destruction (Incinerator) aad teiowvl (polh ltLon abattement system)

efficiency, (DRE) for ,ach PO11C deslgiiteO io tba feed. ,;RE i.,ý dotermined by

the lollowin; equat;,.
DRE " -w ()[n out :

W
In

ini
Whel-C W In ý mas 88 ec I-OL 1',tt of thI PUMt to t1hV IM-hn, "at~oT.

Sou "masi emisslon rate of tht! P(,C in the exhaunt stackout

ýa) 1-O1('o t"oe thie tral burn aro tts;unllv .teleletHd by EPA or the Stnte

from tCX' list of PCRA Appendix %'I[ I c,'ipoundIs (40 V. ý6] , Appendix kV IT1) based

on the concentration and degree of difficuLty of Lnuineration ot the hazardous

orgenic constituentsr in the wbste feed. Th' method currently :idopted by EPA to

determine the degree of :!nzinetabi•ity it; ba, ih.d on Lhe heat of combustion ul,

the constituent. Con,;tILtuieit[ A .haIng tow heats of nmbustion are assumed to be

less able to support uombustion and tOlerefore more difficult to burn. T1..e
Guidanc-... Manual for llazardou% Wnto Ine nerat:ion Permits, contains a List of

Appendix V11i compounds and t:heIr hei.ts of c,),oibu,ýaI-on '21). , Table 6-3I lists
the heat of (,ombustioni for ie ohenii(:al agents, nitt.roIlvccrin .-.1d qeve•ail
Industrial Appendix Vil k:otnp)utlds i,h leh are c oimvimov ic tteruL tel ;n 7OMMrUccLil

lizardious W;i8L. hI I cnrat orn.

I ~(,...'

I -.... ,...= ,. ._ •- .:.... . . .. ... _.-.-..... .. . .



TABLE 6-1: CHIMTCAL AGENT 'TdINERABLLITYM

Heat of Combustion
__________________ kflo=•oi/gm)-Compound

ChemicaL Ajeits(I.)

GA 5.41

GB 5.60

VX 8.33

I 4.50 (2)

TiD 4.75 (2)

TIT 5,29

L 2.50 (3)

A p.edix VIII Compounds

Catbon Tetrachloride (CM. 4 ) C,24

Chloroform (ClICt 3 ) 0.75

1,1,1 Trichloroethaie (C 2113 CI 3 ) 1.99

1,t,2,2 Tetrachloroethane (C21t2C14 1.19

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) (C 6 HC1 50) 2.009

Nitroglycerin (R33 H5 N3 0 9 ) 3.79

Methyl E~thyl. Ketone (MEK) (C 4iifO1 8.07

Benzene ((b!i6) 10 .03

Notes; (1) Sourcet Edgewoud Arsenal Special
Rerort EO-SR-74001 (;neniical &gent Data

Sheetm; Vol I, Dec 1974.
(2) RCRA Appendix VIII Compound
(3) Calculated heat of combustion bahed o 2Me mole

of Lewisite and 1/2 mole of prnpane

---------......---- z. ............ .---- =



(b) The state and federal hazardous waste regulators have indicated

that each chemical agent and nitroglycerin (an energetic compound contained in

the M55 rocket.motor) should be selected as POHCs for the CSDP disposal plant

trial burns. Ia addition, the regulators have requested that surrogates be

used to demonstrate incinerator performance prior to the chemical

agent/munition trial burns. The proposed surrogates for the CSDP trial burns

are listed in Table 6-9. The POHCs for the blister and nerve agent surrogates

are carbon tetrachloride and l,1,l-trichloroethane, both of which have lower

heats of combustiolL than any of the chemical agents. In addition to being more

difficult to Inciverate, the surrogates will simulate the agents particulate

matter and HC1 emission characteristics.

(c) In addition to demonstrating agent DRE during the CAMDS tent

burns, special test burns will be conducted with the chemical agent surrogate

selected for the CSDP trial burns. IhIs will allow the Army to become familiar

with surrogates and to evaluate the performance of the furnaces and

incinerators from this perspective before the CSDP disposal plants are

constructed.

(3) HCl Elmissions. During the trial burn, HCl emissions cannot

exceed the greater of four pounds per hour or a mass emission rate of one

percent of the HCl entering the pollution abatement system. During the test

burns, both with agents and surrogates, the ability of the pollution abatement

syrstem to meet this requirement will be verified.

(4) Particulate Emissions, Particulate emissions are rogulated

under both RCRA and the State air pollution control programs. By comparison,

the RCRA standard 0.08 gr/dscf corrected to seven percent oxygen is more

stringent than most of the State air pollution control regulations. The

exception was Maryland where APG is located, Only 11D filled ton containtrs are

stored at APC. During the mustard test window, the Maryland particulate

standard will be used to evaluate the performance of the MPF/LIC pollution

abatenm.nt system.

(5) SO, EhmInnons. This is currently a site specific requirement
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TABLE. 6--9: CSDP R(:. A PERMIT APPLICATION
Chemical Agent/Munition Surrogates

Blister Agnt Surrogate's

A. Composition
1) 1,1,1-trichloroethane 25 wt%
2) Carbon tetrachloride 38 rt%
3) No.2 fuel oil 37 wt%

B, Properties
1) Heat of Combustion 8,000 BTU/lb
2) Specific Gravity 1.0b
3) Viscosity 1.3 cP

Nerve Agent uRr te

A. Composition
1) 1,1,1-trichloroethane 18 wt%
2) Carbon tetrachloride 17 wt%
3) DMMP 30 wt%
4) No. 2 fuel oil 35 wt%

B. Properties
1) Heat of combustion 10,000 BTU/lb
2) Specific gravity 1.1
3) Weight Percent Phosphorus 7.5
4) Viscosity 1.4 cP

M55 Rocket Surroqgte

1) 33 wt% of propellant containing nitroglycerin similar to t:he M28 propellant
contained in the M55 rocket.
2) 1 wt% of nerve agent surrogate.
3) 45 wt% of metal
4) 21 wt% of fiberglass pipe to simulate the shipping and firing tube (A
portion of the fiberglass wilt be mixed with the nerve agent surrogate.)

DUN Surrogate Feed

Charcoal 80 wt%.
Agent Surrogate 20 wt%

(both nerve agent nnd blintcr ngent)
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(20)stipulated In the CAMI):; ,'12)

(6) Opacity. State opacity standsrds are listed in Table 6-10. Opacity

is a visual measure of particulate emissions. The greater the particulate

loading, the darker (or more opaque) the exhaust. The steam plume which is

normally present in furnace/incinerator exhaust gases is not included in the

opacity measurement. Although several States have separate particulate and

opacity standards, opacity will normally be less than 20% if the RCRA

particulate emission criteria is met.

(d) Solid Residue Disposal. The data requirements for solid residue

disposal are to determiae if the residues meet the dsfiniticn of a

characteristic waste. It the solid residues generated by the
furnaces/incinerators and their pollution abatement systems do not exhibit any

of the four kharacteristics then they do not have to be placed in a RCRA

approved landfill. This applies only to the States where the chemical agents

are classified as characteristic wastes. In those states where agent is a

listed waste, these data could serve as the basis tor a delisting petition. En

addition to the data requirements descrl.bed below, all solid waste must prove

to be aMcrt free before being releasid for disposal. The brine is checked

before it in dried into a sa.lt.

(I) Reactivity Characteristic. Because both the agents and the

energetics are considered reactive, it is necessary to determine if the solid
residues exhibit this charactetistic. A solid residue is classified as a

reactive hazardous waste if a representative sample exhibits any of the

characteristics listed in Table 6-11. With respect to the solid residues

generated from the inca.neration of chemical agent or munitions, only

characteristics five and six are of concern. During the test burns, all solid

residues will be tested to see If they havy this chafacteristic.

(2) EP Toxicity Characteristic, Tho EP Toxicity characteristic is

intended to identify solid wastes which pose a hazard diie to their potential to

leach sJgnificniat ocneentrations of any of the eight metals, four pesticides or

two herbicides listed in Table 6-12. The purpose of this test is to detevmine
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TABLE 6-10: STATE INCINERATOR OPACITY STANDARDS" 1()

LIMIT STATE REGULATION/REQUIREMENT (2)

0% Maryland COMAR 10.18.08

20% Utah CAMDS FEIS
Colorado CAQCC Reg 1: III.A.1

o 20% over 6 minutes Alabama AAPCRR 4,1.1

o 40% over one 6 minute
period during any 60
minute period,

o 40% over 6 minutes Tndiana 325 IAC 5-2(n)(1)

o 60% over 60 cumulative
readings in a 6 hour period,

NOTESi

(1) Does not include water vapor or steam,
(2) State regulation citations obtained from reference 4,
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TABEP 6--11: MIIARACTERIS'lPCS OEF A REAC'TrVE HAZARDOUS WASTE

1. It is normally unstable and readily undergoes violent change without
detonation,

2. It reacts violently with water.

3. It forms potentially explosive mixtures with water.

4. When mixed with water, it generates toxic gases, vapors, or fumes in a
quantity sufficient to present a danger to human health or to the
environment.

5. It is a cyanide- or sulfide-bearing waste that, when exposed to pH
conditions between 2 a,-. 12.5, can generate toxic gases, vapors, or fumes
in a quantity sufficient to preseat a danger to human health or to the
environment. This is defined as 250 mg of hydrogen cyanide or 500 mg of
mulfde per kilogram of waste.

6. It is capable of detonation or explosive reaction if it is subjected to a
strong initiating source or if heated under confinement.

7. It is readily capable of detonation or explosive decomposition or reaction
at standard temperature and pressure.

8. It is a forbidden explosive, as defined in 49 CPR 173.51, or a Class A
explosive, as defined in 49 CFR 173.53, or a Class 1 explosive, as defined
in 49 CFR 173.88.

9. A nolid waste that exhibits the characteristic of reactivity, but is not
listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart D. has the EPA Hazardous Waste
Number of D003.
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TABLE 6-12; EP TOXICITY CELAkACTERISTIC CONTAMINANTS
AND REGULATORY LEVELS

rPA Maximum
Harardous Concentration

Waste Number Contaminant (m&/l)

D004 Arsenic 5.0

D005 Barium 100,0

D006 Cadmium 1.0

D007 Thromiuin 5.0

DOO8 Lead 5.0

D009 Mercury 0.2

D0010 Selenium 1.0

D0011 Silver 5.0

D0012 (1) Endrln 0.02

D0013 (1) Lindane 0.4

D0014 (1) MethoxychLnr 10.0

D0015 (1) Toxaphene 0.5

D0016 (2) 2,4-D 10.0

D0017 (2) 2,4,5-TP(Silvex) 1,0

Noto.s (t) pesticide

(2) Herbicide
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If an unacceptably high level of ground water contamination might result frorm

improper waste management. The EP Toxicity limits are the National Interim

Primary Drinking Water Standards multiplied by a generic dilution/alternative

factor of 100. During the test burns the solid residues will be analyzed to

determine if they are EP Toxic due to the presence of one of the eight metals

listed in Table 6-11. During the previous CAMDS incineration tests, some of

the DFS residues and/or pollution abatement system brines were found to contain

cadmium and/or lead above the EP Toxicity limits.

c. JACADS Ocean Dum ing Permit Data Requirements. At the present time,

the Army is evaluating the disposal of the JACADS furnace residues and

pollution abatement system brines by ocean dumping in lieu of drying the brine

to a salt and shipping the residues and salts to the U.S. for placement in an

approvid landfill.. A draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on this

procedure is due out in the near future. In addition to the data requirements

idenLtified in Section 6.3.2.b., the data listed in Table 6-'13 will be collected

on the brinvs and residues in accordance with the Marine Protection, Research
(23)and Sanctuaries Act

6.3.3. Environmental Concerns Data Requirements.

a. Products of Incomplete Combustion.

(I) Although hazardous waste incinerators must achieve a 99.99% DRE

for the PO11C, there is a potential that low levels of PICa might still be

emitted. This was a concern raised in several of the public scoping meetings

held in support of the CSDP PEIS. In this context, Pies are compounds which

are present in the exhaust gases which would be considered POHCs if present in

the feed (e.g., RCRA Appendix VIIT compounds with a feed concentration greater

than or equal to 100 mg/liter). PIC emissions are not currently regulated,

however, in 1981, EPA proposed to restrict the mass emission of "hazardous

combustion by-products" (Appendix VIII compounds) to not more than 0.01% of the
(24)

total mass feed rate of POHCs fed to the incinerator , In other words,

the mass emission of PICs could not exceed the mass emission rate of the POHCs

at a 99.99% DRE.
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TAIIIP 0- 113: JACAD1S OCEAN I)IIMP I, I(, PE1RM IT !PATA RE(lI I Kl-MVNrT .

(BKI•LN AND FURNACE UESIDUE ANALYSIS)

Data Requirement Brine Residues

o Phase Determination X NA
(Total Solida/Total Dlssovled
solids)

o Bioais'y, acute and chronic effects X X

o p'1  X NA

o Chemical Oxygen Demand X X

o Biological Oxygen Demand X X

o Carcinogens Mutagens and Teratogens X X

o Organohalogena X NA

o Mercury and Cadmuim, Total Metal X X

o Other Criterla Pollutants X X

-- - - - - -
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state. This is primarily due to the fact that the mechanism for PTC formation

is not understood very well. EPA has conducted several studies in an attempt

to quantify PIC emissions and to determine the mechanism for PIC forma-

tion( 23-29). In general PICa were found to be influenced by the POHC

incinerated. Instead of a single formation mechanism, researchers have

identified six contributing mechanisms which can result in "PICS" in the

exhaust gases:

(a) Failure of the combustion process to completely incinerate the
POHCs to CO2 and water.

(b) Complex recombination or Substitutj.on reLictions 1n tlh exihaust

gases.

(c) Auxiliary fuel (fuel oil, natural gases, etc), combustion

by-products.

(d) Incomplete combustion of low concentrat.on Appendix VIII compounds

contained in the waste feed or auxiliary fuel.

(e) Stripping of volatile compounds from the PAS scrubber water/brine

(quench tower, venturi or packed bed scrubber).

(f) Compounds contained in the infiltrat.,.nn air.

(3) Of the four incineration systems used at CAMDS and the proposed

CSDP disposal facilities, M55 rocket Incineration i.n the DFS iN the most likely

candidate to experience PIC emissions from agent/munition Ineinerntion. This

is because of the complex matrix of propellant, expiosives, residual agent, and

fiberglass resin which is fed to the rotary kiln. The completed DFS and LIC

tests appear to support this assessment. Very low levels of chlorinated PlCs

(two to three orders of magnitude lower than the EPA proposed limit) were

detected during the March 1986 !)Ff test burn (Seciluio 4.3.2.d,(4)), but no PICs

were detected during the Augtst 1986 GB incineration test in the LWC (Section
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4.3.4.c(4)).

(4) During the future test burns the stack gases from each
incineration/pollution abatement system will continue to be analyzed for the

presence of .IC'. The precise method by which the data will be used to
evaluate or modify the incinerator or furnace performance is not known at this

time since, as stated earlier, the relationship between PIC formation and
incinerator operating parameters is not understood very well. However, at the
conclusion of the CAMDS tests, a firm data base addressing this issue will be

available.

b,. Metal )missions,

(1) Another source of public concerns about hazardous waste

incineration is the emission of heavy metals such as arsenic, chromium or lead

from the incinerator, Incineration will change the form of the heavy metals
(from organometallic compounds to metal oxides) but does not roduce the content

of metals in the hazardous waste. Therefore the primary method of controlling
metal omissions is the pollution abatement systems.

(2) Metal emissions from the CAMDS or CSDP incineration systems are

not anticipated to be a problem. As shown in Appendix B, the only agent which

contains heavy metals above trace contamination levels is Lewisite; the

explosives and propellant do contain lead compounds but in very small

concentrations. In any event, the venturi and demister elements in the
pollution abatement systems should be sufficient to remove most metal oxides

formed during chemical agent/munition incineration.

(3) During a meeting between Army officials and state and federal RCRA

permit writers in September 1986, the Army agreed to expand the proposed CAMDS
test burns to include analysis of the exhaust gases for metals (Table 6-14).

c. Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure, 3 )

(1) In June 1986, EPA proposed to amend the RCRA Extraction Procedure
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TABLE 6-14: RCRA APPENDIX VIII METALTS

o Antimony

o Arsenic

o Barium

o Beryllium

o Cadmium

o Chromium

o Copper

o lead

o Mercury

o Nickol

o Selenium

o Silver

o Thallium



TuxiclLy Clharacteriasic (40 CFG1 261.24) by;

(a) Expanding the characteristic to include 38 additional compounds

(Table 6-15).

(b) Applying compound specific dilution attenuation factors generated

from a ground water transport model.

(c) Replacing the EP Toxicity Leaching procedure with the TCLP, which

has been developed to addresh the mobility of both organic and inorganic

compound and to solve the operational problems of the EP protocol.

(2) EPA proposes to use the TCLP for its Land Disposal Rostrictions

Program. Under this program, wastes to be placed in a landfill must be treated

unless and until the concentrations of the hazardous constituent in the waste

extract of the TCLP does not exceed regulatory limits . Included in the list

of land-disposal constituents are TCDF and PeCDF, both of which were detected

in the cyclone residue from the March 1986 Test Burn (Section 4.3.2.d.(J)).

However, TCLP was not used in the March test, therefore, it is uncertain if the

residue would require further treatment.

(3) Although the proposed amendments to the EP Toxicity Characteristic

have not gone beyond the proposal state, the TCLP in conjunction with the Land

Disposal Restzictions Program could have a significant impact on disposal of

the furnace/incineration residues and salts formed by drying the scrubber

brines. If additional treatment of these incinerator residues is required

before placement in an approved landfill, the cost for the chemical stockpile.

disposal could increase sigrificantly. For these reasons, the residues frosi

the test burns will be analyzed by both leaching procedures.

6.4.0. Test Burn Procedures.

a. Table 6-16 summarizes the CSDP environmental data requirements for the

CAMDS test burns. Although not listed, the data required to support the JACADS

Ocean Dumping Permit study will also be obtained during the test burns.
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TABLE 6-15: Proposed Toxicity Characteristic Contaminants and
Regulatory Levels

Regula-
HWNO and Contaminant CASNO tory level

Do18 - Acrylonittile 510.13-1 5.00
D004 - Arsenic 7440-38-2 5.00
DOG5 - Barium 7440-39-3 100.00
D019 - Benzene 71-43-2 0.07
D020 - DhaC2-chloroethyl) ether 111-44-4 0.05
DOO6B Cadmium 7440-43-9 1.00
D021 - Carbon Disulfide 75-15-0 14.40
D022 - Carbon Tetrachloride 56-23-5 0.07
D023 - Chlordane 57-74-9 0.03
D024 - Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 1,40
0025 - Chloroform 67-66-3 0.07
D007 -* Chzomium +1333-.62-0 5.00
D026 - o-Cresol +95-48-7 10.00
D027 - m-Cresol + 108-39-4 10.00
0028 - p-Cresol 106-44-5 10.00
D016 -2,4-D 94-75-7 1.40
D029 -1,2-Dichlorobanzone 95-50-1 4.30
0030 -1,4-Dichlorobenzine 106-46-7 10.80
D031 - 1,2-Dieblotoethane 107-06-2 0.40
D032 - 1,1-Dichloroethylune 75-35-A 0.10
D033 - 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 121-14-2 0.13
D012 - andrin 72-20-1 0.003
D034 - Huptachior (and Its hydroxide) 76-44-8 0.001
D035 - Hexachlorobenzene 118-74-1 0.13
D036 - Hexachlorobutadiens 87-68-.. 0.72
D037 - Hexachloroethane 67-72-1 4.30
0038 - Isobutanol 78-83-1 36.00
0008 - Lead 7439-92-1 5.00
D013 - Lindane 58-89-9 0,06
D009 - Mercury 7439-97-5 0.20
D014 - Methoxychior 72-43-5 1.40
0039 - Hethylene Chloride 75-09-2 8.60
D040 - Methyl Ethyl Ketone 18-93-3 7.20
D041 - Nitrobenzene 98-95-3 0.13
D042 - Pentachlorophenol 87-86-5 3.60
D043 - Phenol 108-95-2 14.40
D044 - Pytidine 110-86-1 5.00
D010 - Selenium 7792-49-2 1.00
D011 - Silver 7410-22-4 5.00
0045 - 1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane 630-20-6 10.00
D046 - 111,2,2-Tetrachloroothane 79-34-5 1.30
0047 - Tetrachloroothylene 127-18-4 0.10
D048 - 21314,6-Tetrachlorophanol 56-90-2 1.50
D049 - Toluene 108-88-3 14.40
0015 - Toxiiphene 8001-35-2 0.07
D050 - li,l,-Trichlotoothane 71-55-6 30.00
D051 - 1,l,2-Trichloroethmne 79-00-5 1.20
D052 - Trichloxoothylene 79-01-6 0.07
0053 - 2,4,5-Trichlorophanol 95-95-4 5180
0054 - 2,4,6-Trichlorophanol 88-06-2 0.30
D017 - 2,4,5-TP CSilvex) 93-76-5 0.14
0055 - Vinyl Chloride 75-01-4 0.05

aa-, - and p-Cteool concentrations are added together and compared to a threshold of 10.00 mg/i.



TABLE 6-16i SUMMARY OF CSDP ENVIRONMENTAL DATA REQUIR1•ILNTS

Furnace Exhaust Gases

o Agent concentration/DRE

o Nitroglycerin concentratior/DRE (1)

o Particulate Concentration

o 1YCl

o Opacity

o RCRA Appendix VIII Metala

o PIC

o PCDD and PCDF

Furnace Residues and PAS Brines (2) and Salts

o Agent

o Nitroglycerin (1)

o EP Toxic Metals

o Reactivity

o TCLP Toxicity

o PCDD and PCDF

Notes (1) Only during M55 rocket incineration in the
DFS,

(2) PAS brines will. he analyzed in addition
to the dried salts to determine what effect, if any,
the drying operation has on the composition of the
salt.
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Process data related to temperature, processes, auxiliary fuel, combustion air,

and pollution abatement system liquid flow rate, and problems encountered will

also be recorded. In addition, material balances around the furnace/
incinerator and pollution abatement system will be perfovmed to verify the

accuracy of the data measurements and to determine the amount of infiltration

air that entered the system.

b. Because of the amount of data to be collected, a complex array of

sampling and analysis procedures is required. To help the reader understand

the scope and complexity of the test bu,'In, Figures 6-1 through 6-4 and Tables

6-17 through 6-20 have been prepared for the LIC, DFS, MPF, and DUN. The

Figures illustrate the location of the saiapling points which will be used
during the test burns; the Tables are keyed to the Figures and list the

sampling points, the parameters sampled/measured, the data to be collected, and
the sampling and analysis procedures td be used. The Tables and Figures are

for illustrative purposes only, as the data requirements, an well as the

sampling and analysis procedures are subject to change based on the

requirements of the CSDP. For example, during the test burns involving

chemical agent surrogates, only the data to demonstrate RCRA compliance

(surrogate DRE, and HCl and particulaite emissions), will be collected.

c. With the exception of agent sampling and analysis, and the brine and

nitroglycerin analytical procedures, EPA approved sampling and analysis
procedures will be used during the test burns. EPA sampling methods are

described in references 30-32. Sampling and analysis procedures listed as "EPA
Method X" are contained in reference 32. Analysis methods which are preceded
by "SW 846' are contained in reference 30, and analytical procedures listed as

"Standard Method XXXX" are contained in reference 33. Methods developed by the

Army for agent sampling and analysis, and brine and nitroglycerin analyses are

contained in references 34-36 respectively.

d. Each test burt' will consist of at least one baseline or background

trial and three trials where the chemit,'1 agents and/or munitions are processed

at the desired feed rate. The purpose of the baseline trial is twofold - (1)
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LO vQliiy LhaL Lhe furnace/.icirncrntor and potLution abatement system, as well.

as all sampling equipment are operating properly, and (2) to determine the

contribution of the auxiliary fuel, infiltration air, and process liquids on

the environmental data. Three trials at the desired agent/munition feed rate

are required to ensure reproducibility of the data, i.e., that the data
collected is an accurate representation of the furnace/incinerator and

pollution abatement systLm performance. Each trial will last approximately
four hours to provide for sufficient time for data and sample collection.
EPA approved QA/QC procedures for sampling, handling, and analyses will be used

during the test burn to ensure the validity of the data. After completion of

the test burns, the samples collected will be sent to the contractors
laboratory for analysis. The preliminary test results should be available

approximately ten weeks after receipt of the samples.
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TABLE 6-21. Analytical Procedures for Meta1I

Antimony SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7040

Arsenic SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7061

Baruim SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7080

fBeryJ.lium SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7090

Cadmium SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7130

Chromium SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7190

Copper SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7210

Lead SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7420

M1ercury SW 846 Method 7470 (liquid)
Method 7471 (solid)

Nickel SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7520

Selenium SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7741

Silver SW 846 Methods 601.0 or 7760

Thallium SW 846 Methods 6010 or 7840
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APPENDIX A
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AAPCRR Alabama Air Pollution Control Rules and Regulations

AC Hydrogen Cyanide; Blood Agent

ACAMS Automatic Continuous Air Monitoring System

acfm Actual Cubic Feet Per Minute

ADS Agent Destruction System

AEHA U.S, Army Environmental Hygiene Agency

AFB Auxiliary Fume Burner

Ag Silver

Al Aluminum

AMC U.S. Army Materiel Command

ANAD Anniston Army Depot

APE Ammunition Peculiar Equipment

APG Aberdeen Proving Ground

As Arsenic

ASC Allowable Stack Concentration

Aa203  Arsenic Oxide

B Bombs, Boron

Ba Barium

BDL Below Detection Limit

BDS Bulk Drain Station

Be Beryllitm

BSR Burster Size Reduction Machine

BSS Baghouse Scrubber System

BTU British Thermal Unit

C Cartridges
°C Degree Centigrade

C2H2AsCl 3  LI Dichloro-2-chlorovinylarsine

C2 H2 C4 1,1,2,2 Tetrachloroethane

C2H3C13  1,1,1 Trichloroethane

C3H5N309  Nitroglycerine

C3H903P 0-Ethylmethyl Phosphonic Acid

C4 H8C12  H/HDI Bis(2-chlo:oethyl) sulfide

C 4H80 Methyl Ethyl Ketone
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C4HI 0 FO2P Gil; isopropyl Methylphosphonofluorldate

C5H11 N202P GA; Ethyl N, N-dimethylphosphoramidocyanidate

C6 Hb Benzene

C6 HC1 5 0 Pentachlorophenol

C8 116Ci2 5S2  T; Bis(2(2 chloroethylthio)ethyl) ether

C1 1H26NO2PS VX; O-ethyl S-(2-dilsopropylaminoethyl) methylphosophonothiolate

Ca Calcium

CAA Clean Air Act

CCTV Closed Circuit Televinion

CAlS Chemical Agent Identification Set

CAMI)S Chemclal Agent Munitions Disposal System

CAQCC Colorado Air Quality Control Commi.ssion Regulations for
Emission Controls

CAS No.; CASNO Chemical Abstracts Serviec Number

CCi 4  Carbtin Tetrachloride

Cd Cadmium

US Central Decon System

CEMS Continous Emissions Monitoring System
C, Phosgene; Choking Agent

CHASE "Cut Holes and Sink Em"

CIICI( Chloroform

CK Cyanogen Chloride; Blood Agent

Cl 2  Chlorine

UN Cyanide

Co Cobalt

CO Carbon Monoxide

CO 2  Carbon Dioxide

COD Chemical Oxygen Demand

COMAR Code of Maryland Regunlations

CONUS Continental United States

Cr Chromium

CSD1' Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program

Cu Copper

I1 D-Day, the Start

UAAMS Depoi Area Air Monitoring System

A-4
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DARCOM U.S. Army Material Development and Readiness Command

DE Destruction Efficiency

DFSq Deactivation Furnace System

DIIIIS Department of Health and Human Services

DICDI Diisopropylearbodiimide

DOI) Department of Defense

DRE Destruction and Removal Efficiency

dscf Dry Standard Cubic Foot

DTV Double Tipping Valve

DUN Dunnage Incinerator

EATR Edgewood Arsenal Technical Report

],ECC ,',xpl.ostve Containment Cubicle

ECR Explosive Containment Room

EP Extraction Procedure

i:PA U.S, FEnviromental Protection Agency

),,,,s 1 F. l ec I rom tatlc Pree i pi ta tor

0 F Degree Falirenho it

Fe Lron

,E fS :Final EnviroumcntnL Impact Statement

ft Foot, Feet

ft/sec Foot Per Second, Feet Per Second

FR Federal Register

GA Tabun; Nerve Agent

G B Sar.1n; Nerve Agent

(; C (;,m Chromatography

(0C/MS Gas Chromatography/MesS Spectrometry

gel G ratin

gpIn Gallon Per Minute

gr Grain

gr/dscf Grain Per Dry Standard Cubic Foot

if T.Pevtnetein Mustard; Blister Agent

H Water

i12S Hydrogen Sulfide

lici Hydrogen Chloride

ltCN Hydrogen Cyanide

H-n Distilled Mustardl Blister Agent

tW lHydrogen Florurtde
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Hg Mercury

HN-1 Nitrogen Mustard

HN-3 Nitrogen Mustard

HO3SC2H4N(I1C 4H7) 2  Diisopropyltaurine

HT Mixture of 60% HD and 40% T, Blister Agent

HWNO Hazardous Waste Number

HRGC/LRMS High Resolution Gas Chromatography/Low Resolution Mass

S pect ome try

IAC Indiana Air Pollution Control Regulation

ICAP Inductively Coupled Argon Plasma

in Inch

IT Internationnl Technology Corporation

JACADS Johnston Atoll. Chemical Agent Disposal. System

K Potassium

1 Liter

I Lowisite, Blister Agent

LBAD Lexington Blue-Ornss Army Depot

lb Pound

lb/hr Pound Per Hour

LIC Liquid Incinerator

LPG Liquified Petroleum Gas; Propane

M M-ties

MDM Multipurpose Demilitarization Machine

MEA Monoethanol amine

MEK Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Mg Magnesium

mg Milligram

mg/i Milligram Per Liter

mg/M 3  Milligram Per Cubic Motor

mg/Nm3  Milligram Per Newton Meter Cubed

MHA Munitions Holding Area

MIN Mine Machine

ml Milliliter

MM5 Modified Method 5

mm Millimeter

Mn Manganese

Ma Molybdenum
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MPF Metal Parta Furnace System

NAAP Newport Army Ammunition Plant
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards

N 2 Nitrogen

Na Sodium

Na 2CO3 Sodium Carbonate

NaHPO 4  Sodium Phosphate

NaNO 3  Sodium Nitrate

NaO 3 SC 2H4N(iC3 1 7 ) 2  Sodium Dilsopropyl Taurinate

Na2so 3  Sodium Sul.fite

Na2 SO4  Sodium Sulfate

NaHC0 3  Sodium Bicarbonate

NaC 3 0 3P Sodium 0-Ethyl Methyl Phosphannte

NaCI Sodium Chlnride

NaUPT Sodium Dilsopropyl Taurtnate

NaEMP Sodium O-Ethyl. Methyl Phosphanate

NaF Sodium ,'loride

NaIMPA Sodium Isopropyl Methylphosphonate

NaO1 Sodium Hydroxide

NAS Natlonnl Academy of Science

ND Not Detected

ng nanogram

Ni Nickel

NNITC Nonmethane Hlydrocarbons

NO Nitrogen Oxide

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

NO2  Nitrogen Dioxide

NO3  Nitrate

NRC National Research Council

NS91 New Source Review

02 Oxygen

03 Photochemical Oxidant; Ozone

OCI)D Octachi o rodlbcn o-p-,dixin
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P Projectiles

P 20 5  Phosphorous Pentoxide

PAS Pollution Abatement System

Pb Lead

PBA Pine Bluff Arsenal

PCB Po.Lychlorinated Biphenyl

PCDD Polych.l.orodibenzo-p-d.ioxin

PCDF Po.lychlhrodibenzofuran

PCP Pen tachlorophenol

PcCDF Pen tachLorocdIbonzofuran

PEUS Programnait ic Env'tronmentil. Tmpac t S tatemeiit

PF13 Primary Fume Burner

PiC Product. of .ncompluhto Combustion

P1 Public.1. Law

POIIC 1'r'l .cipal Organi c Ilaz'n rdotu Conot. tutwnt

PO4  Phosiphate

PMD) Projectile Mort.nr Dissti•nmihly Mnailno

ppb Pnrts Per Billiotn

PPD P]roiie•ALl c Pull ond Drain Machine

ppm Parts Per Million

ppt Pairtn Per TrI.11 ion

PS Chloropicrin

PED Provtvtlion of Signilficant Detoriloratlon

PUDA Pueblo Depot Activity

QA Quality Assurance

QC Quality Control

R Rockets

RCI Chlorinated Organ:lts
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RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RMA Rocky Mountain Arsenal

RDM Rocket Demil. Machine

[vSM Rocket Shear Machine

RMP Ralph M. Parson's Company

S Sulfide

Sb Antimony

Se Selenium

a .''CON Set Cotusolidat ion

Sn Tin

SC) Sulfur OxideR
x

,q0 Sulfur Dioxide

SO. Sulfate
S'l Spraly Leanks

Sp Gr Specific Gravity

E 1Bis (2 ( 2-chl.roe Lhylthio)ethyl) ether

TBA Tributylamitie

IC Ton Contoiner

'rCDD Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin

HIMi,' Tetrachlorodibenzofuran

rCiP Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure

TDI Toxic Dunnage Incinerator

TDS Transportable Disposal System; Total Disolved Solids

TEAD Tooele Army Depot

11OC Total Organtc Carbon

TOD Total Oxygen Demand

TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act

TSS Total Suspended Solids

TWA Timne Weighted Average

U Uranium

um Micrometer

UMDA lUmat.lla Depot ActivLty

UPA Urpack Area

V Vanadium
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VOC Volatile Organic Carbon
VOST Volatile Organic Sampling Train

VX Nerve Agent
WSS Wet Scrubber System

wt% Weight Percent

Zn Zinc
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SECTION B-I

CHEMICAL MUNITION AND CONTAINER FACT SHEETS
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@URSTER WE.LL- JRSTER: FUZE

-- UCOy AGINT

Cartridqa Pr'ritctile
M360/C,13 M60/MHD M360!/GB

LE'NGTH 31.1 in 31.1 in 31.1 in
DIAMETER 105 mm 105 mm 105 mm
TOTAL WT 43.86 Lb 42.92 lb NI/A
AGENT liD G,13
AGENT WT 1.63 lb 2.97 lb 1.63 lb
FUZ1, M508,M557 M51A5 --
BURSTER 1M40, M40A M5 --

EXPLOST..I Tcitrytol., Comp B Tatrytnl --

EXP)OSIVE WT 1.12 lb 0.3 lb
PROPELL.ANT M67 M67 --

PROPELLANT WT 2.83 lb 2.83 lb --

PRIMER M2812 M28B2, M28A2
PACKAGING I round/eiber I round/fiber I round/fiber

containar, container, container,
2 containar/ 2 container/ 2 crtitainari

wuoden box woodon box woodon box

CAWMI•TcE, lo!0 itun hJOWITZER, M360, C,3
CAwR'rIt',UE, Lo5 run HOWITZER, M6Ot 11D
hOJr(:':1,I,, rI5 m IMIWTzLR 60, 11
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" •3PKLLANT -SUTiRA AOFNr: | URSATIA WELL.
STRI KER NUT-./--ý / 1 f /

IGNITION dCAN?RI CaE -- • SOSTURATING B-ODOY
MECHANISM

LENGTH 21.0 in 21.0 in
DIAMETER 4.2 in 4.2 in

TOTAL WT '4.67 lb 24.67 in

AGENT HD 1IT

AGENT WT 6.0 5.8

FUZE MS, M51IA5 M8

BURSTER M14 M14

EXPLOSlVI Tetryl Tetryl

EXPLOSIVE WT .14 lb .14 lb
PROP LLANT M6 M6

PROPELLANT WT .6 lb .4 lb

PRIMER M28A2 M2

PACKAGING 1 round fiber/ 1 round fiber/

container, container,
2 containers/ ". containers/
wooden box wooden box

CAIRTRIDGE, 4.2 INCI{ MORTAR[, 1.2/M2Ale HT/IID
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aURSTER vWiILL ADAPT•R

I I, LIFTING PýLUG-al//
30OV ACM NT

.M121 Ml~l:A1 M104 1I10 Ml22

50ENGTH 26.9 in 26.9 in 26.9 in 26.9 in '6,9 in
DIAMETER 155 mm 155 mm 155 Imm 155 mm 155 mm
TOTAL WT 98.9 lb 98.9 lb 98.9 lb 98.9 lb 98.9 lb
AGENT GB VX, GB 1i H 01
AGENT WT 6.0 lb G.0 lb 11.7 lb 11.7 lb 6.5 lb
FUZE None None None None None
BURSTER M71 M71 M6 M6 M37
EXPLOSIVE Comp B Comp B Totr,2tol Tetrytol Tetrytol
EXPLOSIVE WT 2.45 lb 2,45 lb .41. lb .41 lb 2.45 lb
SUPPL CRG EXP TNT TNT -.-- --

EXPLOSIVE WT 0.3 lb 0,3 lb ..
PROPELLANT None None None None None
PROPELLA.NT WT None None None None None
PRIMER None Nonu None None Norm
PACKAGING R Rounds/ 8 Rounds/ 8 Rounds 8 Rounds 8 Rounds

woodeun wooden wooden wooden wooden
pallet pallet pallet, pallet pallot

PRO)JECTTIEr 155 =m HOWITzERm 4I21A1, CB oil V

PROJECTILE, 155 mm HOWITZER, M121, 113lor

£AS)JECTILU, 155 mm UflWITZER, M104, 11
PBOJNCTI 155 lBS win IIWIT~rR, M110, ii

?rP)JFCTIIF, 1.55 mmr IboWITER, M1122, 'mU



AGENT ACAPTER--.-ý

LENGTH ji 1 in
D ZA14ITLP Ri In

TOTAL WT 203 lb
AGEzNT k.,3, VX

ACENT WT 14. 1b

FUZE %Nrlý

BUR~STER 8

EXPLOSIVE comp L:4

EXPLOSIVE WT 7 1ý.

SUPP, CHG iEXV TNT
EX~PLOSIVE WT 0.3 Lb

LPROPELLANNT No no

PROPELLjarT NT N/A
PRME None

PACK~AGING 6 Rounds/
wooden Ia~llot

PR~O.JMCTILE, H-ENCai HowtrT"EF M1'M2ou.;b

1"NJECtL, HTN11 OWT',R, 42-6 V



FIN

.......... -411111410 I I' I ANf (1IfAIN

AU1,ISIV "Stim Tnon. MI

Full 
7

I'Aff-14AWA 1-t (I
._. . • KINII|R F.I

DIAMETER I .5 mm
1OMAI WT 137 Ib 56 1b
AGENT (;P vx
AGENT WT 10,7 1b L0.2 lb
FUE 1.,I.4 17
BLIRSTL:P. M34, M36

EXPLOSIVE Camp 11
UXP1.OSIVE WT 3.2 lb
PROPELLANT
PROPELLANT WT 19.13
PRIMER
PACKAGINC 15 Rounds/

WQ110 nj9, L

wmir

ROC(KET, 115 n•IM %51' (]X



I tEl IT 5 in

DIAMETEk 13,5 in

TOTAL WT 23 Wb

AGENT VX

AGENT WT 1o.5 1b

FUZE M603

UURSTER M38

EXPLOSIVE Comp B4

EXPLOSIVE WT o8 lb

PROPELLANT None

Pf•OPELLANT WT N/A

PRIMERl N/A

I:ACKAGING M3 Mines/
Stoul drum

MTNT, %/X, M23



L~m'fNNO LUGS

LENGT1I 50 in 8f in FL0 in

DIamETER 16 in 14l in 10.8 inr
TOTAL WT 725 lb (rlpproX) b25 lb 441 lb (apr~rox)

AGENT GD G;3 ,T3;
AGENT WT 220 lb 347 lb 108 lb

FUENone :lonle H
BUTNone None Nn

EXP1,OIVEP None None None
EXP1OSIVE WT N/A NIA N/A
PIOPEILANT Nonu NNne None

POPELLANT WT N/A N/A N/A

P1 IME1B Nnon None N~one

PACKA.GING 2 nombs/woodtin I 0omnb/meital I F•orn/nieta1

palolt container contaiiner

BOMB, 7'i0 Ib, NC-I, GD
no(NGT, 505 b, MK-i16-1, t0;1

DMOMB, E00 Ib, MK-in4 1 i

7 I-1 2



KtARORACK ASSJIMSY - /

r FjPAME ASW-i4RLV'

KCPASAC AiRl SCCCP

LLOWEMI CONfAINtrl NCS

LENGTH \ .8 in

AS&M) Uo n rk Nz !2. 1.11

AGENGT L8 i

AG ENT w , ' .3 X ) 1

AGN I T I , Z1% hLbn

T3URSTE R Monti

EXPLOSIVE NT N/A

PROU'ELLANT No nu
PROPL'LAN't w', N/ A

PRIMERNonle

PACKA(CI NG I. tark/it-otui

CO "itadit 02

lANK , 3PRAY , TMU- 214113 , VX
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A / G

- '1,1{-j "•- .Ou,,1ON f.JBE

I T Gul CIO II GB 1

LENGTH 412.5 n 61.5 In 81.5 in 81.f In 81.5 In $1.5 In 81.5 in

DIAM1TER 31.1 in 31.1 in 31.1 in 31.1 In 31.1 In 31.1 in 31.1 in

TOTAL Wr 3,1t-O IL 3,100 lb 3,100 lb N/A ý,n00 lb 3,100 lb 3,000 lb

AGDET 1iT I 1 if) GA GB L VX

AGLi;T WT 1,700 lb 1,700 1b 1,700 lb N/A 1,500 lb 1,700 lb 1,600 lb

FUZE None None None Hone None None None

WRSTER None None Nonn Nono None None None

ExprOSIVE None None None None Norie None None

LXPLOSIVE WT N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

PROPELLANT tlN+n,, 11nn None None None None None

PROPELLAN'T WT N/A N /A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

PRIMER Nola Ilono None None None None None

PACKAGINGn Nlone Nono nn- None None None None

':r N .l , 'I .*TA .I.:[0, 1T N, , l ) (7, A [(03, _r,, VX

I• 
" :-.-• .. :-..... .. ..
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SECTION B-2

CHEMICAL MUNITION ENERGET [C MATERIAL

(PROPEL]LANT AND EXPIJOSIVES)

FACT SHEIETS
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TABLE B-3. CHEMICAL AGENT TABUN (GA) CHARATETRiSTICS

GENERAL:

GA is an anticholixesterase agent similar in action to GB (q.v.). Although only

about half as toxic as GB by inhalation, GA in low concentrations is more harassing

to the eyes than GB. Tndividuals poisoned by GA disp~iny approximately the same

sequence or symptoms regardless of the route by which the poison eul:drs the body

(whether by inltn,4tion, adsorption, or ingestion). ThesŽ symptoms, in normal order

of appearance, are: rurny nose; tightness of chest; dimne0,i of vision and

pi-pointlng of the eye pupilis; dlfflculty in breathing; drooling and excessive

sweating; nausea; vomiting; cramps; and involuntary defecation and drination;

twitching; jerking; and staggerlng; and !teadache; confusion; drowsiness; coma; and

convulsion. These sis)ptoms are foilluwud by rossatlon of breathing awl, death.

PIYSICAL PROPERTIES:

a. Chemical Name: 1-,hyl N, N-dimetliy1.pliosplioraml do-eycnlda:.t

b. Chemical FormuLa: Ern)trtcnI. CS11 N,,O211

c. Molecular Weight: 1.62.1

d, Vapor Detisity, Relative tn AIr: 5.6

e, Liquid Density: 1,08 g/m. @ 25 OC

f. Normnal. Freuelug Point ox Melting P1k'u --9 0°C

g. Boiling Poinut: 2-I 5"C:

h. Vapor Pressure: 0.07 mm fig @ 25C'

i. Flash Point: 780 C

J. Viscosity (centistokets @ 250C): 2.18

k. Color: Colorless to brown

1. Odor: Faintly fruity; none when pure

m. Special Properties: Nor.

n. So.Lublity Propertien: Readily soluble in mont organic silvents

o. H Combust.lon: 9,751 1Y'U/tb

p. Physical State: Viscous Liquid
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TABLE B-3. CHEMICAL AGENT TA13UN (GA) CHARACTERISTICS (Cont<'d)

TOXICITY:

ihl-rat L4C t50: 450 mg min/al (t-1i0)

ihl-rbt LC t 50: 960 ms minim 3(t-10)

ihl-dog LC t 50: 320 mng minim 3(tflo)

ihl-tuky 1C t.5 0: 187 mug min/m 3 (t-10)

ivn-rat T,15(): 0. 07 mg/kg

ivn-rbt .1.050: 0.063 mg/kg

ivn-dog I.D)0: (10.084 mg/kg

ivn-mky JD'0,: 0.05 mg/kg



TABLE B-4. CHEMICAL AGENT SARIN (GB) CHARACTERTSTICS

GENERAL:

GB is a rapid-acting lethal nerve agent. The action within the body is the

inactivation of cholinesterase. The hazard from GB is tihat of vapor adsorption

through the respiratory tract, although it can be absorbed through any part of the

skin, through the eyes, and through the gastrointestinal. tract by ingestion. The

agent absorption rate is accelerated through cuts and abrasions in the skin. When

dispersed as large droplets, GB is moderately persistentl it is nonpers4itenrt when

disseminated as a cloud of very fine particles.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

a. Chemical Name: Isopropylmethylphosphonofluoridate. Sarin.

b. Chemical Formula: C4 It0FO "2P

c. Molecular Weight: 140.10

d. Vapor Density (Air w ].UU): 4.86

e. Liquid Density at 250Ct 1.0887 gm/cc

f. Freezing Pointi -56 0 C

S. Boiling Point: 1580C
h. Vapor Pressure: 2.9 mm Hg @ 25°r
I. Flash Point: Does not flash

J. Viscosity (centistokes @ 250C): 1.28
k. Color: Clear to straw to amber

1. Odor: None

m. Special Properties: None

n. Solubility Properties: Miscible with water Fnd readily solublu in
all organic solvents

o. 11 Combustion: 10,000 Btu/ib

p. Physical State: Viscous Liquid
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CkB.L, 13--4. GIIEMIGAM AGL1~N. ýAXIN (L;13) L11AiACTERIST1I.US (Cciii 'd)

COMP0SITIMN Percent a

Isopropyl mu Lhyl pbiomiphonof.Luoridate (GB) 93.*00

NN '-IileopropylcaLrbodJiiiide (DICDI ) b 4.00

Tributylamine (TBA) b 1.95

Methyl Difliuoride 0.50

HF 0.20

Aluminum 0.20

11(1 0.10

J.1 rn 0.05

Nickel. 0.0025

Copper 0.U004

TOXICITY:

FRDS:cy-ii 1 ug/kg

TXDS: oi-Lhmn I'D1,o, 2 tip/kg, TYX BLD,1

skn~-lmn LD50: 28 mg/kg

i~hIL-hmn TD~o: 103 ug/kg TFX:CNS

ih].--hmn i.C50: 70 mg/mn

or]--rt 1,D50~ 5 50 ug/kg

sicu-rat 1D5(0: .113 ug/kg

ivn-rat LD450: 45 ug/kg1' rn-r~it P1t)50: 500 ug/kg
skn-mus LD50: 1080 ug/kg

ipr-rnus 11)50:. 450 ug/kg

scu-mus 1,1)50-. 100 ug/kg

imq-mus LD5O: 222 ug/kg

ivn-dog LI)50: 19 ug/kg

ivn-cat LD50O 22 ug/Vg

Bkn-rbt LD)50: 925 ug/kg

sc'u-rht. LD50: 30 ug/kg
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TABLE B-4. CHEMICAL AGENT SARIN (GB) CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd)

iv'-rbt LD50: 28 ug/kg

ihl-gpg LDLo: 128 mg/m3 /2m

scu-gpg LD5O: 38 ug/kg

a These numbers arre given as a guide only and do not represent produut

spcl.ficatioa8 or the exact conntituency ol the agent.

b DICIDI and TBA aria not both In all GB.
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TABLET' 11-5. ('34INTCA1, AG~ENT VX ('1ARACTERTSTTIC.S

GENERAL:

VX is ai riapid-acting l~ethal1. nerve agentt. Theo actioni within the body IF R thf?

inactivation of cholineteaxse. rho hazard fromi VX is prima~rily that of liquid

absorption tfhrough the skin, although it can be adsorbedl through the reEspITratOry

ti~act as a vapor. or rxei-uoi, ;uld tliteolig t~he 'gastuvl.u1tenitnAi. tract by iagostion.

VX Is slow to nvpporati' mul mny porHfl. t as5 a tlquid for severaj. days

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

A . Chunmeiii I N~un.' i b y I S (I I- 1 flolivoJPyl miull ýIfwthy I.)

Mathyiphosphnrlothl ela11to

b . Chemie 1 n IVorim i I r C 1 111,6 NOfl,

c . Mnol uti'l.11iA We. L~ghl 267 .3

d. Vapor: Deni-;I~y (Ah- 1 .0)

e. ui 0,.CU (' UVMLy Wt C - .008 g~ll/cv)

f*Frteev~lng Pu(ilnt I B 1 Y)

g . U011 lag PoInt :300 0 C

hi. Vnpor' Priire 0 2O~C : 0,.0006 mm1Ki

j. Viscurm:lty ( erTIIF1'tnkee (11 :!., (C) C 9.90

k.* Color - Clea r to iatraw

1. Odur: Notie

mi. Specia.1l P reporto -. I ('e

1.Soich t II L-Y Prnpr rt Ifl n Bee. u.l yen trf iiro dilut! mine. mnl nc idv

0. 11 CombusEtion' 1.500 ,1B1 31-/l~b

p. PhysIcal. Star't: Vl~scouM4 lJlqud
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TAB3LE B -5. CHEIIECAL AGENT VX CIAV.A&'I'RýT TTCS C Cont'd)

COMPOSITIONt 
Percenta

0-ethyl, S-(2-diisoptopylamiflcethyl) 
93.00

methyl phouphonothiolate MV)

Pyrodiester 
3.00

N ,N 'piisopropylcarbodiamide (DICDI) b 2.50

Freit mercaptan 
1.00

H2SU40.30

Free sulphur 
0.14

Iron 
0.05

Aluminum 
0.01

Nickel 
0.0025

Copper0.0004

TOXICITY:

TXDS, or1-mani TDLo 1 4 uglkg IRFX-.RBC

skn-hmn LPLo: 86 ug/kg

ivii-maii TDLo: 1500 ng/kS Rr% 4.CNS

ipr-mus LD50i 50 uS/kS

scu-rbt LD50I 15 ug/kg

scu-gpg LOSO:- 840() rig/kg

aThese numbers are given as a guide only ani do not represent product

specificatioflB or~ the exact constituency of the agent.

b liczyclohexylcarbodiaflide is an alternate stabilizer.
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TABLE B-6. CHEMICAL AGENT MUSTARD (H/HD/HT) CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL:

Mustard is a persitent and powerful blistering agent. It acts principally by

poisoning the cells in the surfaces contacted. Both liquid and vapor cause intense

inflammation and may cause severe blistering of both the skin and mucous

membranes. Mustard is only moderately volatile.

Mustard is designated 1I, HD, and liT. H is mustard made by the Levinstein process.

It containes up to 25 percent by weight of impurities, chiefly sulfur, organosulfur

chlorides and polysulfides. HD (distilled mustard) im mustard purified by washing

and vacuum distillation, which reduces impurities to about 5 percent. 11T is a

60:40 mixture by we.ght of 11D and T. T is an abbreviation for

12(2-chloroethylthio)ethyl* ether.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

a. Chemical Name: BiLi (2-chloroethyl) sulfide

2,2'- dlchlorodiethyl sulfide- sulfur mustard

b. Chemical Formula: (CIC|I 2C112 ) 2S

11 lID HT

c. MolecuLar Weight; 175.00 159.08 189,40

d. Vapor Dcnsity, (air- 1.0): 5.40 5.40 6.92

e. Liquid Density gm/cc at 200: 1.27 1.27 1,27

f. Normal Freezing Point, 0 C 5.14 14.00 1.00

g. Boiling Point, 0C: 225.40 227.80 228. 0

h. Vapor Pressure, mm hlg @ 20:Cl 0.059 0,072 0.104

i. Flash Point, 0 C: 100.00 105.00 100.00

J. Viscosity, centistokes @ 200Ci 3,95 3.95 6,0.5

k. Color: Amiber--dark brown liquid (all)

1. Odor: Garlic (all)

m. Special Properties: Permeales ordinary rubber (all)
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TABLE B-6. CHEMICAL AGENT MUSTARD (H/HID/1L') CHAIRACTERISTICS (Cont'd)

n. Solubility Properties; Water (diatil led)--O,092 at 220 C; completely

soluble in acetone, CC1 4 , CH3 CL, tetrachloroethane, ethyl benz.oate, ether (all)

It 1D HT

o. H Combustion: (Btu/lb): 8,100 8,500 9,400

p. Physical State: Viscous Liquid (all)

COMPOSITION OF lID: Percenta

Bis (2-chlovoothyl) sulfide (HD-mustard) 92.00

Free sulphur 7.38

FeCi 2  0 .50

IlCi 0. 11

Aluminum 0.01

Nickel O.0025

Copper 0. 0)0004

COMPOSISTION _C' ]: Percent' 1

Bin (2-chloroethyl) qulfide (museLard) 67.7

Ferris chloride 0.3

Hydrochloric Acid 0.3

Irun Carbide 2.5

Iron Sulfide 1.5

Chlorininted Hydrocitrbons 14.4

Elemental Sulphur l1.3

Carbon Disulfide 2.0

TOXTITTY:

MTDS: mre-rfc 5 ug/well

d.lt-muq-tIhl 630 us/kg

IRDS: skn-man 200 mg/in3 111 SEV

eye-man 100 mg/m3 /611 MOD

uye-rbt 200 fig/n3 /2M



TABLE. 1B 0. C IVhiCAI. ! AckN' I MW 'lAldj (o I /lI) DA/c11 -0rc ( LL d

3
TXDS: ihi.-hmn LI)50: 1500 mg/rn /M

ihl-hmn LCLo: 23 ppm/IOM

skn-'hmn LDLo: 64 mg/kg
3

ihl-rat LD5O: 420 mg/rn /2M
ilil-rat ThLo: 100 ug/, 3 /Y-i TF'X:CAR

skii-rat LI)50, 9 mig/kg

Ficit-vzt LD5O. 1500 ug/kg

ivii-rnt t,1)50.- 70() Lug/kg

i.hl,-muR LC~o : 189 mg/n / I om

Akn-MLtS 11)-50: 92 mig/kg

tii-rnua TCIo: 170 ppn/lSm-c T'rx/(AR

Fikii-rnwl 1,1)1,o 4 mg/kg

svcu-muti 'I1) o : 6 mg/kg&/OW-i uPx: cAa

1. vu1-miuo 1 D.5U: MirOD ug/kg

i viin-tt .rm o : 60 ug /kg~/ 613-1 '1'F"X CAR

Flkn-d og LIM5 : 2(1 ig /kg

Hkn-r bt 1,1)50:1 I00 mphpg

I vnl-rbt 11)5(1: I10(0 mg/kg,

skn-gpg 11)501 20 rng/kp,

iki-o-ill Lm D.15 : 5(13 mg/kg

'rihes numhers ; n- gi yon tF ii gilch fmly I tid 1 d1 not rovpr cgrn t procluc I

specificatluris or the vxaut -onsLIIAuouoy of tei geiit.
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'IABLt• B-i. * cLMil;"A, ALLN'i LEl'l'•iLT U..) CHiAl<ACT'i" . ICS-

GENERAL:

L is a vesicant. It produes.e. effects simllar to HI) but, in addition, acts as a

systemic poison, causing pulmonary edema, diarrhea, rest.lessness, weakness,

subnormal temperature, and low blood pressure. in order oF severity and appearance

of symptoms, it is: a blister agent, a toxic lung irriLant, and when absorbed in

the tissues, a systemic poison. liquid L a:auses an Immediate searing sensation in

the eye and permanent loss oifBIWA If not ,.hu.ontami noted w-Ithin t minute,, ,

produces an immodiato and strong stinging sensatitn tL, the skin; reddening of the

skin starts wi.Liiin 30 minutes. Bl.l.Lterlng douis not appear uutli at tor about 13

hours. Like liD, it Is a cell poison. Skin burns nre much deeper than with HD,

When inhalerd in high .oneontr:t.lons .I.t. may he t'atatl In af; nhort a time as 10

minutes, The body dor;a noL deLox Iy I,.

PHYSICAL PROPEWRTIE,

a, (ilhemi cal Name: Iiehl r.--chl ornvluylIr. Inn, I wl.sIt

b. Cheml cal FP,rmula: C'112 AC I 3

c. Molecular Weight: 207.'2

d. Vapor Density: 1.8HO g/ml 0 25 ( C

e. Solid Density:

1) Bulk lD stitLy: Not applic:blt

2) Cry Htal Dens.I.Ly: Not. appLicai.lu

1. Normal Freezing Point: or Mel lag ln ' tnL: -18 C --/- 0. 1 'C, deo pend iog on

(purity and isomers prenEnt)

g. Boiling Point1 190(U C

h. Vapor Pressure - 0.'18 mm ig p, 2.' C

i, Flash Pu notnt Does not f lash

J. ViscosiLy: 1 09 centiLtokes 25" C

k. Colort Amber to dark brown

1. Odor: Usually geranium Hike, very I Itt:l.o odor whimo pure

m. Specimd. Propertis : None
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T~ABLE B-7. QflM1CAL AUF;NT LEWISITY; WL (WHAHAC'LRISTICS (%ýnlt)

n. Solubility Properties: Soluble In all common ,arganic solvents and

slightl~y solubic In water

0. H Combustion., High huating value 4,676 BTII/JW1; low heating value 4,583

BTIJ /lIb

p. Phyiriicai State: Viscous Liquid

Toxicity:

skn-inus IC, ~50 900-1400 mg-mtn/r3 (ti.1.min)

skni-rat I]C't 50, 1500 lug milnim (tW9-25 Min)

skn-gpg I.C t:50: 1000 Mg-Milti/mT (t-9-14 min)

tikii-!1t LC t 50: 1500 mg~-minim 3(U160-1 80 in.n)

sikn-got 1,C L50; 1 25() mg-minim11 3. t'100-255 n1111a)

AlI-mus ,C lt, 50 1600 mg-min/m 3(t-10 min)

ivm-rbt 11,050: :) mg?/kg

PV11-dng T0D50: 2 tug/kg

tgcw.-rbt I .150: 1 nig/kS

scu-gpg 1.)50: 1 mg/kg
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APPENDIX D

COMPARISON OF CAMDS AND JACADS INCINERATION SYSTEMS
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SECTION D-1

LIQUID INCINERATOR COMPARISON
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LIQUID INCINERATOR (0IC) Comparison

Parameter JACADS CANDS

I. PRIMARY C14AMBER

a. Operating Temp (OF) 2700 2800

b. Operating Pressure, in. w.c. -0.5 -2.0

c. Burner Capacity, MBTU/hr 13.0 4.0

d, GB Incineration Rate, lb/hr 1050 300

e. VX incinerationl Rate, lb/hr 700 200

f. Mustard incineration Rate lb/hr 1330 380

g. Effective Height, ft 8.26 8.83

h. internlld. Diameter, ft 4.33 2.76

i. Wall ThtcknEis, in. 17.5 13.5

J. Max Gns Flow, SCFM 2400 800

2. SECONDARY Ch1AMBE',

a. Operating Temp (hi') 2000 2000

b. Operating Pressure, In w.c. -2.5 -6.0

C. Burnewr Caipir'Ity, MlITO /hr 10).0 4.0

d. IXocon Proc•et•o ng RaLc, gpm 4.0 1.2

C. Salt Prodkucct on, 1b/hr 100 b8

f. Effectivo Ileight, ft 6.67 7.8,3

g. Tnternscl f)Nimi,tvtr, ft 5,83 3.89

h. Wall Thlckness, In. 14.0 7.5

1. Max GaN Flow, S-(C'M 4 100 1200
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SECTION D-2

DEACTIVATION FURNACE SYSTEM COKYARISON
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4. CYCLONE

a. Pressure Drop, in. w.c. 1.5 4

POLLUTION ABATEMENT SYSTEM (PAS) COMPARISONS

JACADS CAMDS

1. QUENCH TOWER

a. Diameter, ft 8.5 3.5

b. Height, ft 34 12

c. Quench Liquid Rate, gpm 175 10.5

d. Nozzle Type(s) Hydraulic Atomized Air

e. Nozzle Ieocation(u) 2 Banks Top of Tower

f. Number of Nozzles 7 per bank 7

g. Emergency Nozzle Cap., gpm 90 35

h. Nominal Residence Time, sec 2.6 0.5

i. Water Droplet Size, microns 300 60-120

J. Quench Flow Countercurrent Cocurrent

k. Inlet Gas Flow, ACFM 44,100 15,000

I. Cam Inlet Temp (OF) 1800 1400

m. Outlet Gas Conditions Saturated Saturated

22. VENTURI SCRUBBER (Variable Throat)

a. Type of Throat Control Plug Damper

b, Inlet Conditions Saturated Saturated

c. Pressure Drop, in w.c. 40 20

d. L/G Ratio, gal/lO00 ACF 15 14

e. Theoretical Collection Efficiency
(M) vs Particle Size (microns)

0.2 61.6 44.7
0.4 85.2 69.4
0.6 94.3 83.1
1.0 99.2 94.8
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3. PACKED BED SCRUBBER

a. Tower Diameter, ft 8.0 6.0

b. Packing Height, ft 6.0 6.0

c. L/G (gal/1000 ACF) 75 30

d. Packing Type 2-inch 2-inch Super
Pall Rings Intalox Saddles

e. Liquid Distributor Type Weir Weir

f. Packing Material SS Polypropylene

g. Entrainment Sep Type Wire Mesh Wire Mesh

h. Entrainment Sep Wash Ye!n None

i. Scrubber Sump pH 8.0 8.5

J. Gas Velocity, lb/hr-sq ft 1300 900

k. Liquid Velocity, lb/hr-sq ft 19500 5700

4. DEMISTERS

a. Number of Elements 8 7

b. Total Surface Area (sq ft) 838 334

c. Face Velocity (ft/min) 29.7 20-40

d. Collhction Efficiency, % 96 99

e. Mist Wash Rate, gpm 1 0.4-0.5

f. Element Material Polyester Polyester

g. Pressure Drop, in w.c. 6.5 25-30

h. Vessel Diameter, ft 13 6
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SECTION D-3

METAL PARTS FURNACE SYSTEM
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METAL PARTS FURNACE COMPARISON

1. FURNACE

a. No. of Chambers 1 1*

b. No. of Airlocks 2 0

c. Type of Atmospheres Oxidizing Reducing

d. Tray Capacity 3 1

e. Operating Temperature (OF) 1600 1000

f. Exhaust Air Flow, SCFM 1950 270

S. Operating Pressure, in. w.c. -3 -5

h. Processing Rate (trays/hr) 3.8 0.83

* CAXDS MPF consists of I punch chamber, I volatilization chamber and I

burnout chamber

2. AFTERBURNER

a. Operating Temperature •?F) 2000 1650

b. No. of Burners 2 4

c. Burner Capacity, MBTU/hr 2.5 1,5

d. Operating Pressure, in. w.c. -4 -6

e. Max Gas Flow, SCFM 3600 4100

f. Diameter, ft 3.5 4.0

g. Length, ft 27 42
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SECTION D-4

MPF AND IJ C POLL,]UTION ABATENEN'F SYSTEMS COMPARI SON.,
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POLLUTION ABATEMENT SYST.M (PAS) rOMPONENT COMPARISONS

I. QUENCH TOWER JACADS CAMDS

MPF LIC LIC (MPF)

a. Diameter, ft 6.0 6.0 3.5

b. Height, ft 35 35 7

c. Quench Liquid hate, gpm 58 6F 4

d. Nozzle Type(s) Hydraulic Hydraulic Atomized Air

C. Nozzle Lociition(s) 2 Banks 2 Banks Top of Towers

f. Number of Nozzles 7 per bank I pnr bank 4

g. Emergency Nozzle Cap., gpm 30 35 35

h. Nominal Residence Time, sec 3.1 2.8 0.3

i. Water Droplet Size, microns 300 300 60-120

J. Quench Flow Countercurrent Countercurrent Cocurrent

k. Inlet Gas Flow, ACFM 19,300 21,300 14,000

I. Gas Inlet Temp (OF) 1200 1150 1400

m, Outlet Gas Conditions Saturated Saturated Saturated

2. VENTURI SCRUBBER (Variable Throat) JACADS CAMDS

MPF IlIC LIC (MPF)

a. Type of Throat Control Plug Plug Damper

b. Inlet Conditions Saturated Saturated 3aturated

c. Pressure Drop, in. w.c. 4C 40 20

d. L/G Ratio, gal/1000 ACF 15 15 6-10

e. Theoretical Collection
Efficiency (%) vs Particlh Size

0.2 6'..6 61.6 44,7

0.4 85.2 85.2 69.4

0.6 94.3 94.3 83.1

1.0 99.2 99.2 94.8
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.. PACKED BED SCRUBBER JACADS CAMDS
MPF LIC LIC (MPF)

a. Tower Diameter 6.0 6.0 6.0

b. Packing Height, ft 10.0 10.0 10.0

c. L/G (gal/1000 ACF) 75 75 30

d. Packing Type 2-inch 2-inch 2-inch Super
Pall Rings Pall Rings Intalox Saddles

e. Liquid Distributor Type Dist Weir Dist Weir Dist Weir

f. Packing Material SS SS Polypropylene

g. Entrainment Sep Type Wire Mesh Wire Mesh Wire Mesh

h. Entrainment Sep Wash Yes Yes None

i. Scrubber Sump pH 8.0 8.0 8.5

J. Gas Velocity, lb/hr-sq ft 1200 1300 900

k. liquid Velocity, lb/hr- sp ft 18000 19500 5700

4. DEMISTERS

a. Number of Elements 5 16 5

b. Total Surface Area (sq ft) 524 1676 283

c. Face Velocity (ft/min) 21.1 7.9 20-40

d. Collection Efficieny % 95 99 99

e. Mist Wash Rate, gpm 1 2 0.5

f. Element Material Polyester Polyester Polyester

g. Pressure Drop, in. w.c. 5 5 25-30

h. Vessel Diameter, ft 11 11 6

aUS GOVERNMETPRNINGrOFFICE: I•S-2 0 1 -4 22 / 80 1 4 0
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